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Abstract

e research presented in this dissertation develops along three fronts: (1) the devel-

opment and improvement of theoretical methods to use within the framework of time-

dependent many-body quantum mechanics at the atomic and molecular levels, (2) the

implementation of those developments in computer code, and (3) the application of that

computer code to the study of molecular processes. e bulk of the studied molecular pro-

cesses are important for understanding the effect of proton radiation on human tissues

and its use in the context of cancer treatment.

e dissertation begins in Chapter 1 with an introduction to the motivating scientific

application—proton cancer therapy—of the computational work I have done throughout

the course of my PhD studies. is is followed by a description of the theoretical tools

(primarily END, the Electron Nuclear Dynamics theory) used to investigate related sci-

entific questions in Chapter 2. Aer this introductory material, the reader will find in

Chapter 3 some of the more practical methodological and soware developments I have

contributed which have helped the computational investigation and are implemented in

the code PACE (Python Accelerated Coherent-states Electron nuclear dynamics). Aer

the presentation of these details, Chapters 4 and 5 show the results of my investigation of

proton collisions on two systems important for proton cancer therapy: DNA/RNA nucle-

obases and water clusters. Aer piecing together information learned up to that point in

my research, I raised possible solutions to unanswered questions concerning the applica-

bility of END to (1) spin symmetry-breaking processes, and (2) collision energies above the

ionization threshold, an energy region previously assumed to be out of reach for accurate

END simulations. It could be said that these developments improved the performance of

END at (1) low energies and (2) high energies. Investigations of these possible solutions
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are described in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively, culminating in a clear set of criteria for

an improved interpretation of the END wavefunction along with a derivation used to find

the associated important states.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, I briefly explore proton cancer therapy and how progress can be made

in this clinical therapy used to treat cancer by exploration at the molecular level using

quantum mechanical methods. Further information may be found in our publication “In

honour of N. Yngvehrn: surveying proton cancer therapy reactionswithhrn’s electron

nuclear dynamics method. Aqueous clusters radiolysis and DNA-base damage by pro-

ton collisions.” (Patrick M. McLaurin, Austin J. Privett, Christopher Stopera, omas V.

Grimes, Ajith Perera, and Jorge A. Morales. Molecular Physics, 113(3-4):297–313, Febru-

ary 2015, Ref. [1].)¹

1.1 Proton Cancer erapy

Successful cancer treatments must balance multiple potentially conflicting goals. At

the cellular level, the two primary goals are to maintain the health of the normal tissue

and to eliminate the threat of the spreading cancer cells. As cancer cells and healthy

cells have many similarities, whether in the molecular makeup of the cells or even their

anatomical location, treatments that eliminate cancer cells—including surgery, radiation

therapy, chemotherapy, or immunotherapy—can also eliminate or damage healthy cells.

Fortunately, between healthy and cancerous cells there exist substantial differences

which may be utilized during treatment. As a result of their high rate of division and re-

duced ability to repair damaged DNA, cancerous cells are significantly more susceptible

to DNA damage than healthy cells [2–5]. In all types of radiation therapies, the benefi-

cial therapeutic effect originates from radiation damage to cellular DNA focused around

¹e copyright on portions of this chapter previously published there is held by Taylor and Francis.
ese portions have been reproduced with permission.
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cancerous cells [2–5] along with the concomitant biological repair mechanisms preferen-

tially occurring in healthy cells. Traditionally, x-ray therapy has been the most common

radiation therapy used, but protons, neutrons, electrons, 12C+6 ions, and other massive

particles are recently seeing more utilization. e most frequently used particle therapy,

and the modality studied in this dissertation, proton cancer therapy (PCT), utilizes high-

energy protons to kill cancerous cells [2–5]. Although some types of particle therapy are

not currently widespread and may only be used in a handful of centers worldwide, the

benefits of PCT justify thirteen proton radiation centers in the USA at the time of the

writing of this text (see Figure 1.5 for current and in-production PCT centers) .

e dose distribution of the radiation to the cellular tissues depends on the type of

radiation used. In contrast to x-ray therapy, H+ projectiles yield a much higher local-

ization of dosage in a region located at the final few millimeters of the proton’s travel,

aer which point a comparatively minuscule dosage is applied to deeper tissues. For all

radiation modalities, the peak in applied dosage, known as the Bragg peak, is centered

on the tumor cells in order to maximize damage to the cancer cells while minimizing it

to the surrounding healthy cells (see Figure 1.1) [2–5]. Furthermore, the near-immediate

stopping of the protons in PCT offers an advantage in the treatment of tumors adjacent to

sensitive and important tissues such as the spinal cord, eyes, and brain [6]. As all forms

of ionizing radiation can lead to cancer, it is important to keep the dosage received by

healthy tissues to a minimum. Similarly, the reduced radiation to healthy tissues can be

beneficial in the treatment of childhood cancers, as those children who are cured from the

primary cancer have a longer remaining lifespan for secondary cancers to develop [6].

Benefits have also been shown for medically inoperable lung tumors [7].

While proton radiation technology offers the benefits mentioned above, PCT has not

proven to be irrefutably superior to x-ray therapy in all cases at the clinical level [6].

2
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Figure 1.1: In PCT, the proton projectiles have a kinetic energy of ≈200–400 MeV and
are finally captured by the deeper tissues tissues at a thermal energy. (Adapted from data
in [6] and from Wikimedia Commons image by Filipak.)

In order to more fully utilize the superior dosage distribution exhibited by protons in

comparison to photons, it is beneficial to obtain a more thorough understanding of the

relationship between fundamental processes and their eventual effect on cellular death.

Complex interactions of physical, chemical, and biological processes occurring on a wide

range of time scales (see Figure 1.2) all contribute to the clinical effect; an improved fun-

damental understanding of these mechanisms is essential for improving the application

of radiation in a therapeutic context [3, 4].

e research presented here is two-fold. Firstly, it works towards achieving a beer

understanding of the fundamental molecular mechanisms that ultimately lead to the ben-

3
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Figure 1.2: Approximate time and distance scales of selected phenomena occurring in
proton cancer therapy important for understanding final therapeutic effects, along with
respective fields [8].

eficial therapeutic effect of PCT. Secondly, theoretical advances used to beer investigate

the reaction mechanisms are put forward. e rest of the introduction will briefly give

an overview of the individual molecular mechanisms ultimately leading to the biological

effect of cell death, followed by a brief description of the computational methods used to

beer understand these molecular reaction mechanisms.

1.2 Synergy of Experiment and eory

In order to achieve the translational energy necessary to penetrate deep enough

into human tissues, the experimental apparatus used to generate the accelerated par-

ticles for therapy is typically either a cyclotron or a synchrotron. Figure 1.3 gives a

schematic of the basic processes occurring in the cyclotron. In a cyclotron, particles

accelerate in a field until reaching their target velocity required to produce the Bragg

peak on the tumor. As the protons enter the human tissues, the H+ projectiles mostly

collide with water molecules as these comprise ≈ 70% of the human cell mass. ese

4
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High Frequency
Oscillator

Magnetic
Field

Figure 1.3: In a cyclotron, protons are first injected into the center of a cylindrical space.
ese protons are accelerated using alternating voltage and are confined to move in a
circular path by a magnetic field. As each proton accelerates, it covers more distance
in the same amount of time, increasing the radius of its circular path until exiting the
cyclotron. (Adapted from Wikimedia Commons public domain image.)

collisions trigger a cascade of secondary, tertiary, etc. reactions generating ions (e.g.

H++H2O . 2H++OH−), radicals (e.g. H++H2O . H++H+OH), solvated elec-

trons (e.g. H++2H2O . H++H2O+ e−(aq)) and localized heating [2, 5, 9]. e prod-

ucts of these reactions can eventually reach the cellular DNA and cause various types of

structural damage (e.g. DNA bases’ fragmentation and deletion, sugar-phosphate lesions,

DNA single- and double-strand breaks, etc. [2, 5]). A schematic of these general processes

is shown in Figure 1.6 on page 9.

e experimental elucidation of the microscopic details of the PCT reactions can be

difficult, costly, dangerous for patients, or even impossible. On the other hand, compu-

tational chemistry can accurately reveal such details at a minimal expense without any

risk of harm to patients. e understanding of PCT involves computational chemistry

research at three levels [2, 9] and is shown in Figure 1.4.
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Mechanisms, Cross Sections, 
Branching Ratios, Rate Constants

Radiation Dose and 
DNA Damage Calculations

Treatment results

Microscopic Level
Quantum Dynamics Methods

Macroscopic Level
Clinical Methods

Mesoscopic Level
Monte Carlo Methods

Microscopic Level
Quantum Dynamics Methods

Figure 1.4: Role of computation in improving PCT. Microscopic level: Computer simula-
tions of the mentioned PCT reactions via quantum dynamical methods (like the results in
this dissertation). Mesoscopic level: Computer simulations of damage processes in a few
DNA molecules with parametrized Monte Carlo models or deterministic models. Macro-
scopic level: Comparison of lower-level results with DNA damage experiments and PCT
clinical data. is dissertation contributes at the microscopic level.

Due to its computational cost, rigorous quantum dynamics methods are only practi-

cal at the microscopic level, while less costly Monte Carlo (MC) or deterministic models

using classical dynamics can investigate the mesoscopic level. antum dynamics allows

for the calculation of properties (reaction cross sections, product branching ratios, etc.)

that provide the required input data for accurate MC simulations. e accuracy of the

predicted microscopic properties can be tested with available data measured in scaering

beam experiments. It is computationally prohibitive to investigate the complex processes

occurring at more biologically-relevant system sizes and time scales with quantum dy-

namics methods. MC simulations offer a means to quantitatively predict the effect of

particle radiation on biological tissues and are currently considered the “gold standard”

for dose calculation [10, 11]; as such, MC provides a bridge between the macroscopic and

microscopic levels by predicting damage paerns and radiation dose calculations that can

improve PCT procedures and guide accelerator designs. Conversely, MC allows compar-

ison of results from DNA damage experiments with those from both quantum dynamics

6
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andMonte Carlo simulations, thus allowing for improvements to the computational meth-

ods at both levels.

is dissertation focuses on the microscopic level and utilizes a quantum dynamics

method appropriate for the study for molecular processes known as Simplest-Level Elec-

tron Nuclear Dynamics (SLEND) theory (discussed in Chapter 2). In order to obtain the

accuracy necessary at the microscopic level yet provide an affordable computational cost,

SLEND makes three approximations to the exact solution of the non-relativistic time-

dependent Schrödinger equation. In order from least to most consequential, the first ap-

proximation treats the nuclei as classical point masses; this approximation is expected

to have the smallest influence on the properties calculated in this dissertation due to the

high energies involved in the considered PCT reactions. Secondly, it is a consequence

of finite computers that it will be necessary to select some finite basis set (i.e., truncate

the single-particle space) for the remaining quantum particles—the electrons. Finally,

SLEND utilizes a single-determinantal description of the electronic wavefunction (i.e. the

truncation of the many-particle space); Chapter 6 investigates and partially remedies a

consequence of this restriction.
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Chapter 2

eoretical and Computational Background

A thorough description of the current status of the simplest-level electron nuclear dy-

namics (SLEND) and its corresponding extension utilizing Kohn-Sham density functional

theory (SLEND/KSDFT) are thoroughly investigated in our publication in “Chapter ree

- Some Recent Developments in the Simplest-Level Electron Nuclear Dynamics Method:

eory, Code Implementation, and Applications to Chemical Dynamics” (C. Stopera, T.V.

Grimes, P.M. McLaurin, A.J. Privett, J.A. Morales, Advances in antum Chemistry 66

113-194, 2013, Ref. [5].).¹ is chapter presents again the points most relevant to the ap-

plications investigated in this dissertation along with some additions and modifications.

To highlight the key points of the application of the selected methods to the study of

PCT, SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT provide:

• A direct-dynamics approach (i.e. the interacting forces are calculated on the fly dur-

ing actual simulations without the predetermination of potential energy surfaces,

which are intractable for large DNA-related systems),

• e lack of reliance on the frequently-made Born-Oppenheimer approximation (i.e.,

Electron Nuclear Dynamics involves ground and excited electronic states and in-

cludes full coupling between the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom), and

• A time-dependent scheme that provides dynamical andmechanistic details unaain-

able by time-independent scaering theories.

¹e copyright on portions of this chapter previously published is held by Elsevier. ese portions have
been reproduced with permission.
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2.1 Overview

Electron nuclear dynamics (END) is a time-dependent, variational, direct, and nona-

diabatic dynamics method that treats nuclei and electrons simultaneously. Unlike many

theories used to investigate time-dependent and scaering processes, END provides the

exact dynamics given an approximate wavefunction description. In general, this results in a

hierarchy of END levels of theory [13] depending on the specification of the approximate

wavefunction used for both electrons and nuclei. Due to its feasible computational cost,

we use the simplest-level END (SLEND), amounting to a classical nuclear description and

single-determinantal ouless-type electronic wavefunction [5]. Even at this “simplest”

level of approximation, applications of SLEND have proven quite successful in various

gas-phase reactions at energies ranging from 1 eV–10 keV (Section 2.2).

In conventional quantum chemistry, the Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation is oen

seen as preliminary to higher levels of accuracy. However, its use in SLEND for the

calculation of dynamical properties (rather than the time-independent properties oen

investigated in quantum chemistry) has proven to yield quite good results as demon-

strated when comparisons are made to existing experimental values. At the same time,

it may be the case that an approximate wavefunction represented by classical nuclei and

the single-determinantal representation of the electronic degrees of freedom do not ad-

equately describe the physical system studied for the purposes of some research. As is

common among theories for the quantummany-body problem, more exact END formula-

tions using different wavefunction representations correspondingly lead to a much higher

computational cost (e.g., multi-determinantal or quantum description of the nuclei) [13].

In order to capture an improved description of electron correlation without significantly

changing the computational cost, this dissertation also makes use of the recently devel-

oped and implemented SLEND/Kohn-Sham density functional theory (SLEND/KSDFT)

11
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method wherein electron correlation not described by the single-determinantal ouless

reference is approximately accounted for by the DFT exchange-correlation density func-

tional [14].

All of the SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT theory used in this dissertation is included

in the computer code Python Accelerated Coherent states Electron nuclear dynamics

(PACE). e code features parallel programming and an environment for rapid code de-

velopment, which I have significantly benefited from and contributed to during the course

of my PhD research.

2.2 Why Use Electron Nuclear Dynamics (END)?

As is true for most problems, during the computational investigation of a scientific

problem, it is imperative to select the best tool for the job at hand. us, the advantages

and disadvantages of available tools must be known in order to select which tool is most

appropriate. For the investigation of electron-transfer, ionization, and bond-breaking, and

bond-forming processes across a wide range of energies, the electron nuclear dynamics

(END) theory provides a useful general framework for the solution of the molecular time-

dependent Schrödinger equation.

e electron nuclear dynamics (END) theory originally created by Deumens and

hrn [13, 15, 16] is a time-dependent, variational, nonadiabatic, and direct-dynamics

method that treats the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom concurrently. Rather

than methods that incur the expense resulting from the calculation of an entire potential

energy surface (PES) or make the potentially problematic selection of the “important part”

of the global PES, direct dynamics methods calculate the potential energy and associated

forces of a system “on the fly” during the actual computation of the dynamics [17–20]. e

a priori formulation of PESs required by conventional methods such as the quasi-classical

trajectory (QCT) method [21] and the close-coupling method and its many approxima-
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tions (e.g., the infinite-order sudden (IOS) approximation) [22] scales exponentially² with

the dimensionality of the system.

As a nonadiabatic method, END is not, in principle, strictly limited to a single elec-

tronic state. Critically, the nonadiabaticity and simultaneous evolution of the electrons

and nuclei allow for the exact electron-nuclear coupling to be used (within the approxi-

mate wavefunction representation), thereby allowing for the accurate modeling of elec-

tron excitation and transfer reactions to all allowed states defined by the Hilbert space

of the simulation. To quickly realize this fact, one may consider how the nonadiabaticity

and coupling are imperative for correctly predicting the dependence of electron-transfer

probabilities on the relative translational energies of colliding molecules; without such

dependence, the electron-transfer probabilities (or, more correctly, the reaction cross sec-

tions) would be completely independent of the collision energy and thus incorrect.

All END methods including SLEND apply the time-dependent variational principle

(TDVP) [24] to a trial wavefunction |ΨEND〉 containing both nuclear and the electronic

degrees of freedom. at is, by imposing the stationarity of the quantum action AEND,

AEND [ΨEND,Ψ∗
END] =

ˆ t f

ti
LEND [ΨEND(t),Ψ∗

END(t)] dt

along with the end-point boundary conditions δ|ΨEND(ti)〉 = δ|ΨEND(t f )〉 = 0, the END

equations of motion may be obtained. LEND represents the quantum Lagrangian [24],

LEND [ΨEND,Ψ∗
END] =

〈ΨEND|i ∂
∂ t − ĤTotal|ΨEND〉

〈ΨEND|ΨEND〉
(2.1)

²To be more specific, the cost for calculating a PES for N nuclei with M calculations per each dimension
scales asO(M3N). is demonstrates why systems containing 3 atoms are considered “large” (O(M9) scaling
with respect to the grid with M increments along each dimension) if a global PES is formed (see, e.g., Chapter
14 of [23]).
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with the total Hamiltonian ĤTotal. With the TDVP, a set of Euler-Lagrange equations are

produced for the variational parameters in |ΨEND〉. END is a general dynamics framework

exhibiting a hierarchy of methods determined by the specification of the approximate

wavefunction |ΨEND〉. e simplest-level END (SLEND) approximates the trial wavefunc-

tion as |ΨSLEND〉 = |ΨN〉|Ψe〉. e single-configurational nuclear factor |ΨN〉 consists of

a simple product of frozen-width Gaussian wave packets, and the single-configurational

electronic factor |Ψe〉 is provided by an unrestricted single-determinantal state. e Gaus-

sian wave packets in |ΨN〉 are taken to the zero-width limit for the dynamics, yielding a

nuclear classical dynamics fully coupled to the electronic quantum dynamics. Impor-

tantly, this full coupling is absent in Born-Oppenheimer dynamics [20, 25, 26].

In the description of electrons and nuclei, the selection of the variational parame-

ters is required in the calculation of the TDVP. e nuclear factor |ΨN〉 uses the center of

mass position and momentum of the individual nuclear wavepackets as the natural varia-

tional parameters. As a first aempt, one might expect the single determinantal electronic

factor |Ψe〉 could simply be parametrized by the atomic orbital {|φμ〉} (AO) coefficients

{ci
μ} of its molecular spin orbitals {|ψ i〉} (MSOs), as determined by commonHartree-Fock

or KSDFT calculations and wrien |ψ i〉 = ∑μ ci
μ|φμ〉. However, the single-determinantal

state is invariant with respect to any unitary transformation among occupied molecular

orbitals and there is thus no one-to-onemapping from atomic orbital coefficients to single-

determinantal states. Critically, this leads to numerical instabilities during the evolution

of the dynamics [27–29]; these instabilities are also briefly explained below in Section

2.3. As a result, SLEND utilizes the ouless representation (Section 2.3.2 on page 23) in

the description of the single-determinantal state [30]. In ouless’s representation, a set

of complex-valued, continuous, and non-redundant parameters are used instead of the
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AO coefficients. With this non redundant representation, the numerical instabilities are

removed and the one-to-one mapping is restored.

Both Gaussian wave packets and ouless single-determinantal states can be classi-

fied as coherent states (CSs) functions. Mathematically, coherent states consist of a set of

functions satisfying two conditions: (1) the resolution of identity with a positive measure

and (2) continuity with respect to a set of real or complex parameters [31]. ese proper-

ties and the nonzero overlap between two CSs imply that the CS set is overcomplete. Each

SLEND Gaussian wave packet comprising the nuclear factor |ΨN〉 and parametrized by

the wave packet position and momentum belongs to the canonical CS set associated with

the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian [32]. e single-determinantal SLEND electronic

factor |Ψe〉 parametrized by the ouless parameters belongs to the ouless CS set as-

sociated with the electronic Hamiltonian [31]. Other types of CS sets are discussed in

[31]. CSs which have been developed and are now available for application to the SLEND

wavefunction can be factored as

|ΨEND〉=
Frozen gaussian w.p.︷ ︸︸ ︷
|ΨTranslational〉 |ΨVibrational〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

Canonical/Morse CS

Rotational CS︷ ︸︸ ︷
|ΨRotational〉 |Ψelectronic〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

ouless CS

(2.2)

Due to the overcompleteness in terms of continuous parameters, CS sets have been

beneficially applied across fields as quantum field theory, atomic physics, nuclear physics,

and condensed maer physics [31]. In chemical dynamics, the primary use of CS sets has

been in the application of the canonical CS for the nuclear motion in PES-type methods.

Examples of CS sets in chemical dynamics include the wave packet semi-classical dynam-

ics by Heller [33], the canonical CS representation of the semi-classical propagator by

Herman and Kluk [34], and the recovery of quantum vibrational excitation probabilities

from classical mechanics by Giese and Gentry [35]. In contrast, SLENDmerges the canon-
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ical CS (Eq. 2.2) for the nuclear |ΨN〉 with the less commonly-used ouless CS for the

electronic |Ψe〉 in its direct-dynamics solution of the TDVP. Moreover, even though the

zero-width limit is applied to all wavepackets in |ΨSLEND
N 〉 during the actual simulation

in order to decrease the computational cost, the finite-width wave packets corresponding

to the SLEND nuclear classical mechanics may be reconstructed so that some quantum

effects can be recovered. For example, for the vibrational degrees of freedom under the

harmonic approximation, the application of the quantum reconstruction produces rigor-

ously the method mentioned above by Giese and Gentry [36].

Although theoretical chemistswho primarily study time-independent energetic prop-

erties (especially under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation) may intuitively think the

single-determinantal description of SLENDnecessarily leads to quite unacceptable results,

in reality SLEND has been successfully applied to many scaering systems and chemical

reactions in the gas phase. SLEND is generally quite successful in energy regions we typi-

cally classify as “intermediate” (10 eV≤ Elab ≤ 100 eV) or “high” (100 eV< Elab < 1 MeV),

where the ability of SLEND to accurately investigate certain properties is limited by the

onset of relativistic effects. As a rule of thumb, relativistic effects can be considered im-

portant if the proton is traveling> 10% the speed of light, near Elab ≈ 5 MeV for protons.

Although relativistic effects should be able to be incorporated into the SLEND theory, we

have not yet explored that use of the theory. It is appropriate to mention here that, at

the higher values for Elab, it is necessary to both adequately describe the space used by

the higher energy electrons (including bound highly excited Rydberg states and ionized

“free” electrons) and adequately analyze the SLEND electronic wavefunction to obtain

the contribution of the higher energy states. us, the need for an appropriate basis set

is especially essential at these higher energies. For example, this space may be mostly

described by the addition of diffuse basis functions or basis functions with higher angu-
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lar momentum than the minimum basis sets. Related improvements to the application of

SLEND are explored in Chapters 6 and 7. For comparison to these energies, note that the

room temperature around which many experimental chemists work is 300 K≈ 0.03 eV. In

the intermediate- and high-energy domains, the classical nuclear mechanics in |ΨSLEND
N 〉

is typically a good approximation of the nuclei and the relevant quantum effects under

consideration can be recovered accurately with the quantum reconstruction procedures

[5, 36]. Additionally, the SLEND single-determinantal electronic state |ΨSLEND
e 〉 provides

a satisfactory quantum description for the electrons that can capture the basic events in

reactive processes (bond breakage and formation, electron excitations on both projectile

and target, electron transfers from target to projectile, etc.).

As historical and numerical evidence of the appropriateness of SLEND in the study

of a wide variety of reactive molecular processes, the reader may refer to previous stud-

ies of (1) collisions between H+ and H2 [37], H2O [38, 39], HF [40], NO [41], CO [42], N2

[43]); (2) hydrogen collisions with D2 [44], HOD [45]; and (3) molecule-molecule reactions

(D2+NH3 [44], SN2 reactions, Diels-Alder reactions [5, 46]), inter alia. e SLEND dy-

namical properties predicted for the above systems showed good agreement with their

experimental counterparts and included rainbow scaering angle predictions([37, 41–

43, 47, 48]), non-electron-transfer (NET) proton-molecule vibrational energy transfers

([38, 43, 49]), NET total differential cross sections (DCSs) ([38, 47, 48]), NET state-to-state

vibrational DCSs ([37, 41–43]), NET projectile energy loss spectra ([41, 43]), and total ET

DCSs ([38]) and integral cross sections (ICSs) ([37, 47, 48]).
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2.3 END: General eory to Specific Cases

In the solution of the nuclear (N ) electronic (e) time-dependent Schrödinger equation

with the molecular Hamiltonian

ih̄
∂
∂ t

|Ψ〉 = Ĥ|Ψ〉

Ĥ = T̂N + T̂e +V̂NN +V̂ee +V̂Ne

= −
nuc

∑
A

h̄2

2Ma
∇2

A −
el

∑
i

h̄2

2me
∇2

i +
e2

4πε0

(
nuc

∑
A>B

ZAZB

RAB
+

el

∑
i> j

1
ri j

−
nuc

∑
A

el

∑
i

Za

rAi

)

it is necessary for computational scientists to make approximations. One approxima-

tion always made with finite wavefunction approaches is the truncated basis in which

Ĥ operates, that is, the use of an approximate wavefunction space. Many investigations

of time-dependent processes also approximate the dynamical evolution, say, by the par-

tial neglect of some coupling in the exact time-dependent solution. Such methods could

be said to provide approximate dynamics. Importantly, the method used throughout this

dissertation—Electron Nuclear Dynamics—provides the exact dynamics for a molecular

Hamiltonian once the selection and constraints on the approximate wavefunction space

are made.

2.3.1 END

In this section, we review the generalized END theoretical framework before moving

on to the particular case of SLEND [13, 15, 16]. As previously mentioned, END applies the

TDVP [24] to some trial wavefunction |ΨEND〉, parametrized by a set of generally complex

parameters. With |ΨEND〉 = |λ〉, where λ = (λ1,λ2, ...,λi, ...)and λi = λi(t), the quantum

Lagrangian LEND in Equation 2.1 can be wrien as

LEND [λ,λ∗] =
〈λ|i ∂

∂ t − Ĥ|λ〉
〈λ|λ〉

(2.3)
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By the TDVP [24], the evolution of the parameters λ can be determined by finding a

stationary point in the first-order variation of the quantum action AEND,

δAEND [λ,λ∗] = δ
ˆ t1

t0
LEND [λ(t),λ∗(t)] dt = 0

with boundary conditions δ|λ(t0)〉= δ|λ(t1)〉= 0. As such, the quantum TDVP is analo-

gouswithHamilton’s principle in classical mechanics [50]. e associated Euler-Lagrange

equations are of the form [15, 16, 24]:

i∑
a

Cabλ̇a =
∂Etotal

∂λ∗b
(2.4)

−i∑
a

C∗
abλ̇

∗
a =

∂Etotal

∂λb

where

Etotal =
〈λ|Ĥ|λ〉
〈λ|λ〉

is the total energy and C is a Hermitian matrix with elements

Cab =
∂ 2 lnS

∂λ∗a∂λb

with the overlap S = 〈λ|λ〉. Equation 2.4 can be more conveniently rewrien in block

matrix form as  iC 0

0 −iC


 λ̇

λ̇∗

=

 ∂E
∂λ∗

∂E
∂λ

 (2.5)

It has been shown [15, 24] that Equation 2.5 represents the quantum generalization

of the classical Hamilton equation in symplectic form [50]. Briefly, given the classical

Hamiltonian H(q,p) and conjugate variables q and p, the classical Hamiltonian equations
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of motion can be wrien  I 0

0 −I


 q̇

ṗ

=

 ∂H
∂p
∂E
∂q

 . (2.6)

Comparing Equations 2.5 and 2.6, it can be seen that, λ and λ∗ provide the complex quan-

tum conjugate variables of Eq. 2.5, while the analogous real classical Hamiltonian conju-

gate variables are provided by q and p. In a similar manner, the complex matrix

 iC 0

0 −iC


of Eq. 2.5 represents the quantum generalization of the real matrix

 I 0

0 −I


used in the classical Hamilton equations. is existing analogy between the quantum

equations of motion 2.5 and the classical Hamiltonian equations of motion 2.6 should not

be surprising in view of the analogy between the quantum TDVP [24] and the classical

Hamilton principle [50] used to generate Equations 2.5 and 2.6. Moreover, the apparent

similarities may be increased if the complex parametrization in terms of complex conju-

gate variables λ and λ∗ is substituted by an equivalent parametrization in terms of real

conjugate variables proportional to ℜ(λ) and ℑ(λ).

e discussed parametrization need not impose significant limitations on |ΨEND〉 =

|λ〉. Rather, the specific choice of |ΨEND〉 = |λ〉 allows for the general form of END to

produce a hierarchy of specific END methods. For instance, choosing the electronic fac-

tor part |Ψe〉 of |ΨEND〉 = |λ〉 to be linear coefficients of the configuration states and the
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parameters of the MSO within each configuration state produces a multi-configurational

complete-active space (MC-CAS) END [51]. Alternatively, a coupled-cluster approach to

END [52] may be produced by selecting the variational parameters of the electronic part

|Ψe〉 of |ΨEND〉 = |λ〉 to be the coupled-cluster (CC) amplitudes [52]. Although it would

be equally valid to utilize such MC-CAS and CC type wavefunctions in the parametriza-

tion of the nuclear factor |ΨN〉 of |ΨEND〉 = |λ〉, the effect of an improved wavefunction

description in the context of molecular processes is expected to have a greater impact

in the description of the more delocalized electrons. While the improved wavefunction

description offered by MC-CAS and CC would certainly be welcome, almost all current

and previous specifications of |ΨEND〉make the “Simplest-Level” END (SLEND) specifica-

tions—that is, the use of a single-configuration for both frozen-width Gaussian wavepack-

ets for |ΨN〉 and also the single-determinantal |Ψe〉—due to a more feasible computational

cost.

While simpler realizations may admiedly be conceived, the specification in the

currently described “SLEND” represents the simplest-possible ab initio realization which

makes the approximations common to quantum chemistry (classical nuclei and antisym-

metric electronic wavefunction). at is, while a Hartree-product for the electrons might

even be simpler, there is lile cost to be saved while much accuracy may be lost due the

complete neglect of the antisymmetry requirement (the “exchange interaction”). More-

over, semi-empirical realizations of END have been proposed theoretically [15], but these

are not ab initio methods and, as such, require proper parametrization for the job at hand.

ey are not considered in this dissertation.

Inspection of Eq. 2.4 reveals one requirement of the parametrization. at is, the

inversion of the matrix C in Eq. 2.4 cannot be accomplished as C becomes singular; a

singular C matrix can occur if two or more parameters λi,λ j ∈ λ are linearly dependent
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[27–29]. It is unlikely that the SLEND nuclear wave packets in |ΨN〉 become linear de-

pendent. On the other hand, care must be taken during the selection of the electronic

parametrization of |Ψe〉, as the problem of linear dependency in the electronic parameters

in a single-determinantal state is common and well-known, e.g. for large atomic orbital

basis sets [53]. In that situation, it would be possible to use a pseudo-inverse of C to avoid

numerical instabilities. However, the repeated application throughout the dynamics of

the pseudo-inverse could result in a build up of integration errors without limit; as such,

it does not offer a viable solution and another approach is required [27, 28]. In order to

completely avoid the issue of linear dependency due to the redundancy of the determinant

representation (but not the linear dependency resulting from certain large atomic orbital

basis sets) and to achieve other advantages discussed later, SLEND adopts the ouless

representation of a single-determinantal state [54]. Such a set of continuous and nonre-

dundant parameters λ is conventionally referred to as the ouless parameters z [15]. As

a result of the nonredundancy, the SLEND ouless single-determinantal state remains

free of linear dependencies in its constituent molecular orbitals throughout the entire

dynamics and completely avoid numerical instabilities due to the inversion of C. More-

over, the nonredundant ouless parameters provide solutions to other problems closely

related to that of singular matrices; namely, they provide a one-to-one mapping with dis-

tinct nonequivalent single-determinantal states by excluding equivalent states generated

by unitary transformation among the occupied molecular orbitals. e continuous nature

of the ouless parameters allows for the generalized symplectic structure of Eq. 2.5 and

ensures sufficient flexibility for the electronic wavefunction to vary smoothly and con-

tinuously during the simulation of chemical reactions, where the evolving parameters λ

may oen change violently. is last benefit is imperative, as—unlike Born-Oppenheimer
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dynamics and PES-type methods—END equations of motion with full nuclear-electronic

coupling implies an evolution sensitive to the rapidly changing electronic state.

2.3.2 SLEND

2.3.2.1 e equations of motion

As discussed previously, the trial total wavefunction used by SLEND |ΨSLEND〉 is

separated into single-configuration nuclear |ΨSLEND
N 〉 and electronic |ΨSLEND

e 〉 parts:

|ΨSLEND〉= |ΨSLEND
N 〉|ΨSLEND

e 〉

Having NN nuclei, |ΨSLEND
N 〉 is the direct product of 3NN 1-D frozen-width Gaussian wave

packets centered at the nuclear positions R with nuclear momenta P, |ΨSLEND
N 〉 = |R,P〉.

Each nucleus requires three one-dimensional wave packets for its three position and mo-

tion variables. In configuration space with coordinates X, 〈X|ΨSLEND
N 〉 is [55]

〈X|ΨSLEND
N (t)〉 = 〈X|R(t),P(t)〉 (2.7)

=
3NN

∏
i=1

〈Xi|RiPi〉 (2.8)

=
3NN

∏
A=1

exp

{
−
[

XA −RA(t)
2ΔRA

]2
+ iPA(t) [XA −RA(t)]

}
(2.9)

whereX= (Xi), R= (Ri), P= (Pi), 1≤ i ≤ 3NN , and {ΔRi} are the widths of the Gaussian

wave packets. e nuclear positions R and momenta P are the variational parameters of

|ΨSLEND
N 〉 = |R,P〉 forming pairs of real conjugate variables {Ri,Pi}. For computational

convenience, SLEND takes the zero-width limit in Eq. 2.7, i.e. ΔRi → 0∀i, aer construct-

ing the SLEND quantum Lagrangian, LSLEND. In this way, aer generating the equations

of motion as in Eq. 2.5, nuclear dynamics are obtained as classical mechanics.
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e SLEND electronic wavefunction |Ψe〉 is a ouless single-determinantal state

[30] |Ψe〉 = |z;R〉 parametrized in terms of the complex ouless coefficients z and hav-

ing an extra dependency upon R as explained shortly. Having Ne electrons in a basis of

rank K ≥ Ne, the ouless single-determinantal state 〈x|Ψe〉 in configuration space with

coordinates x is

〈x|ΨSLEND
e 〉 = 〈x|z(t),R(t)〉 (2.10)

= det{χh [xh;z(t),R(t)]} (2.11)

= 〈x|exp

[
K

∑
p=Ne+1

Ne

∑
h=1

zphb†
pbh

]
|0〉 (2.12)

where the dynamical spin orbitals (DSOs), χh, are defined in terms of Ne occupied, ψh,

and K −Ne virtual, ψ p, reference MSOs [13, 15, 16]:

χh = ψh +
K

∑
p=Ne+1

zphψ p (2.13)

where 1≤ h ≤ Ne.

In Equation 2.10, 〈x|ΨSLEND
e 〉 is generated using the MSO particle-hole (or alterna-

tively virtual-occupied) operators b†
pbh from the Fermi reference single-determinantal

state |0〉 having Ne occupied MSOs {ψh} : |0〉= |ψ1...ψh...ψNe
〉. e ouless coefficients

z and z∗ are the variational parameters of |Ψe〉 = |z;R〉 forming pairs of complex con-

jugate variables {zph,z∗ph}. e MSOs {ψh,ψ p} are constructed with K standard atomic

basis set functions {φi(xi;Ri)} centered at the nuclear positions R= (Ri), usually through

a time-independent Hartree-Fock (HF) calculation (see [56] for more details on HF). For

that reason, {ψh,ψ p}, {χh}, and |Ψe〉 = |z;R〉 acquire a dependency upon R. While the

MSOs are orthogonal among themselves, the DSOs are not (this may be easily proved
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from their definition in Eq. 2.13). e MSOs and DSOs are unrestricted with respect to

spin blocks; therefore, |Ψe〉 = |z;R〉 is an unrestricted single-determinantal state. Due to

the unrestricted nature of the spin blocks, |Ψe〉= |z;R〉 has some degree of nondynamical

correlation with respect to a restricted (spin-symmetric) single-determinantal state. e

relaxation of the spin-symmetry constraint allows for an adequate description of bond-

forming and bond-breaking processes and is well-known in quantum chemistry [56].

As a quick side note, it will be shown in Chapter 6, however, that the allowed unre-

stricted spin blocks do not necessarily imply that the unrestricted state space is probed

during the solution of the TDVP if the initial state begins in a spin-symmetric state. In

such cases, is is not surprising that the accidental dynamical constraint of spin-symmetry

leads to significant consequences in the outcome of collisions.

e SLEND quantum Lagrangian LSLEND is obtained by using

|ΨSLEND〉= |ΨSLEND
N 〉|ΨSLEND

e 〉

in the quantum Lagrangian (Equations 2.1 and 2.3). Taking the zero-width limit in the

wave packets of |ΨN〉 (Eq. 2.7), LSLEND (Eq. 2.3) becomes

LSLEND [R,P,z,z∗] =
3NN

∑
j=1

[
Pj +

i
2

(
∂ lnS
∂R j

− ∂ lnS
∂R′

j

)]
Ṙ j

+
i
2

K

∑
p=Ne+1

N3

∑
h=1

[
∂ lnS
∂ zph

żph −
∂ lnS
∂ z∗ph

ż∗ph

]
−Etotal [R,P,z,z∗]
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where the electronic overlap is S = 〈z′,R′|z,R〉 and the total energy Etotal is

Etotal [R,P,z,z∗] =
〈ΨSLEND|ĤTotal|ΨSLEND〉

〈ΨSLEND|ΨSLEND〉
(2.14)

=
NN

∑
i=1

P2
i

2Mi
+

NN

∑
j>i

ZiZ j∣∣Ri −R j
∣∣ +Ee [R,z,z∗]

e first two terms are the nuclear kinetic energy and the nuclear repulsion energy. e

third term provides the purely electronic energy

Ee [R,z,z∗] =
〈ΨSLEND

e |Ĥe|ΨSLEND
e 〉

〈ΨSLEND
e |ΨSLEND

e 〉

with the nuclear masses Mi and charges Zi and Ĥe is the purely electronic Hamiltonian.

Taking {R(t),P(t),z(t),z∗(t)} as the SLEND variational parameters, application of the

TDVP to the SLEND quantum action ASLEND [R,P,z,z∗] associated with the Lagrangian

LSLEND [R,P,z,z∗] (Eq. 2.3) renders the SLEND dynamical equations as a set of Euler-

Lagrange equations in matrix form [13, 15, 16]



iC 0 iCR 0

0 −iC∗ −iC∗
R 0

iC†
R −iCT

R CRR −I

0 0 I 0





dz
dt

dz∗
dt

dR
dt

dP
dt


=



∂ETotal
∂z∗

∂ETotal
∂z

∂ETotal
∂R

∂ETotal
∂P


(2.15)

where the metric matrices C, CR, and CRR are defined as [13, 15, 16]

C =
∂ 2 lnS (z∗,R,z,R′)

∂z∗∂z

∣∣∣∣
R′=R

(2.16)

CR =
∂ 2 lnS (z∗,R,z,R′)

∂z∗∂R

∣∣∣∣
R′=R

CRR = −2ℑ
∂ 2 lnS (z∗,R,z,R′)

∂R∂R′

∣∣∣∣
R′=R
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Above, the matrices CR and CRR couple the nuclear and the electronic degrees of

freedom and yield the SLEND equivalents of the nonadiabatic coupling terms. It should

be emphasized that those nuclear-electronic coupling terms are retained in SLEND de-

spite the zero-width limit in the nuclear wave packets in |ΨN〉 [16]. Comparison of Eq.

2.15 with Eq. 2.5 reveals that the SLEND version generalizes the classical Hamiltonian

equations in symplectic form [50], expressing the coupled nuclear classical and electronic

quantum dynamics in terms of pairs of real nuclear {Ri(t),Pi(t)} and complex electronic

{zph(t),z∗ph(t)} conjugate variables.

2.3.2.2 Criteria for the initial state

e total SLEND wavefunction at initial time |ΨSLEND(ti)〉 serves as input to the

SLEND equations of motion and is defined by the previously mentioned conjugate po-

sition nuclear and electronic variables. More specifically, the initial conditions of the

SLEND equations are the initial nuclear positions and momenta {R(ti),P(ti)} defining the

initial nuclear wave function |ΨN(ti)〉 and the initial ouless parameters {z(ti),R(ti)}

defining the initial electronic wavefunction |Ψe(ti)〉. e ouless representation de-

pends on the specification of the MSOs {ψh,ψ p} and the reference state |0〉 (Eq. 2.10).

Although the SLEND equations will accept any properly parametrized initial state as in-

put and calculate the ensuing dynamics, meaningful initial states should correspond to

the system of interest. As most systems studied here can be represented in the projectile

P and target T model PqP +TqT with respective charges qP and qT, the initial state consists

of well-separated subsystems in their ground-state. To achieve a physically meaningful

approximation corresponding to this initial state specification in terms of a single Slater

determinant, the time-independent unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) solution at the initial

nuclear configuration R(ti) is typically used to generate the MSOs {ψh,ψ p} at ti. How-

ever, modifications may be necessary when the nuclear velocity is very high or when
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other modifications to the initial state are desired for other reasons (see Chapter 6). ese

modifications may be done during the setup of the initial state, aer which the SLEND

equations of motion act without modification. Using pure UHF to generate the initial

state is valid so long as (1) the desired initial state can be obtained with UHF, and (2) the

translational velocity of the electrons is not too high in the lab frame of reference [15].

Criterion (1) may not be satisfied if, say for projectile P and target T, the supermolecule

P+0+T+1 has a lower UHF energy than the supermolecule P+1+T+0, and we want to

investigate the laer reaction. If this is the case, techniques may be used to encourage

convergence to the desired initial state during the UHF procedure; alternatively, the den-

sities from UHF solutions for separately solved P+1 and T+0 may be combined to provide

the respective natural orbitals used to provide the initial set of MSOs. Criterion (2) is not

relevant in any of the systems explored in this thesis, as all systems here have a proton

as the fast-moving projectile. Aer any generation of the initial electronic state, how-

ever, the SLEND equations of motion take this initial state as input and proceed without

modifications.

In every SLEND simulation discussed in this dissertation, most of the individual

molecules comprising the supermolecule at ti are at their respective electronic ground-

states (molecules not initially at the ground state are discussed in Chapter 6). As such, the

initial ouless parameters assume the value z(ti) = 0 so that χ i(ti) = ψh and |Ψe(ti)〉 =

|z(ti);R(ti)〉= |0〉 (refer to Equations 2.10 and 2.13).

2.3.2.3 Miscellaneous notes and considerations

As the SLEND simulation progresses from the initial state, the values of the dynam-

ical variables {R(t),P(t),z(t),z∗(t)} are updated throughout the time integration of the

SLEND equations of motion (Equation 2.15). Unless the SLEND simulation effectively de-

scribes a time-independent calculation, theouless parameters become nonzero z(t) 6= 0
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as time progresses. When this occurs, the initially unoccupied HF MSOs {ψ p} start

contributing to the occupied DSOs {χh(t)} and the electronic wavefunction |Ψe(t)〉 =

|z(t);R(t)〉 ceases to be the pure reference ground state |0〉(Equations 2.10 and 2.13).

As a short aside to give insight into the meaning of theouless parameter evolution,

it is useful to consider the following possibility: if the target nuclei are constrained to be

frozen throughout a given simulation (although this is never done in the work presented

in this dissertation), occupation of the virtual or particles space {ψ p} implies nonadiabatic

behavior and electronic excitation to higher states.

During the actual SLEND calculations described in this dissertation with freely-mov-

ing nuclei, |Ψe(t)〉may likewise depart from the HF ground-state at some nuclear config-

uration R(t). It is worth emphasizing that, aer performing the initial HF optimization to

define the set of MSOs and determine the initial electronic single-determinantal state, no

additional time-independent HF calculations are necessary throughout the entire SLEND

simulation, as the dynamical variables {R(t),P(t),z(t),z∗(t)} are progressively updated

by the solution of the SLEND equations of motion (Eq. 2.15). Although the evolving elec-

tronic wavefunction |Ψe(t)〉 is expressed in terms of the initial (static) HF MSOs {ψh,ψ p},

the electronic and nuclear parameters {R(t),P(t),z(t),z∗(t)} evolve throughout time.

If the input state leads to nonadiabatic conditions (as can certainly happens in high-

energy collisions in a target+projectile systems), the situation described by the initial HF

MSOs {ψh,ψ p} and |Ψe(ti〉 may differ significantly from the situation during the dynam-

ics described by |Ψe(t)〉. In that case, it is possible for those {ψh,ψ p} MSOs to no longer

provide a satisfactory basis for |Ψe(t)〉, expressed numerically as a high condition num-

ber for the ouless parameters and practically observed when there exist large absolute

values of the ouless parameters {z(t),z∗(t)}. In this case, the computational cost for

the integration of the SLEND equations of motion (Eq. 2.15) may increase significantly.
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When such a situation occurs, the following actions may be taken to obtain an improved

basis until the reference-switching becomes necessary at a later time: (1) the SLEND sim-

ulation is stopped; (2) a new reference basis is constructed; (3) |Ψe(t)〉 is re-expressed in

terms of the new basis; and (4) the SLEND simulation is restarted from that improved ba-

sis. ese procedures are incorporated in our code and generally take place automatically,

so that there are very few simulations which are unable to evolve for the desired amount

of time.

All SLEND simulations of type PqP +TqT should begin and end in states approximat-

ing the asymptotic limits, where the separated subsystems comprising the total super-

molecule are no longer interacting. At the final time t f , the final values of the dynamical

variables {R(t f ),P(t f ),z(t f ),z∗(t f )} define the final total wavefunction |ΨSLEND(t f )〉 and

correspond to the outgoing observable states from a scaering experiment. As a result,

the desired product properties can be calculated by analyzing |ΨSLEND(t f )〉. One impor-

tant property explored at length in this dissertation include the probability amplitudes for

electronic excitations and electron transfers; these are exactly obtained by projecting the

final electronic wavefunction |Ψe(t f )〉= |z(t f );R(t f )〉 on the relevant electronic states at

the final nuclear configuration R(t f ) [37, 57]. is projection and approximations to it will

be discussed and further developed in Section 3.2 and Chapter 7. Other useful properties

include the probability amplitudes for nuclear vibrational and rotational excitations from

the initial to final states are obtained by applying quantum reconstruction procedures

[5, 36] mentioned above to the final nuclear variables {R(t f ),P(t f )}. Given the probabil-

ity amplitudes, other useful properties may be calculated, including integrated reaction

and stopping cross sections (utilized throughout this dissertation), differential cross sec-

tions, inter alia.
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It is instructive to note that the quite general SLEND equations of motion (Eq. 2.15)

are able to generate the significantly simpler (both conceptually and computationally)

Born-Oppenheimer direct-dynamics (BODD) method as a particular case. In order to

do so, two approximations are made: 1) firstly, BODD determines the electronic wave-

function |Ψe〉 and energy Ee at each nuclear configuration R(t) via a time-independent

calculation rather than time-dependent, and 2) the electronic-nuclear coupling terms are

completely neglected. e effect of this approximation is mathematically represented be-

low in Eq.2.17. Depending on the situation at hand, these two approximations either can

render BODD completely useless, as the computed values no longer correspond meaning-

fully to reality, or very efficient in comparison to SLEND, as the effect of the approximated

quantum mechanics becomes negligible.³ As always, it is important to consider the best

tool for the task at hand. As the Born-Oppenheimer approximation separates the motion

of the nuclei (“slow”) from the motion of the electrons (“fast”) largely due to differences in

velocity, the ability of BODD to approximate the more general SLEND generally decreases

as the nuclear kinetic energies increase. Other situations where the BODD method fails

are when the accompanying potential energy surfaces (a useful concept but explicitly ab-

sent in the more general SLEND) are not well-separated, as the involvement of multiple

surfaces becomes more likely and frequent.

To view the first mentioned BO approximation above within the SLEND framework,

the electronic wavefunction |Ψe〉 and the electronic energy Ee in ETotal (2.14) would be

found by momentarily “clamping” the nuclear positions R(t) at each time step and com-

pletely neglecting the nuclear momenta, seing P(t) = 0, for the solution of the elec-

tronic state. With these nuclear parameters, the BO electronic wavefunction |Ψe〉 and

energy Ee can be obtained as the solution to the UHF procedure through an optimization

³Conversely, as SLEND results depart from BODD results in certain situations, the SLEND theory could
be used to test the validity of some BODD results.
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at each nuclear configuration R(t). In that scheme, the ouless parameters {z,z∗} are

simply determined by a HF optimization rather than by the propagation of the SLEND

equations under the TDVP with coupling to the other nuclear dynamical variables (Eq.

2.15). While most BODD methods do not use the ouless parametrization, recall that

the ouless parametrized state is equivalent to other sets of ordinary molecular orbitals

from atomic coefficients. As a result of the BODD approximation, the ouless param-

eters are no longer time-dependent in the remaining TDVP but are instead repeatedly

updated through approximate solutions of the time-independent electronic Schrödinger

equation Ĥ|Ψe〉 = Ee|Ψe〉; therefore, the related matrix C in Eq. 2.16 vanishes from Eq.

2.15. Likewise, the second approximation mentioned above for BODD can be obtained

completely neglecting the nuclear-electronic coupling terms (i.e., CR = CRR = 0 in Eq.

2.16). In this case, the SLEND equation (Eq. 2.15) thus reduces to:



iC 0 iCR 0

0 −iC∗ −iC∗
R 0

iC†
R −iCT

R CRR −I

0 0 I 0





dz
dt

dz∗
dt

dR
dt

dP
dt


=



∂ETotal
∂z∗

∂ETotal
∂z

∂ETotal
∂R

∂ETotal
∂P




0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 −I

0 0 I 0





dz
dt

dz∗
dt

dR
dt

dP
dt


=



∂ETotal
∂z∗

∂ETotal
∂z

∂ETotal
∂R

∂ETotal
∂P


 0 −I

I 0


 dR

dt

dP
dt

 =

 ∂ETotal
∂R

∂ETotal
∂P

 (2.17)

e BODD equation 2.17 is precisely the classical Hamilton’s equation for the nuclear

variables {R(t),P(t)} with the BODD total energy ETotal [50] implicitly containing the
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repeatedly instantaneously optimized Ee and |Ψe〉 at each time step. END methods with

other approximate wavefunctions may similarly serve as a dynamical generalization of

specific BODD cases. SLEND/KSDFT can simplify to BODD/DFT and MCCASEND may

yield the approximate BODD/MCCAS. It is worth noticing that all BODD methods have

dynamical equations like those in Eq. 2.17 with the electronic state |Ψe〉 and energy ETotal

instantaneously updated at their respective approximate solutions to the electronic time-

independent Schrödinger equation (i.e., conventional BO quantum chemistry). Further-

more, these BODD methods all lack the nonadiabatic features provided by the END gen-

eralization due to the confinement of the electronic wavefunction to the ground-state

throughout the whole dynamics. While nonadiabatic methods exist which utilize multi-

ple electronic states determined with BO potential energy surfaces, that is not the case

with conventional single-state BODD methods. erefore, single-state BODD methods

are only appropriate to describe reactions remaining on or very close to the ground-state

and where electronic excitations are negligible. Finally, and importantly as demonstrated

by Longo et al. ([26]), even when appropriately applied to ground-state processes, the

BODD nuclear dynamics completely neglects nuclear-electronic coupling terms which

can lead to quite wrong results for some properties (such as the distribution of probabil-

ity amplitudes with respect to scaering angles or impact parameters and for differential

cross sections) even at energies as low as 2 eV.

2.3.3 SLEND/KSDFT

As a single-determinantal method, SLEND lacks a proper inclusion of electron corre-

lation effects. While the SLEND spin-unrestricted single-determinantal electronic wave-

function |ΨSLEND
e (t)〉 includes enough nondynamical correlation to qualitatively describe

bond-forming and bond-breaking processes, it completely lacks dynamical correlation.

Note that the Hartree-Fock single-determinant does, however, completely describe the
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correlation due to the antisymmetry requirement, oen called “exchange correlation.”

Dynamical correlation is called such due to the fact that it effectively allows for the indi-

vidual, dynamically moving electrons to react to their Coulomb interactions; this corre-

lation is well-known to be important for more accurately describing molecular systems.

From a general SLEND perspective, those features include the reaction’s ground and ex-

cited state energetics (for determining the likelihood and extent of a reaction), the nuclear

vibrational motions and frequencies (for the accuracy of the vibrational coherent states

quantum reconstruction), and the actual electron-electron interactions (for determining

electron transfer processes), inter alia.

e form of the function required to produce these interactions under a wavefunc-

tion approach requires multiple determinants, like MCCASEND, MCEND, CCEND, etc.,

as discussed previously in Section 2.3.1. However, the pervasive cost-accuracy trade-off

in quantum chemistry applies to END methods as well. If the form of the approximate

wavefunction is given more variational flexibility to deliver the improved description of

electron correlation, there unfortunately is a great increase in the associated computa-

tional cost.

To overcome the laer, Perera et al. [14] have developed and implemented a den-

sity functional method which maintains the less demanding form of the SLEND single-

determinantal electronic wavefunction but captures electron-electron correlationwith the

time-dependent Kohn-Sham Density Functional eory (TDKSDFT) [58–61]. e novel

method resulting from that approach, SLEND/KSDFT [14], was in part stimulated by the

TDKSDFT direct-dynamics method developed by eilhaber two decades ago [62]. How-

ever, the laer method was not formulated in the END framework, and therefore, served

as a general inspiration to develop a TDKSDFT version of SLEND. e main theoretical
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details of our novel SLEND/KSDFTmethod and its derivation from SLEND and TDKSDFT

are presented in the following paragraphs. Further details can be found in Ref. [14].

TDDFT has its foundation in the Runge and Gross (RG) theorem [58]. at theorem

asserts that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the time-dependent (TD) ex-

ternal potential vext(r, t) and the electron density ρ(r, t) of a time-evolving system. at

one-to-one mapping implies that the TD electron density ρ(r, t) completely determines

the TD electronic wavefunction |Ψe[ρ](t)〉 and all the properties of a system. e foun-

dational role of the RG theorem in TDDFT is analogous to the first Hohenberg and Kohn

theorem in time-independent DFT [63]. While the RG theorem serves as a foundation

for TDDFT, it does not provide by itself a practical formulation of TDDFT which can

be use straightforwardly implemented for computational use. However, as done first for

time-independent KS DFT [64], TDDFT can be made useful when it is represented in the

time-dependent Kohn-Sham (TDKS) form [59–61]. TDKS constructs a fictitious system

of Ne non-interacting electrons described by the auxiliary KS single-determinantal wave-

function |ΦKS〉 constructed from orthonormal MSOs {ψKS
i (ri, t)}. is auxiliary system is

subjected to an effective external potential vs[ρ](r, t)—unique by the RG theorem—such

that its electron density ρ(r, t)

ρ(r, t) =
Ne

∑
i=1

∣∣ψKS
i (r, t)

∣∣2
is equivalent to the electron density of the actual system of Ne-interacting electrons.

In TDKS, the time evolution of the density ρ(r, t) is determined by the time evolution

of the KS MSOs {ψKS
i (ri, t)}, each of them obeying a TD Schrödinger equation with the

potential vs [ρ] (r, t) [58–60]

[
−1

2
∇2+ vs [ρ] (r, t)

]
ψKS

j (r, t) = i
∂
∂ t

ψKS
j (r, t) (2.18)
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vs [ρ] (r, t) = vext (r, t)+
ˆ

dr′
ρ (r′, t)
|r− r′|

+ vxc [ρ] (r, t) (2.19)

where vext(r, t) is the external potential on the actual system,
´
dr′ρ (r′, t)/ |r− r′| the

Coulomb potential, and vxc[ρ](r, t) the exchange-correlation potential [58–60]. Equation

2.18 is currently considered as the fundamental TDKSDFT equation aer former TDKS-

DFT formulations in terms of a DFT quantum action ADFT[ρ(r, t)] were proved problem-

atic [60, 61, 65, 66]. e crucial component in Eq. 2.18 is the exchange-correlation poten-

tial vxc[ρ](r, t) that introduces electron exchange and correlation effects into an equation

that without vxc[ρ](r, t) would be a sort of uncorrelated TD Hartree equation. Further

progress in any TD KSDFT effort depends upon obtaining an expression for vxc[ρ](r, t),

a term unknown in its exact form, but for which various approximations have been pro-

posed [59–61]. However, the formulation of genuine TD potentials vxc[ρ](r, t) without

resorting to their many time-independent DFT counterparts has proved extremely dif-

ficult. erefore, the simplest and most widespread approximation to vxc[ρ](r, t) is the

adiabatic approximation [59–61]

vxc [ρ] (r, t)≈ vadia.xc [ρ] (r, t) = vgsxc [ρ̃] (r)
∣∣
ρ̃(r)=ρ(r,t)

vgsxc [ρ̃] (r) =
δEgs

xc [ρ̃ (r)]
δ [ρ̃ (r)]

where vgsxc [ρ̃] (r) and Egs
xc [ρ̃ (r)] are selected ground-state, time-independent, KSDFT ex-

change-correlation potential and energy functional, respectively. e adiabatic approx-

imation is extensively used in linear-response TD-KSDFT calculations of excitation en-

ergies [59–61] and also in eilhaber’s TD-KSDFT direct-dynamics method, [62] in both

cases producing satisfactory results. e adiabatic approximation is supposed to work

well with slow-evolving electron densities that remain near the ground-state. However,

previous TDKSDFT experience [60, 61] suggests that this approximation may work ac-
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ceptably well even with processes beyond the slow and near-ground-state regime, as is

the case in many chemical reactions. For all those reasons, the adiabatic approximation

has been adopted in our SLEND/KSDFT implementation.

e formulation of SLEND/KSDFT starts by considering Eqs. 2.15 and 2.16 as the fun-

damental SLEND dynamical equations, just as TDKSDFT considers Eq. 2.18 as its funda-

mental dynamical equation. en, the SLEND electronic single-determinantal wavefunc-

tion |Ψe〉= |z;R〉 is reformulated (or reinterpreted) as a KS wavefunction in the ouless

representation, |Ψe〉= |z;R〉 → |ΦKS〉, by substituting its reference time-independent HF

MSOs {ψh,ψ p} for analogous time-independent KSDFT MSOs {ψKS
h ,ψKS

p }. Notice that

the SLEND |Ψe〉= |z;R〉 is an approximate electronic wavefunction for the actual system

that provides an approximate electron density ρ (r, t). In contrast, the SLEND/KSDFT

|Ψe〉 = |z;R〉 acts as an auxiliary electronic KS wavefunction that can provide the exact

electron density ρ (r, t) if the exchange-correlation potential vxc [ρ] (r, t) occurring in the

SLEND/KSDFT equations is known exactly. It is worth emphasizing that the SLEND/KS-

DFT formulation of the electronic KS wavefunction as a ouless single-determinantal

wavefunction confers to the former all the discussed numerical advantages of the ou-

less representation to integrate dynamical equations. ose valuable numerical features

are absent in the typical TDKSDFT formulations, Eq. 2.18, which employ standard Slater

single-determinantal wavefunctions.

Having assimilated the SLEND electronic wavefunction as a KS wavefunction, the

SLEND/KSDFT electron density ρ (r, t) is obtained as

ρ {r;z(t) ;z∗ (t) ;R(t)}=
ˆ

dsγ1

{
r′,s′,r,s;z(t) ,z∗ (t)R(t)

}∣∣∣∣
r′=r,s′=s
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where the one-electron reduced density matrix γ1 (x
′,x) is

γ1

{
r′,s′,r,s;z(t) ,z∗ (t)R(t)

}
=

K

∑
i j
ψ i
{
r′,s′;R(t)

}
γ(1)i j {z(t) ,z∗ (t)}ψ∗

j {r,s;R(t)}

γ(1)i j {z(t) ,z∗ (t)} =
〈z(t) ;R(t) |b†

jbi|z(t) ;R(t)〉
〈z(t) ;R(t) |z(t) ;R(t)〉

=

 I

z(t)

[I+ z† (t)z(t)
]−1
[
I z(t)†

]

where s and s′ are spin variables, and I = (δ i j) ∈ RNe×Ne and z = (zph) ∈ C(K−Ne)×Ne are

the identity andouless parameter matrices, respectively [15]. At this point, the electron

density ρ (r, t) becomes the central property of the SLEND/KSDFT method. erefore, to

obtain the SLEND/KSDFT dynamical equations, all the electronic terms in the SLEND

equations 2.15 and 2.16 should be substituted for their corresponding TDKSDFT counter-

parts, which ultimately are functionals of ρ (r, t). e resulting SLEND/KSDFT dynamical

equations have exactly the same form as that of their SLEND counterparts, Eqs. 2.15 and

2.16, but with all their electronic terms changed into their TDKSDFT equivalents. In par-

ticular, the electronic energy Ee in the total energy ETotal , Eq. 2.14, which occurred in the

SLEND equation 2.15, now adopts a corresponding KSDFT expression in the SLEND/KS-

DFT dynamical equations:

ESLEND/KSDFT
e [R,z,z∗] =

〈z;R|− 1
2∇2|z;R〉

〈z;R|z;R〉
+

ˆ
drρ (r;z,z∗,R)vext (r;R)

+
1
2

ˆ ˆ
drdr′

ρ (r;z,z∗,R)ρ (r′;z,z∗,R)
|r− r′|

+Egs
xc [ρ (r;z,z∗,R)]
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whose terms are the KS kinetic, external-potential, classical self-repulsion, and exchange-

correlation energies. e external potential vext (r;R) = −∑NN
i=1 Zi |r−Ri|−1 is caused by

the moving classical nuclei. e discussed SLEND/KSDFT equations have been imple-

mented in our own END codes as is explained in Section 2.4. e first ever applications

of our novel SLEND/KSDFT method involved molecular vibrations and proton-molecules

reactions and were presented in Refs. [14, 36].

2.4 e PACE Code: Computational Implementation

All the present SLEND developments presented in this dissertation have been im-

plemented in the code Python Accelerated Coherent states Electron nuclear dynamics

(PACE) [57]. Earlier results produced in the group were produced with the prior code

CSDYN [67], which has since been replaced by PACE containing improved and more ad-

vanced computer technology.

CSDYN was developed from the ENDyne 2.7 and 2.8 codes by the Deumens and

hrn group [68]. CSDYN has implementations for SLEND, SLEND/KSDFT, and for their

respective BODD limiting cases: BODD/ HF and BODD/KSDFT, respectively. e four

methods are furnished with the effective core potential (ECP) method in CSDYN. In ad-

dition, CSDYN possesses various auxiliary codes to prepare visualizations (“movies”) of

the produced simulations, to perform coherent states quantum reconstruction procedures

(CSQRPs), and to calculate electron-transfer (ET) probabilities. e auxiliary code per-

forming the last task is an independent component called Resolve. Like ENDyne 2.7 and

2.8, CSDYN was wrien in FORTRAN for serial use with 32-bit processors. Due to its

coding style, CSDYN was not amenable for implementing new theoretical and computa-

tional methods into it. In addition, its serial nature made CSDYN computationally slow

in terms of modern performance standards, and its failure to fully utilize modern 64-bit

processors limited the size of systems which CSDYN could simulate. To overcome these
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deficiencies and resolve some details of END simulation techniques, the new code PACE

has been developed [57].

PACE [57] is a highly sophisticated code that exploits various state-of-the-art tech-

niques in computational science such as a mixed language approach, [69–71] which com-

bines Python for overall controlling logic and FORTRAN and C++ languages for inten-

sive numerical computations, intranode and internode parallel programming for com-

puter clusters, and Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) parallel implementa-

tions (currently only for ECP evaluations). In addition, PACE incorporates the fast atomic

integral package developed by Lotrich et al. [72]⁴. Currently, PACE features the same

methods and the same (rewrien) auxiliary codes of CSDYN, but now running at much

higher speeds. Due to its structure, PACE will soon undergo further developments to in-

corporate new methods like CCEND, which can be incorporated much easier into PACE

than in CSDYN. Some of the distinctive features of PACE, such as its mixed language

approach and parallel programming, deserve further elucidation and therefore those are

explained in detail in the following paragraphs.

In regard to PACE’s mixed language approach [69–71], it is well recognized that com-

putationally intensive calculations should be implemented in a low-level compiled lan-

guage, minimizing the impact of operations such as compiler-generated object-oriented

programming constructs. However, low-level tools are ungainly in the development of

controlling logic and data manipulation such as the interpretation of the user’s input and

construction of atomic orbital basis sets and nuclear geometries. ese are best le to a

high-level language as these procedures take only a very small fraction of the total run

time, typically being performed only rarely. For these reasons, PACE is being developed

using Python for the controlling logic and C++ and for computationally intensive rou-

tines. e integration of Python and C++ is accomplished through SWIG wrapping code

⁴is atomic integral package was originally used in the CC code ACES III of the Bartle group [73].
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[71]. A benefit of this approach is that new theoretical and computational methods can

be rapidly implemented in Python, validated, and when so, the computational bolenecks

can be migrated to C++. Additionally, the high-level syntax simplifies maintenance, as the

conceptual underpinning of the code is more transparent to subsequent researchers.

e mixed language design of PACE has further facilitated the incorporation of ad-

vanced computational techniques. Among these are the ability to use general-purpose

graphical processing units (specifically those adhering to the CUDA) to supplement the

available CPU cores in the evaluation of ECP integrals, intranode parallelization via the

reading Building Blocks (TBB) template library for C++ [74], and internode paralleliza-

tion via the message passing interface (MPI) wrapped by the PyPar package [75].

ree parallel constructs from TBB are used in PACE. e first and most common

is the “parallel for” loop over a range where each item is independent of the others. e

second construct is parallel reduction in which, given an associative “join” operation, a

range is split, the computations performed, and the final result is obtained from joining

the results of the range divisions. An example of parallel reduction is in the computation

of the nuclear gradient of energy wherein each spawned thread loops over the range of

electronic integrals, building up a set of contributions to structures private to each thread,

which are then summed to produce the final complete gradient. e third construct is a

pipeline methodology, novel in the evaluation of the DFT integrals. e pipeline consists

of a set of three filters connected in series. e first filter generates tokens containing grid

points and quadrature weights. e second filter receives the tokens from the first filter

and contributes to the weights of the grid points with the partitioning scheme according

to either Becke’s fuzzy weights [76] or Voronoi polyhedra. e final filter constructs the

density and evaluates the functionals. e parallelism is made finer-grained by spliing

each nuclear grid into several smaller tokens. Formally, all grid points are independent,
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but the overhead of constructing a token in practice sets a lower limit on the size of the

token. is pipeline runs all three filters in parallel: when work piles up at a filter, threads

migrate to work on that filter. us, the evaluation balances itself without applying em-

pirical heuristics.

As stated previously, internode parallelization is achieved with MPI via PyPar, which

provides a Python interface to the MPI API. Typically, MPI is used to provide communi-

cations between sets of processes running in tandem so that there is one process per core

and all processes communicate usingMPIwhether they are physically located on the same

node or not. However, the use of TBB allows PACE to use the more efficient multithread-

ing model for all cores on a node. To enable the use of that efficiency over multiple nodes,

a master process coordinates the interpretation of the user’s input and delegates, via MPI,

computations to slave processes running on all nodes. at is, rather than spawning one

process per core, one slave process per node is created plus a single master process. When

run using MPI, PACE itself differentiates processes of rank greater than zero into a server

that waits to be contacted by the master process. e range concept from TBB is recycled:

the master process breaks up the iteration space and delegates those ranges to the slave

processes, which in turn subdivide the given range for threads created with TBB.

In addition to the aforementioned computational technologies, PACE uses a flexible

input language, the General Atomic Instruction Transform (GAIT), which is easily ex-

tended to accept new commands. e code evaluating GAIT is based on the open-source

package asteval [77] which avoids the inherent security holes resulting from using a

pure Python input file by parsing input into abstract syntax trees and disallowing state-

ments which the user should not be able to make, effectively sandboxing the input. GAIT

allows the PACE input file to handle execution control, variable assignment and array

slicing procedures, function definitions, and data structure construction. It also permits
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the use of a large library of math functions from numpy [78] as well as all PACE-specific

functions in the input file.

Analysis of the simulations is performed bothwithin PACE and using auxiliary codes.

PACE can currently provide visualizations of the dynamics as well as use the auxiliary

code Resolve for calculating ET probabilities by computing the overlaps of single deter-

minants of orthogonal orbitals (i.e. HF or KSDFT states) with the single ouless deter-

minant of nonorthogonal DSO produced by the SLEND dynamics. CS analysis for vibra-

tional and rotational state resolved properties is currently performedwith auxiliary codes;

however, the previously mentioned characteristics of PACE and GAIT will facilitate the

migration of those CS analysis routines into PACE.

2.5 Approximations Made in Molecular Collisions

2.5.1 Approximate sampling of relative orientation space

For every system studied, four parameters are required for the selection of the ini-

tial condition of the projectile from the available phase space to determine the computed

simulation. ese are the three Euler angles α , β, and γ , and also the impact parameter, b.

e impact parameter b measures the perpendicular distance between the incoming path

of a projectile and an axis from the center of mass of the target that is parallel to that path.

e three Euler angles determine the rotation of the projectile’s position and momentum

(including its impact parameter) around the target molecule, where 0≤ α < 2π , 0≤ β < π ,

and 0 ≤ γ < 2π (Fig. 2.1). e following z− y− z convention for the construction of the

rotation operator R will be used throughout this work:

R = Rz (α)Ry (β)Rz (γ)
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Figure 2.1: Parameters comprising the initial conditions aer the determination of the
molecular electronic structure and nuclear geometries. A given target is placed at rest
with its center of mass at the origin of the coordinate axes and aligned to take advantage
of molecular point group symmetry. e projectile is prepared with initial position and
momentum Ri and Pi, impact parameter b and relative orientation (α,β,γ) with Euler
angles α , β and γ (cf. text for more details). (Although not used in this dissertation, in the
general case of a non-spherically symmetric projectile molecule P, the orientations of P
should also be sampled.)

As we usemultiple trajectories to examine a system and compute properties, the total

set of initial conditions A is then given by

A =
N∪
i=1

Ai = {(α1,β1,γ1,b1) ,(α2,β2,γ2,b2) , ...} (2.20)

where N is the number of trajectories. Since each simulation is independent, N is di-

rectly related to the total computational cost of investigating a system with our methods.

Clearly, a larger number of trajectories can help obtain a beer result. However, we intend

to calculate the integral cross section (ICS, discussed below) and other properties with a

maximal efficiency since each simulation is somewhat computationally expensive: the

superior algorithms will require fewer trajectories to accurately compute a given dynam-
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ical property. One possible way to approach the problem of generating initial conditions

utilizes a large set of trajectories and randomly selected initial conditions. is statistical

approach mimics the real experimental processes but it is computationally expensive to

converge. Instead, the approach used by my group and by me adopts a specifically cho-

sen set of initial conditions α , β, γ , and b to generate results to which analytic functions

may be fit to find the properties under examination (see ICS Eq. 3.16 below), thus using

a specified grid in orientation space. We select the specified grid approach due to the

comparatively small sets of trajectories that may be used for the same level of theory to

obtain similarly accurate results. ese methods, and my contributions to them, will be

discussed further in the Preliminary Results.

All of the trajectories discussed in this work simulate a high-energy proton projectile

colliding with stationary targets. At the initial time, the projectile is separated from the

target such that there is no interaction between them (effectively > 20− 30a.u.). e

geometry of the target molecule is found by obtaining the equilibrium geometry at the

given level of theory. Furthermore, the target molecule has no translational, vibrational,

or rotational energy; the adequacy of this approach has been previously demonstrated

[46].
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Chapter 3

Method Developments

ere have been several developments I have made to the methods used alongside

SLEND simulations. Below, I describe some of these.

3.1 Soware

e Morales group’s code PACE—Python Accelerated Coherent-states Electron nu-

clear dynamics—of which I am one of the developers, includes several electronic structure

theory capabilities such as ECPs and the fast Flocke atomic integral package to compute

END trajectories; these features among others make PACE the soware of choice for all

trajectories computed in this work. Furthermore, PACE utilizes parallel constructs such

as Intel’s read Building Blocks library (TBB), the Compute Unified Device Architecture

(CUDA) technology to take advantage of graphics processing units (GPUs), and also the

Message Passing Interface (MPI) technology; these advanced technologies ensure END

simulations with systems as large as DNA subunits will be computed at an acceptable

computational cost [79].

3.1.1 Design Philosophy

PACE is designed to function as a set of independent Python modules, each designed

for a specific task. e computationally-expensive portions of the code are wrien in

compiled languages¹ with Python wrapping. is high-level coding is intended to facili-

tate rapid development, allowing developers and users to understand the source code in

comparatively lile time. If a portion of the Python code is deemed too expensive, this

¹C, C++, and FORTRAN
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portion may be moved to compiled code. Furthermore, the modularization minimizes

unintended changes made while editing the code.

3.1.2 My Programming

A large portion of my work so far in the group pertains to programming in the PACE

code and in related codes. One significant contribution I have is the implementation of the

input language GAIT (General Atomic Instruction Transform, discussed below). Another

main contribution is the complete development of the jobset auxiliary package used

to submit jobs to computer clusters and to run SLEND analyses on up to thousands of

simulations. Furthermore, it was primarily my responsibility to certify that PACE behaves

as expected and I have thus wrien scripts to do such testing (discussed in “Certification

Results” 3.1.3 on page 51).

3.1.2.1 Input Language

As mentioned above, one of the more significant contributions I have made to the

PACE code is the complete implementation of the user interface—the PACE input file lan-

guage dubbed GAIT, and its accompanying parser. Before my recent implementation, the

input file syntax was in a state of relative flux. e praiseworthy goal of implementing a

formal grammar to produce abstract syntax trees (ASTs) was taken, as successful execu-

tion would achieve high degrees of flexibility and extensibility; however, development of

this grammar was slow, as the goal is in fact quite large. As the grammar was intended to

be flexible and extensible, several bugs surfaced due to the inherent difficulty of building

such a complete language. A large portion of these problems were discovered throughout

the course of my certification of the forthcoming code.

Desiring to utilize other’s work when possible in order to decrease pedestrian devel-

opment, and also to produce a clean language that would be simple to remember for users,
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I directed my thoughts toward the idea of creating a subset of the Python programming

language complemented with PACE-specific augmentations. Utilizing a language similar

to Python was deemed convenient, as PACE is largely wrien in Python and all current

users immediately understand Python syntax and conventions, thereby adding greatly to

the user-friendliness of the input syntax.

While it would be possible to naïvely allow PACE to directly evaluate user input as

python instructions, this introduces unnecessary risk into the program, as the user would

then be able to run a wide variety of harmful code within PACE. As an example, if os.

system('rm -rf /') were in the input file, the entire system could be deleted. us, it is

necessary that the user is not allowed to execute arbitrary code; sufficient restrictionswere

discovered to be already implemented in the open-source package asteval [77]. Asteval

was intended to be a “robust miniature mathematical language” with the gaping security

holes removed by parsing input into ASTs; the interpreter then translates into action only

a safe subset of the Python language functionality. By using a large portion of asteval

and adding PACE-specific tools, I created an input file reader that understands this safer

set of possibilities and spent minimal time debugging due to the prior groundwork laid in

asteval.

Demonstrating the acceptable level of readability that may be obtained in a python-

like syntax, Input File 1 on the next page offers an input file representative of many of

the calculations that are done within the research group. As anticipated above, the new

language offers access to many routines for direct application to objects defined in GAIT

and by PACE calculations in the large mathematical library Numpy. While the standard

input file is simple to comprehend, the PACE user is not limited to a set of predefined

methods. In fact, the user may declare subroutines at runtime that may be used for his or

her specific purpose. GAIT enables the user to move much of the programming necessary
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1 # Define context options (e.g., time increment and total time)
2 context(dyn_dt = 1,
3 dyn_t1 = 1000)
4
5 # Define the initial geometry. We may define the momenta here.
6 # The multi-line string describing the geometry is a convenent
7 # shortcut utility.
8 geom(r = '''
9 F 0 0 -0.1091
10 H 0 0 0.8131
11 H_proj 0 -30 0.0000''')
12
13 proj = ['H_proj'] # Variable declaration
14
15 # Give the projectile momentum corresponding to 1 keV energy
16 KE_trans(proj, eV=1.e3)
17
18 # Rotate the projectile by Euler angles (alpha, beta, gamma)
19 rotate_geom(euler = [proj, (pi, 0, pi/2)])
20
21 # Define basis set: add sto-3g basis to all atoms
22 basis(library={'sto-3g':['*']})
23
24 scf() # Find initial UHF wavefunction
25 end() # Run END dynamics

Algorithm 1: Basic input script for a single H++HF simulation. Note the high-level com-
mands that may be done completely in PACE, like geometry rotation and addition of momenta.

for complicated tasks directly to PACE, allowing for shorter development time of new

computational methods.

Operations possible within the GAIT input syntax include:

• flow control

– conditionals, loops

• exception handling

• complex assignment and slicing procedures

– e.g. atom_names = [atm.name()for atm in atoms]
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• function definitions

• data structures

– lists, tuples, dictionaries

• math functions

– acos, acosh, asin, asinh, atan, atan2, atanh, ceil, copysign, cos, cosh,

degrees, e, exp, fabs, factorial, floor, fmod, frexp, fsum, hypot,

isinf, isnan, ldexp, log, log10, log1p, modf, pi, pow, radians, sin,

sinh, sqrt, tan, tanh, trunc

• numpy functions

– large library of more math functions including linear algebra functions and

hundreds of other functions

• PACE-specific functions

– analysis, basis, context, dft, ecp, geom, get_dbdata, task, import_csd,

associate_db, close_db, print_db, sync, relocate_root, job_name, parse,

flush_db, flush_version, rotate_geom, scf, read_mo, import_csd_thouless,

geom_opt, end, bomd, thouless, KE_trans

GAIT provides a powerful and convenient user interface which, due to its method of

implementation, allows for simple extension in future development.
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3.1.3 Certification Results

As PACE is a relatively new code, the capabilities that it offers necessarily should be

certified before production use; this certification has been one of the primary focuses of

my research thus far. Before the GAIT input syntax was developed, more complicated

methods of certification were employed using outside code to govern the execution of

PACE and the parsing of resulting output files. Algorithms necessitating certification

include the SCF energy calculation, the geometry optimizer, ECPs, DFT, and dynamics.

With GAIT’s implementation, all of the certifications with the exception of dynamics

became rather straightforward.

3.2 Derivation of Single Electron Transfer Probabilities from Mulliken Populations

e SLEND wavefunction |ΨSLEND〉 is, in general, some linear combination of states

|ΨSLEND〉 = ∑i ci|Ψi〉. Since SLEND utilizes a single Slater determinant, then any of the

|Ψi〉 in the linear combination should also be able to be represented as a single Slater

determinant for the purposes of interpreting the SLEND state². It has been mentioned

previously how the initial SLEND state is prepared. In addition to this incoming asymp-

totic state, where the target and projectile have zero interaction in the infinite separation

limit, we must have knowledge of the outgoing asymptotic state, where, once again, the

interaction of individual fragments go to the zero interaction limit at infinite separation.

If the separation is sufficient (in our calculations, typically ≈ 30 a.u.), the target/projec-

tile are approximately non-interacting once this separation criteria is reached, and the

outgoing channels may be analyzed.

²Requiring the states {|Ψi〉} to be states that |ΨSLEND〉 may completely occupy—that is, it must be pos-
sible for 〈ΨSLEND|Ψi〉= 1∀|Ψi〉 ∈ {|Ψi〉}—is equivalent to requiring that {|Ψi〉} are all Slater determinants.
See ouless’s theorem for more details on the equivalency between the ouless representation and the
Slater determinant [30, 54].
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For a set of orthonormal outgoing (final time t f ) reaction eigenstates {|Φi〉} spanning

the Hilbert space, the sum of all outgoing reaction probabilities P(i) =
∣∣〈ΦSLEND|Φi〉

∣∣2 is

necessarily unity

1= ∑
i

∣∣〈ΦSLEND|Φi〉
∣∣2

We may partition these states {|Φi〉} in ways which meaningfully correspond to impor-

tant observables. For example, we oen want to know the target-to-projectile n-electron

transfer (ET) probability P(n). us, we may partition the states {|Φi〉} as

1 =
0-ET

∑
i

∣∣〈ΦSLEND|Φi〉
∣∣2+ 1-ET

∑
j

∣∣〈ΦSLEND|Φ j〉
∣∣2+ 2-ET

∑
k

∣∣〈ΦSLEND|Φ j〉
∣∣2+ ... (3.1)

= P(0)+P(1)+P(2)+ ...

It requires a Slater determinant basis (the full configuration interaction or FCI expansion

basis) of factorially scaling size
( K

Nα

)( K
Nβ

)
to completely span the Hilbert space determined

by the atomic orbital basis, and thereby exactly resolve the SLEND state |ΦSLEND〉 into

individual states {|Φi〉}.

However, many situations allow us to make useful simplifications of the above FCI-

sized basis expansion. e simplification used throughout much of this dissertation as-

sumes that a projectile with zero electrons in the initial state |ΨSLEND(ti)〉 can, at most,

carry one α and one β electron in the outgoing final state |ΨSLEND(t f )〉, and that the α and

β electron transfer probabilities can be measured independently. ese assumptions are

oen valid in the context of the H++ target systems studied here.
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Under these assumptions, Equation 3.1 becomes

1 ≈ P(0α ∩0β)+ [P(1α ∩0β)+P(0α ∩1β)]+P(1α ∩1β)

=
0α∩ 0β

∑
i

∣∣〈ΦSLEND|Φi〉2
∣∣

+
1α∩0β

∑
j

∣∣〈ΦSLEND|Φ j〉2
∣∣+ 0α∩1β

∑
k

∣∣〈ΦSLEND|Φk〉2
∣∣

+
1α∩1β

∑
l

∣∣〈ΦSLEND|Φl〉2
∣∣

where the first sum goes over zero-electron-transfer channels, the second and third sums

over one-electron-transfer, and the third goes over the two-electron-transfer case. e

shorter expansion is not the only benefit offered by the above assumption. e primary

benefit derives from the fact that it becomes unnecessary to resolve the probability of

transfer into different transfer levels (P(0α), P(1α), P(2α), P(3α), etc.); i.e., any α electron

transfer probability corresponds to single α electron transfer probability P(1α) (with the

same logic holding for any β electron transfer probability). As a result, rather than requir-

ing knowledge of the Slater determinant representation of the final SLEND state, we can

use the total α or β one-electron densities to determine the probability of single α or β elec-

tron transfer P(1α) and probability of the complement P(¬1α). Assuming that between

0 and 1 electron of each spin type may transfer, then the complement probability corre-

sponds to the probability of no electron of that spin type transferring P(¬1α) = P(0α).

ese consequences of the assumption are what greatly simplify the cost of the resolu-

tion into different electron transfer states. As the UHF α and β orbitals are completely

separable, the probabilities for any type of α transfer are independent from β transfer. In

the following work, I will use the α spin electron to do most of the derivations, but due

to the aforesaid independence, the same logic equally applies to the β spin electron.
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Recall that any ouless parameterized state corresponds to a single Slater determi-

nant. If the DSOs are orthonormalized as are typical MSOs |ψ i(r)〉, the below derivation

is simplified and will proceed under that assumption. Now, for the Nα electrons, we can

use the orthonormality of the molecular orbitals 〈ψ i|ψ j〉= δ i j calculating the quantity

Nα =
Nα

∑
i

ˆ
dr |ψ i(r)|

2

Since each molecular orbital ψ i is normalized, any integration
´

V dr|ψ i(r)|2 over a volume

of space V corresponds to the probability of finding that electron within that volume. We

may thus partition the above integral into non-overlapping volumes {Vx} where ∑xVx

goes over the total volume as

Nα =
Nα

∑
i

∑
x

ˆ
Vx

dr |ψ i(r)|
2

In the limit of infinite separation between final state fragments (frequently only the target

and projectile), we may meaningfully separate the integral into the volumes V around

these well-separated fragments as

Nα =
Nα

∑
i

(ˆ
Vtarget

dr |ψ i(r)|
2+

ˆ
Vprojectile

dr |ψ i(r)|
2

)
(3.2)

=
Nα

∑
i
(P(i on target)+P(i on projectile)) (3.3)

= ∑
μ,ν∈{Vtarget}

Pα
μν〈φμ|φν〉

† + ∑
μ,ν∈{Vprojectile}

Pα
μν〈φμ|φν〉

† (3.4)

Above, we use the density matrix Pα
μν = ∑Nα

i CμiC∗
νi corresponding to a set of i molecular

orbitals |ψ i〉= ∑K
μ Cμi|φμ〉 in some nonorthogonal (with overlap Sμν = 〈φμ|φν〉) atomic or-
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bital basis of size K. Pα is related to the α charge density ρα(r) by ρα(r) = ∑μν Pα
μν〈φν |φμ〉;

this gives us the probability of finding some electron throughout volumes of space.

Still under the assumption that any α transfer to the projectile comprises single α

electron transfer, it can be seen in the above formulation that we may measure the prob-

ability of one α electron transfer as the sum of any electron being found in the volume

around the projectile

P(1α) =
Nα

∑
i
P(i on projectile)=

Nα

∑
i

ˆ
Vprojectile

dr |ψ i(r)|
2

= ∑
μ,ν∈{Vprojectile}

Pμν〈φμ|φν〉
†

= ∑
μ,ν∈{Vprojectile}

PμνSνμ

= ∑
μ∈{Vprojectile}

(PS)μμ

Since the atomic orbitals {|φμ〉} are centered on the nuclei, a straightforward method

exists for partitioning the volumes in the well-separated limit: simply sum only over the

atomic orbitals on the projectile {|φμ〉}projectile. is quantity is equivalent to the α spin

Mulliken population on the projectile Nα
proj. us, the probability the electron transfers is

P(1α) = Nα
proj and its complement—i.e., not one α electron transfer, that is, zero α electron

transfer in this approximation—is thus P(¬1α) = P(0α) = 1−P(1α) = 1−Nα
proj.

e same reasoning applies to the β spin electron. Since we assumed (Eq. 3.1) that

at maximum, one α and one β electron transfer,
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1≈ [P(0)]+ [P(1)]+ [P(2)]

=[P(0α ∩0β)]+ [P((1α ∩0β)∪ (0α ∩1β))]+ [P(1α ∩1β)]

=[P(0α)P(0β)]+ [P(1α)P(0β)+P(0α)P(1β)]+ [P(1α)P(1β)]

=
[(

1−Nα
proj

)(
1−Nβ

proj

)]
+
[
Nα
proj

(
1−Nβ

proj

)
+
(
1−Nα

proj

)
Nβ
proj

]
+
[
Nα
projN

β
proj

]
(3.5)

A correction deserves to be mentioned here. In a previous work [46], in which the

same equation was arrived at by direct investigation in the ouless parametrization and

a minimal basis rather than the relatively simpler approach taken in this section using

only the density, it was thought necessary to replace the constant 1 in Eq. 3.5 with the

nuclear charge of the projectile, i.e.

1 = [(Zproj−Nα
proj)(Zproj−Nβ

proj)/Z2
proj] (3.6)

+[Nα
proj(Zproj−Nβ

proj)/Z2
proj+(Zproj−Nα

proj)N
β
proj/Z2

proj]+ [Nα
projN

β
proj/Z2

proj]

However, a quick numerical test reveals an obvious contradiction. For example, consider

a SLEND simulation of Fm+100+T . Fm+99+T+1, where a fermium atom, Zproj = 100

collideswith some targetmolecule T such that the final state has one α electron transferred

exactly to the 1s orbital on the Fm nucleus and all β electrons are le completely on the

target. In this case, the only non-zero overlaps in the exact state resolution into the full

Hilbert space expansion are those Slater determinants containing a single occupied 1s

orbital on the Fm nucleus (note that there can be many different electronic configurations
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on the target atom T)

1 =
0-ET

∑
i
|〈ΦSLEND|Φi〉|2+

1-ET

∑
j
|〈ΦSLEND|Φ j〉|2+

2-ET

∑
k

|〈ΦSLEND|Φk〉|2+ ...

=
1-ET

∑
j∈{Φ1s}

|〈ΦSLEND|Φ j〉|2

and so the exact zero-, one-, and two-electron transfer probabilities should clearly be

Pexact(0) = 0

Pexact(1) = 1

Pexact(2) = 0

At the same time, the previous approximation of the above quantities given in [46] sug-

gests the approximate electron transfer probability formulas

Pprev. approx.(0) = (Zproj−Nα
proj)(Zproj−Nβ

proj)/Z2
proj = (99)(100)/1002 = 99/100

Pprev. approx.(1) = Nα
proj(Zproj−Nβ

proj)/Z2
proj+(Zproj−Nα

proj)N
β
proj/Z2

proj = 1(100)/1002

= 1/100

Pprev. approx.(2) = Nα
projN

β
proj/Z2

proj = 1×0/1002 = 0

Clearly, the probability that one α electron transferred should have been exactly one, not

1/100. If the previous formula were used for this Fm+100 projectile, results depending on

the magnitude of Pprev. approx.(1) could have been off by two orders of magnitude. Fortu-

nately, almost all calculations using the previous formulation used protons or hydrogen

atoms as the projectile, with Zproj = 1, so that the currently suggested formula was used

in almost every case.
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Continuing with my derivation, we can generalize the reasoning above in (3.5) to

include cases where some electrons are bound to the projectile at the initial time ti if

we maintain the assumption that either : (1) no more than 1 α and 1 β electron transfers

from the target to the projectile, or (2) no more than 1 α and 1 β electron transfers from

the projectile to the target. e choice between these two possibilities can be logically

determined by comparing the final projectile Mulliken population to its initial Mulliken

population.

Under the assumption (1) that somewhere between 0 and 1 electron transfers from

the target to the projectile with probability (+1α) (disallowing transfer from projectile

to target), the above logic holds with the substitution that the initial Mulliken population

Nα
proj,i is subtracted from the final Mulliken population Nα

proj, f to form

P(+1α) = Nα
proj, f −Nα

proj,i (3.7)

P(0α) = 1−P(+1α) (3.8)

= 1− (Nα
proj, f −Nα

proj,i) (3.9)

P(−1α) = 0 (3.10)

On the other hand, if the final time projectile has a smaller Mulliken population at

the final time, then, (2) assuming between 0 and 1 α electron transfers from the projectile

to the target, then

P(−1α) = Nα
proj,i −Nα

proj, f (3.11)

(= |P(+1α)|) (3.12)

P(0α) = 1−P(−1α) (3.13)

P(+1α) = 0 (3.14)
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Overall, the simplification that all gain or loss of electrons in the projectile of a cer-

tain spin-type completely corresponds to single electron loss or gain yields a simple cal-

culation which is much less costly than the exact determinantal projection onto Slater

determinants and only requires knowledge of initial and final projectile Mulliken popula-

tions. e assumptions applied imply five mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive

probabilities. at is, we have the probabilities P(±n), where n is the number of electrons

transferred to/from (+/-) the projectile from/to the target

1 ≈ P(−2)+P(−1)+P(0)+P(+1)+P(+2) (3.15)

= P(−1α ∩−1β)

+P([−1α ∩0β]∪ [0α ∩−1β])

+P(0α ∩0β)

+P([+1α ∩0β]∪ [0α ∩+1β])

+P(+1α ∩+1β)

where the above probabilities from Equations 3.7–3.14 should be used for each α and β

spin type.

3.3 Relative Target-Projectile Orientations

For any of the work in this thesis described by a projectile-target collision, many

approximations must be made. In addition to the approximations going into the SLEND

evolution from a given initial state, an appropriate sampling of the total space of possible

initial states for a given projectile-target system must also be accomplished. Due to the

relevant time scales of the collision energies discussed in this dissertation, we can typ-
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ically safely neglect the need to sample different rotational, vibrational, and electronic

states in the production of our initial state [46]. Furthermore, at our SLEND level of

theory, there is no classical rotation or vibration and the electronic state is “pure.” is

leaves the space of initial orientations {α,β,γ} and impact parameters b as the remaining

parameter space requiring appropriate sampling. Our neglect of the rotational and vi-

brational parametrization leaves the dimensionality of the remaining space small enough

such that pre-specified grids are expected to be more efficient than stochastic or Monte

Carlo sampling which randomly determine {α,β,γ,b}.

Recognizing the need to efficiently sample the space of orientations especially when

large, asymmetric targets are explored, I selected and made available for PACE the set

of Euler angles taken from a 60-point grid {(α1,β1,γ1) ,(α2,β2,γ2) , ...,(α60,β60,γ60)} de-

veloped in Ref. [80]. is grid features a uniform sampling of the orientation space and

provides a numerical quadrature scheme that ensures that integrals over the Euler angles

(cf. with the below Equation 3.16) remain invariant under several rotation operations

(e.g. Wigner D-matrices correctly satisfy
´ 2π
0

´ π
0

´ 2π
0 DJ

M′M (α,β,γ)sinβ dα dβ dγ = 0 for

2 ≤ J ≤ 5 under this scheme). is set is related to the two-angle sets of Lebedev points

frequently used in DFT calculations in three dimensions, and in turn to one-dimensional

Gaussian quadrature.

In some cases, symmetry operations are applied to further reduce the set, although

this may (unproblematically) lead to a non-uniform weighting as some, but not all, of the

orientations are redundant for a point groupwith a symmetry higher thanC1. Given some

point group G and the cardinality |SG| of the corresponding set SG of Euler angles and

orientation weights, Table 3.1 shows the point groups used in this dissertation with their

respective set cardinalities.
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Table 3.1: Reduction of the employed orientations (grid points) due to point group sym-
metries.

G |SG|

C1 60

Cs 32

C2v 17

D∞h 9

3.3.1 Integral cross sections

Utilizing the Mulliken-based probabilities 3.6 developed by P.M. McLaurin in Ref.

[46] or my updated Eq. 3.15, we may readily determine the probabilities of zero-, one-,

and two-electron transfers as a function of the impact parameter b for a given simulation,

represented as Pi→ f (b). With these or some other reaction probability at hand, we may

proceed to calculate the reaction cross section. Previous SLEND investigations considered

an axis of incidence generated by two rotation angles α and β. is axis is the one in the

direction α−β and all the incident projectile’s rectilinear trajectories are parallel to it and

collinear if b = 0 (cf. Fig. 2.1). In that case, the axis of incidence cross section is

σα,β
i→ f =

ˆ 2π

0

ˆ ∞

0
Pi→ f (γ,b;α,β)×bdbdγ

where α and β are constant thus far. From this perspective, the total integral cross section

(ICS) may be obtained by averaging over α and β (with normalization factor 1
4π ):

σ i→ f =
1
4π

ˆ 2π

0

ˆ π

0
sinβσα,β

i→ f dβ dα (3.16)

=
1
4π

ˆ 2π

0

ˆ π

0
sinβ
ˆ 2π

0

ˆ ∞

0
Pi→ f (γ,b;α,β)×bdbdγ dβ dα (3.17)
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As a quick note, notice that for atom-atom collisions involving spherically symmetric

potentials, Eq. (3.17) reduces to the familiar ICS expression (cf. [81])

σ i→ f = 2π
ˆ ∞

0
b×Pi→ f (b)db.

Equivalently, rather than stepping through each of the above angles separately to

calculate the cross section, I immediately proceed to Eq. 3.17 with the quadrature rules

for the angular integrations as given in [80]. In that case, with

1
8π2

ˆ 2π

0

ˆ π

0
sinβ
ˆ 2π

0
F(α,β,γ)dγ dβ dα ≈

N

∑
(α,β,γ)∈A

wα,β,γF(α,β,γ)

for some arbitrary function F = F(α,β,γ), Eq. 3.17 becomes

σ i→ f ≈ 2π
N

∑
{α,β,γ}∈A

wα,β,γ
ˆ ∞

0
Pi→ f (b)×bdb

where each orientation {α i,βi,γ i} belongs to setAwith cardinality N as described above

[82]. Finally, it is necessary to approximate the integral over impact parameter b. To do

this, some b = bmax replaces the upper limit b = ∞, utilizing the fact that probabilities of

reactions rapidly converges to zero (the convergence is approximately exponential; see

Figure 6.9 as an example) as b increases past some maximal point. e integral over b

is then typically approximated by the trapezoidal rule or by fiing the data to a cubic

spline. Note that doing the approximate integration over angles but not over the impact

parameter provides a useful tool for inspecting the overall dependence on b for a given

reaction, as is utilized in Figure 6.9.
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Chapter 4

Application: H⁺ + DNA/RNA Nucleobases

Although the majority of the molecules in the body are water molecules, the direct

impact of protons on DNA itself should be investigated (cf. Fig. 1.6); moreover, as of

the publication of this dissertation, there has yet been lile study of H+ + DNA/RNA

nucleobase collisions. In order to improve the understanding of the role of that direct

mechanism, the reactions: H++B, B = adenine, cytosine, thymine and uracil, at Elab =

80keV are investigated with the simplest-level electron nuclear dynamics (SLEND) and

SLEND/Kohn-Sham density functional theory (SLEND/KSDFT) methods. Results from

this study include snapshots of the simulated reactions depicting base-to-proton electron

transfers, base-to-proton total electron-transfer probabilities from various reactants’ ini-

tial conditions, and base-to-proton 1-electron-transfer total integral cross sections. e

last properties are compared with results from the only available experiment on these

systems and from three alternative theories. Work presented in this chapter in “Electron

nuclear dynamics of proton collisions with DNA/RNA bases at ELab = 80 keV: A contri-

bution to proton cancer therapy research” (A.J. Privett, J.A. Morales, Chemical Physics

Leers, 603, 82–88, Ref [83].).¹

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in Section 1.1, while the clinical use of PCT as an alternative to x-ray

therapy is firmly established, a thorough understanding of how the previous PCT reac-

tions ultimately cause DNA damage and cellular death is seriously lacking [2]. is sit-

uation has motivated a number of experimental [84–87] and theoretical studies [2, 5, 9,

¹e copyright on portions of this chapter previously published there is held by Elsevier. ese portions
have been reproduced with permission.
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39, 88–90] of some of the discussed PCT reactions in order to reveal the physicochemi-

cal basis of PCT. An important type of PCT reaction requiring elucidation includes the

DNA damage reactions caused by H+ collisions with cellular DNA (refer to Figure 1.6

on page 9). erefore, some research groups have recently studied H+ collisions with

DNA/RNA bases in the Bragg-peak energy regime (Elab ≈ 100keV) [86, 88, 89]; these col-

lision systems constitute tractable prototypes of actual H+ collisions with bases bonded

to cellular DNA. A high point in this research approach is the recent scaering-beam ex-

periment by Tabet et al. [86] that reported for the first time absolute total integral cross

sections (ICSs) for the one-electron-transfer (1-ET) reactions: H++B . H+B+, B =

adenine, cytosine, thymine and uracil, at Elab = 80 keV, among other data (note that these

1-ET reactions are oen called single electron capture reactions/processes in the physics

literature [88, 89]). e availability of these experimental ICSs provides motivation for

their prediction and further characterization with theoretical methods. However, as of

the publication of this work, only two theoretical studies have been conducted for that

purpose: a study by Lekadir et al. [88], which employed the classical trajectory Monte

Carlo (CTMC) with classical-over-barrier (COB: CTMC-COB) criteria method, and an-

other study by Champion et al. [89], which employed the continuum distorted wave

(CDW) and continuum distorted wave-eikonal initial state (CDW-EIS) approximations.

Overall, the calculated 1-ET total ICSs from these two studies [88, 89] compare satisfac-

torily with the experimental results [86], although all the calculated ICSs appear under-

estimated with respect to their corresponding experimental values (cf. the discussion in

Section 4.3 on page 70).

In lieu of more experimental and theoretical 1-ET total ICSs for the present systems,

the assessment of their corresponding accuracies remains somewhat uncertain. More-

over, the previous theoretical studies [88, 89] have shed no light on additional chemical
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details inaccessible by the experiment (cf. Fig. 4.7). To remedy this situation, we de-

cided to apply SLEND to the present collision systems. Due to the properties of SLEND

discussed in Section 2.3 which make it appropriate for the simulation of chemical reac-

tions at a wide range of collision energies, it was deemed that SLEND would provide a

good fit for the systems studied here. As mentioned previously in Section 2.3, SLEND

adopts classical mechanics and a single-determinantal wavefunction for the nuclear and

electronic degrees of freedom, respectively [14–16]. ese features make SLEND compu-

tationally suitable for simulating the present collision systems involving large DNA/RNA

bases. Notably, in this investigation, we include results from both the original SLEND

method and the SLEND/KSDFT method [5, 14]. e ability of SLEND and SLEND/KS-

DFT to correctly describe the present systems is aested by the good results obtained in

previous SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT studies of related reactive systems at high collision

energies [41–43, 48] and of other PCT reactions (e.g. H+-induced fragmentations in DNA

bases [5], H2O [38, 90, 91] and aqueous clusters (H2O)2−4 [5, 39]).

Below, results are presented from our SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT study of proton col-

lisions on DNA and RNA nucleobases H++B . H+B+, B = adenine, cytosine, thymine

and uracil, at Elab = 80 keV, and are compared with previous studies [86, 88, 89]. As the

systems studied here are larger than previously systems studied with SLEND, this inves-

tigation has been made possible by our code PACE ([5], Sect. 4) and marks the largest

chemical systems exhaustively studied with SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT at the date of

publication of this work to Chemical Physics Leers.

4.2 Specific initial conditions and final state analysis

In the current work, we compute the one-electron-transfer integral cross section

(ET-ICS) for the nucleobases as depicted in Fig. 4.1. e initial conditions for a pair of a

DNA/RNA base target and a H+ projectile for each individual simulation are schematized
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Figure 4.1: Structure of the nucleobase monomers studied in this work.

in Figure 2.1. e DNA/RNA base targets are prepared at rest in their equilibrium geome-

try and in their electronic ground-state |0〉 at the UHF and unrestricted KSDFT (UKSDFT)

levels for SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT simulations, respectively. e SCF UHF or UKSDFT

MSOs in the reference |0〉 are localized with the Pipek-Mezey scheme [92] since localized

MSOs decreased the computational cost of the dynamical simulations.

e target’s center of mass is placed at the origin of the laboratory-frame coordinate

axes (cf. Fig. 2.1). e plane (uracil and thymine) or quasi-plane (remaining bases) of the

target’s heterocyclic ring(s) is placed completely (uracil and thymine) or with maximum

coincidence (remaining bases) on the xy plane of the aforesaid coordinate axes. e H+

projectile is first prepared with position Ri
H+ = (0,b ≥ 0,−30 a.u.) and momentum Ri

H+ =

(0,0, pz
H+ > 0) where b is the projectile’s impact parameter and pz

H+ corresponds to a

kinetic energy Elab = 80 keV. e definite initial conditions of the H+ projectile Ri
H+ and

Pi
H+ are obtained by rotating Ri

H+ and Pi
H+ by the Euler angles 0◦ ≤ α ≤ 360◦, 0◦ ≤ β ≤

180◦, and 0◦ ≤ γ ≤ 360◦ in the z− y− z convention (cf. Fig. 2.1); those operations define

a relative projectile-target orientation with Euler angles (α,β,γ). e grid discussed in

3.3 is used; however, point-group symmetry considerations for the Cs-symmetry bases

uracil and thymine imply the use of only 32 points in this grid for these two bases. For a

given orientation (α,β,γ), b is varied in adaptive steps Δb = 0.5−1.0 a.u. over the range
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Figure 4.2: Base-to-proton 0-, 1- and 2-electron-transfer total probabilities vs. the pro-
jectile impact parameter for H+ + adenine at Elab = 80keV. e various curves per each
type of electron transfer correspond to all the investigated projectile-target orientations
(α,β,γ).

0≤ b ≤ bmax, where bmax corresponds to the first asymptotic 1-ET probability lower than

0.01 (typically, bmax = 9.0−10.0 a.u.; cf. Figures 4.2–4.5).

ese initial conditions generate on average 806 single simulations perH+-DNA/RNA

base pair. Each simulation ran for a total time of 40 a.u. (0.967 fs) in order to render a final

projectile-target separation ≥ 30 a.u. At initial time t = t0, the SLEND or SLEND/KSDFT

electronicouless single-determinantal wavefunction |ΨSLEND(/KSDFT)
e (t = t0)〉 starts as a

ground-state UHF or UKSDFT reference |0〉, |ΨSLEND(/KSDFT)
e (t = t0)〉= |z(t = t0)= 0,R(t =

t0)〉= |0〉 (cf. Eq. 2.10). As the energies studied here are quite high, the system certainly

can access the non-adiabatic regime during the evolution of the variational parameters,

where |ΨSLEND(/KSDFT)
e (t)〉= |z(t),R(t)〉= |0〉with z(t) 6= 0will cease to resolve purely into
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Figure 4.3: Base-to-proton 0-, 1- and 2-electron-transfer total probabilities vs. the pro-
jectile impact parameter for H+ + cytosine at Elab = 80keV. e various curves per each
type of electron transfer correspond to all the investigated projectile-target orientations
(α,β,γ).

the ground-state reference |0〉 (cf. Eq. 2.10). At final time t1, the total probability for a

base-to-proton n-ET: H++B . H1−n+B+n, n≥ 0 , can be calculated with the auxiliary

code RESOLVE in the PACE package. RESOLVE projects the final electronic wavefunction

|ΨSLEND(/KSDFT)
e (t = t1)〉 onto the UHF or UKSDFT states corresponding to the different ET

channels [37]; that procedure requires generating all the excited determinants from the

final-time ground-state reference |0〉, as those comprising a configuration-interaction ex-

pansion [37].

However, if one assumes on chemical grounds that n-ETs are negligible for n > 2

(e.g. for H++B . H2−+B+3, etc.), the relevant n-ET probabilities can be calculated

equivalently but far more feasibly from the final α and β Mulliken populations Nα and
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Figure 4.4: Base-to-proton 0-, 1- and 2-electron-transfer total probabilities vs. the pro-
jectile impact parameter for H+ + thymine at Elab = 80keV. e various curves per each
type of electron transfer correspond to all the investigated projectile-target orientations
(α,β,γ).

Nβ of the outgoing projectile according to the probabilities developed in P. M. McLaurin,

PhD Dissertation, Texas Tech University, 2011 [46] and discussed in Section 3.2 (cf. Equa-

tion 3.6, although note that here my correction given in 3.15 yields the same results for

the Mulliken population based probabilities for the proton projectile used here). Using

Eqs. 3.6 to generate the probabilities for 1-ET, the total ICS is calculated herein as (P. M.

McLaurin, ibid.): where angular and impact-parameter integrations are performed by the

quadrature scheme of Ref. [80] and cubic-spline integration, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Base-to-proton 0-, 1- and 2-electron-transfer total probabilities vs. the pro-
jectile impact parameter for H+ + uracil at Elab = 80keV. e various curves per each
type of electron transfer correspond to all the investigated projectile-target orientations
(α,β,γ).

4.3 Results and Discussion

e main results of the current SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT simulations of H++B, B

= adenine, cytosine, thymine, and uracil, at Elab = 80 keV are presented in Table 4.1 and

visualized in Figure 4.6 . SLEND simulations employed the STO-3G, 3-21G, 6-31G and 6-

31G/H+++** basis sets. e mixed 6-31G/H+++** basis set prescribes the 6-31++G** and

6-31G basis sets for the H nucleus of the initial H+ projectile and the remaining nuclei,

respectively, to probe the effect on the ET description by diffuse (++) and polarization

(**) basis set functions added to the projectile’s H nucleus. SLEND/KSDFT simulations

employed the following combination of KSDFT functionals and basis sets: B3LYP/STO-

3G, B3LYP/3-21G, BLYP/STO-3G, and PBE/STO-3G. In all cases, the size of the basis sets
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Figure 4.6: is data is tabulated in Table 4.1. One-electron-transfer (1-ET) total inte-
gral cross sections (ICSs) σ1−ET for H+ + DNA/RNA base → H + DNA/RNA base⁺ at
Elab = 80keV from experiment, from previous theories [theory A, continuum distorted
wave (CDW) approximation; theory B, continuum distorted wave-eikonal initial state
(CDW-EIS) approximation; and theory C, classical trajectory Monte Carlo with classical-
over-barrier (CTMC-COB) criteria approach], and from SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT with
various basis sets and KSDFT functionals. e mixed 6-31G/H+++** basis set employs
the 6-31++G** and 6-31G basis sets for the H nucleus in the initial H+ projectile and the
remaining nuclei, respectively.

and/or the type of the KSDFT functionals have been determined by the high computational

cost of these dynamical simulations involving large DNA/RNA bases. SLEND/KSDFT

simulations are computationally more expensive than SLEND ones due to the former’s

inclusion of dynamical correlation effects

Some illustrative results of the current simulations are presented in Fig. 4.7. is fig-

ure shows four sequential snapshots of the SLEND/6-31G simulation of H+ + adenine at

Elab = 80 keV from the projectile-target orientation (301.72◦,36.00◦,301.72◦) and impact

parameter b = 0.0 a.u. that lead to a base-to-projectile ET. In that figure, time is given
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Figure 4.7: Snapshots of the SLEND/6-31G simulation of H⁺ + adenine at Elab = 80 keV
from projectile-target orientation (301.72◦,36.00◦,301.72◦) and impact parameter b =
0.0 a.u. Time is given in femtoseconds. Traveling nuclei are represented by colored
spheres (gray = C, blue = O, white = H initially belonging to adenine, and yellow = H
initially belonging to the H+ projectile) and the electron density by a selected gray iso-
surface. e outgoing projectile captures some electron density.

in femtoseconds. e travelling classical nuclei are represented by colored spheres and

the evolving quantum electron density by a selected isosurface. e snapshots first show

the H+ projectile approaching the adenine target (0.28 fs) to collide with a point on one

of the C-C bonds of the adenine’s ring system (0.39 fs); as a result of that violent colli-

sion, the projectile strongly deflects from its original trajectory (0.47 fs) and captures a

noticeable electron density from the target (0.47 and 0.58 fs). is last feature clearly il-

lustrates a base-to-projectile ET. e snapshots in Fig. 4.7 demonstrate the capability of

SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT to reveal important time-dependent details of a chemical re-

action, something unaainable with time-independent scaering methods like the CDW

and CDW-EIS approximations [89] (the time-dependent CTMC-COB method [88] might
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Figure 4.8: ree-dimensional plot showing magnitude of electron-transfer probabilities
for all trajectories mapped onto the proton initial Ri

H+ and Pi
H+ values for H+ + cytosine

at Elab = 80keV using the 6-31G basis set.

provide a depiction of its classical nuclear dynamics but not of the electronic one since

electrons are not treated explicitly in that approach).

e three-dimensional plot Figure 4.8 presents visually the general effect of sampling

different initial orientations {α,β,γ,b} on the probability of single electron transfer. In

that image, it can be seen that all orientations follow a similar trend, with decreasing

reaction probabilities for increasing b. In two dimensions, Figures 4.2–4.5 show the base-

to-proton 0-ET (blue curves), 1-ET (red curves) and 2-ET (green curves) total probabilities:

P0−ET (α,β,γ,b), P1−ET (α,β,γ,b), and P2−ET (α,β,γ,b) at the SLEND/6-31G level from all

the investigated orientations {α,β,γ} vs. the impact parameter b for at Elab = 80 keV

with B = adenine (Fig. 4.2), cytosine (Fig. 4.3), thymine (Fig. 4.4), and uracil (Fig. 4.5). e

various colored curves per each type of ET correspond to all the investigated orientations

{α,β,γ}. Figures 4.2–4.5 reveal that with a few exceptions (most conspicuously, in the
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thymine case), the ET processes follow the trend:

P0−ET (α,β,γ,b)> P1−ET (α,β,γ,b)> P2−ET (α,β,γ,b)∀{α,β,γ,b}

in all the investigated systems; clearly, the 0-ET channels predominate in these reactive

systems. As expected on physical grounds, for all these systems, P1−ET (α,β,γ,b) and

P2−ET (α,β,γ,b) values are significant at low (0.0≤ b ≤ 2.0 a.u.) and intermediate (2.0≤

b ≤ 8.0 a.u.) impact parameters, but they start to steadily decline to zero at large impact

parameters (b> 8.0 a.u.); as b→∞, only 0-ET processes are predicted: P0−ET (α,β,γ,b)→

1, due to negligible projectile-target interactions. As expected on chemical grounds, for all

these systems, P2−ET (α,β,γ,b) values remain very small ∀(α,β,γ) and b, a fact reflecting

the low propensity of these systems toward the formation of unstable H−1 ions. e

qualitative and quantitative properties of the n-ET total probabilities Pn−ET (α,β,γ,b), 0≤

n ≤ 2, observed in Figs. 4.2–4.5 in all the investigated systems at the SLEND/6-31G level

are also observed with similar paerns in the same systems at the remaining SLEND and

SLEND/KSDFT levels.

Finally, Table 1 lists the 1-ET total ICSs σ1−ET for H++B . H+B+, B = ade-

nine, cytosine, thymine, and uracil, at Elab = 80 keV from the only available experiment

[86], the previous CDW [89], CDW-EIS [89], and CTMC-COB [88] theoretical investiga-

tions, and our SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT calculations with various basis sets and KSDFT

functionals. On average, the absolute and relative percentage errors in the experimen-

tal ICSs σExpt.
1−ET are εExpt.1−ET = 1.050× 10−19m2 and (100× εExpt.1−ET)/σ

Expt.
1−ET = 20.8%, respec-

tively. On the other hand, on average, the absolute deviation from the experimental value

|σExpt.
1−ET−σeory

1−ET | (10−19m2) and the relative percentage deviation from the experimental

value 100× |σExpt.
1−ET − σeory

1−ET |/σExpt.
1−ET for the theoretical ICSs σeory

1−ET are: 2.98 and 52.0%

(CDW), 4.55 and 87.5% (CDW-EIS), 4.05 and 75.8% (CTMC-COB), 4.11 and 77.1% (SLEND),
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and 4.46 and 77.6% (SLEND/KSDFT), respectively. Experimental errors and theoretical

deviations are considerable as one might expect in dynamical and kinetic measurements

and calculations, especially with the complex systems herein considered.

erefore, the performances of all the considered theoretical methods in predicting

the experimental ICSs σExpt.
1−ET can be deemed reasonable. Without exception, all the theo-

retical values from all the considered methods are smaller than their corresponding exper-

imental values. With one exception, all the theoretical values lie outside the experimental

error bars. e only exception is in the case of cytosine with the CDW approximation,

where σCDW
1−ET = 1.9 < σExpt.

1−ET = 2.3 but σCDW
1−ET = 1.9 > σExpt.

1−ET− εExpt.1−ET = 2.3− 0.5 = 1.8 (in

units 10−19m2). Except for SLEND/KSDFT/STO-3G, all the theoretical methods predict

ICSs σeory
1−ET that scarcely differ in value along the four considered DNA/RNA bases. is

uniformity is also observed in the experimental ICSs for adenine, thymine and uracil but

not for cytosine, whose experimental ICS is considerably lower than those of the remain-

ing bases. Only SLEND/KSDFT/STO-3G shows a significant drop in the ICS value of cyto-

sine with respect to those of the remaining bases. In SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT/B3LYP,

the increase of the atomic basis set’s size from minimal to double-zeta basis sets in the

series: STO-3G, 3-21G, 6-31G, and STO-3G and 3-21G, respectively, leads to a decrease

in the ICSs σeory
1−ET values; however, in SLEND, the increase of the 6-31G atomic basis set

with added diffuse and polarization functions to form the 6-31G/H+++** basis set leads to

an increase in the ICSs σeory
1−ET value.

e present results establish the following ranking for the considered theoretical

methods in their accuracy to predict the current experimental ICSs: CDW>CTMC-COB≈

SLEND≈ SLEND/KSDFT> CDW-EIS. en, at this point, it is appropriate to discuss the

distinctive features of SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT [5, 13–15] in comparison with the other

three theoretical methods [88, 89] to properly assess the performances of all these meth-
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ods. e CTMC-COB approach uses a classical-mechanics model to describe both nuclei

and electrons as whole particles, requires binding energies as parameters from previous

quantum-mechanical calculations, and involves a set of ad-hoc criteria to model the elec-

trons’ ejections [88].

In contrast, SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT employ an ab initio quantum-mechanical de-

scription for the electrons that requires neither parameters from previous calculations nor

ad-hoc criteria for the electronic dynamics [5, 13–15]. e CDW and CDW-EIS approxi-

mations [89] use the CDWand CDW-EIS quantum scaeringmethods to describe electron

processes and a HF description for the electrons in the DNA/RNA bases. However, the

CDW and CDW-EIS approximations are employed by considering only one active elec-

tron at a time, with the remaining electrons forming a frozen core, and by assuming the

complete neglect of differential overlap (CNDO) approximation [93] in the HF treatment

during scaering [89]; in addition, in some calculations, the computed ionization energies

of the occupied molecular orbitals were scaled so that their Koopman’s ionization poten-

tials match their experimental counterparts [89]. In contrast, SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT

treat all the electrons as simultaneously active and do not assume any approximations

and/or scaling in their related HF and KSDFT treatments [5, 13–15].

Furthermore, as mentioned previously, the CDW and CDW-EIS approximations are

time-independent [89], whereas SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT are time-dependent methods

that can reveal the temporal evolution of chemical reactions (cf. Fig. 4.7). Finally and per-

haps most relevantly, the discussed CTMC-COB, CDW, and CDW-EIS methods [88, 89]

are designed to only describe ionization processes including ET reactions. In contrast,

SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT are versatile enough to describe those ionization processes

as well as several others that occur simultaneously to the previous ones during chemi-

cal reactions (e.g. collision-induced rotational and vibrational excitations; fragmentation,
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rearrangement, substitution, and addition reactions, inter alia; cf. Ref. [5] for several ex-

amples of those excitations and reactions in various systems including H+ + DNA bases

at Elab = 1keV). In summary, SLEND’s and SLEND/KSDFT’s reasonable performances in

predicting the current ICSs should be appraised in the context of thosemethods’ capacities

to predict various dynamical properties in diverse chemical reactions through the simul-

taneous treatment of nuclei and electrons without adjustable parameters and additional

simplifying assumptions.

All the discussed theoretical ICSs σeory
1−ET can be deemed reasonable in comparison

with their experimental counterparts given the complexity of the investigated systems

and the lack of alternative experimental results. However, the consistent discrepancy

between predicted and measured ICSs, where the former ones are always considerably

lower than the laer ones, will require further experimental and theoretical investigations

for its resolution.

4.4 Conclusions

e current work calculates ET-ICSs in nucleobase-sized systems bothwith andwith-

out electron correlation through the incorporation of KSDFT into the SLEND model; the

complete study of these systems comprises the largest study to date utilizing the SLEND

framework. Comparison to experimental results provides the impetus to continue our

studies at energies not yet investigated by experiment; special emphasis will be placed on

lower collision energies (100−104 eV) which are even less studied and where the SLEND

model has been more thoroughly studied.

e SLEND [5, 13, 15] and SLEND/KSDFT [5, 14] methods have been applied to

H++B, B = adenine, cytosine, thymine and uracil, at Elab = 80keV for the first time.

ese collision systems are feasible prototypes for proton-induced DNA damage reactions

in PCT. e employed methods are time-dependent, direct, and non-adiabatic and utilize
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nuclear classical mechanics and electronic single-determinantal wavefunctions. is in-

vestigation employing our parallel code PACE involves the largest molecular systems sim-

ulated with SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT to date. Present results with various atomic basis

sets and KSDFT functionals include snapshots of the simulating reactions predicting base-

to-proton ET, base-to-proton 0-, 1-, and 2-ET total probabilities from various reactants’

initial conditions, and base-to-proton 1-ET total ICSs. ese last properties were carefully

compared with results from the only experiment performed on these systems [86] and

from three alternative theoretical methods: CDW [89], CDW-EIS [89], and CTMC-COB

[88]. All considered theoretical 1-ET total ICSs agree reasonably with their experimen-

tal counterparts exhibiting an accuracy performance ranking: CDW > CTMC-COB ≈

SLEND ≈ SLEND/KSDFT > CDW-EIS. However, unlike the other methods, SLEND and

SLEND/KSDFT can also satisfactorily predict many other reactive processes occurring in

this type of systems (cf. Ref. [5]) and reveal time-dependent dynamical details of both

nuclei and electrons (cf. Fig. 4.7). e five theoretical methods herein considered con-

sistently predict 1-ET total ICSs lower in value than their experimental counterparts, a

trend calling for additional experiments and calculations to resolve these discrepancies.

Planned SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT studies will address these discrepancies and investi-

gate additional PCT reactions.
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Chapter 5

Application: H⁺ + Water Clusters

As was mentioned previously, human tissues consist of mainly (≈ 70%) water (Fig.

1.6); this chapter uses SLEND to investigate these primarily important collisions of proton

projectiles starting with water and extending to water clusters at an energy of Elab =

100 keV. To date, there has been lile investigation of these systems. While the largest

cluster size studied, n = 6, does not represent bulk water, this chapter sheds insight on the

transition from gas-phase collisions of H++H2O to the bulk liquid phase. Results for the

monomer are compared with experiment and other theories. Also, target fragmentation

is investigated for the monomer, dimer, trimer, and tetramer. e quantitative results

on electron-transfer, energy transfer, and fragmentation provided here are important for

improving the understanding of fundamental mechanisms contributing to the therapeutic

effect of proton radiation. Some of the data presented in this chapter was previously

calculated in [94]; all the data in this chapter will be included together in an upcoming

publication.

5.1 Introduction

Several experiments have investigated H++ (H2O)n, n = 1. Previous experiments of

H++ (H2O)n, n = 1 and P qp + (H2O)n, Pqp 6= H+ are shown in Table 5.1 and reviewed in

[94]. Inspection of Table 5.1 reveals no directly comparable experimental data on most

of the systems investigated in this chapter, i.e. H+ + (H2O)n, n > 1. To the best of my

knowledge, due to this current lack of experimental data, the work presented here marks

the first investigation of these important systems. It is our goal that the addition of this

knowledge will improve the understanding of the radiolysis of water at the microscopic

level (cf. Figures 1.4 and 1.6).
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Tetramer b
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Figure 5.1: Optimized geometries of the water clusters.

5.2 Small Water Cluster Geometry and Initial Conditions

When seing up the initial states from which to investigate with the SLEND evolu-

tion, it is essential to describe physically meaningful initial states. In the case of water

clusters, there are significantly more local minima in comparison to the monomer due

to the increased dimensionality. In order to correspond meaningfully, we used previ-

ous investigations—both theoretical ([102, 103]) and experimental ([104])—to help ensure

convergence to the correct minima for the equilibrium geometries of small water clus-

ters. Figure 5.1 depicts the fully optimized geometries of the water clusters that were

investigated.

Certain features of the optimal structures are worth noting. e trimer, tetramer, and

pentamer all exhibit a cyclical structure. Moving on to the hexamer, a three-dimensional

doubly-cyclic structure will be noticed. Furthermore, for n > 6 in H++ (H2O)n, optimal

structures can no longer be described as approximately planar but clearly extend in three-

dimensions. Although the quasi-planarity could possibly be used to decrease computa-
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Table 5.2: Unrestricted Hartree Fock energies of the (H2O)n, n = 1−6 water clusters.

Water Cluster Energy (a.u.) / 6-31G* Energy (a.u.) / 6-31G**

Monomer -76.0097938737 -76.0226858362

Dimer -152.0304543378 -152.0560574454

Trimer -228.0596364355 -228.0977703868

Tetramer a -304.0899556781 -304.1407483396

Tetramer b -304.0793278604 -304.1301683087

Pentamer a -380.1154756474 -380.1766927416

Pentamer b -380.1142141286 –

Hexamer a -456.1427845771 –

Hexamer b -456.1433141080 –

tional cost, we did introduce that approximation of uncertain impact. However, we did

take advantage of the exact point group symmetries contained by of the molecules in Fig-

ure 5.1 to reduce the number of independent orientations required as discussed previously

in 3.3. For 4 ≤ n ≤ 6, we investigated the effect of different structures. Interestingly, it

will be shown that, for some of the properties investigated (see below), the effect is al-

most negligible. To see the energy difference obtained by using the sub-optimal cluster

geometries, the converged energies of each converged configurations at the UHF level of

theory with the two different basis sets used in this study are shown in Table 5.2 .

As is typical in this dissertation, the projectile/target system is set up as discussed

in Figure 2.1, and the selected sets of impact parameters are shown in Table 5.3. Starting

from the same set of 60 orientations for the case of C1 molecular point group symmetry

as mentioned in Section 3.3, the individual cluster geometries, in some cases, allowed for

a reduction in the total cost due to their increased symmetry.
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Table 5.3: Values for impact parameter b used for the water clusters. Below, {b}1 corre-
sponds to the set of impact parameters used for the calculation of electron-transfer and
stopping cross sections. e reduced set of {b}1 was used for the fragmentation. Note
that the following notation is used: {bmin,bmax,Δb}. (All units are in a.u.)

Water Cluster Basis Set {b}1 {b}2

Monomer 6-31G* {0.0, 7.0, 0.5} {0.0, 7.0, 0.5}

6-31G** {0.0, 7.0, 0.5}

Dimer 6-31G* {0.0, 9.0, 0.5} {0.0, 4.0, 0.5}

6-31G** {0.0, 9.0, 0.5}

Trimer 6-31G* {0.0, 9.0, 0.5} {0.0, 4.0, 0.5}

6-31G** {0.0, 9.0, 0.5}

Tetramer a 6-31G* {0.0, 10.0, 0.5} {0.0, 6.0, 0.5}

6-31G** {0.0, 10.0, 0.5}

Tetramer b 6-31G* {0.0, 9.0, 0.5}, {10, 13, 1}

6-31G** {0.0, 9.0, 0.5}, {10, 13, 1}

Pentamer a 6-31G* {0.0, 11.0, 0.5}

6-31G** {0.0, 11.0, 0.5}

Pentamer b 6-31G* {0.0, 9.0, 0.5}, {10, 13, 1}

Hexamer a 6-31G* {0.0, 11.0, 0.5}

Hexamer b 6-31G* {0.0, 11.0, 0.5}

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Electron transfer

In this section, the single electron electron-transfer results are presented. While

there is theoretical and experimental data available for comparison in the case of proton-

monomer collisions, no such data is available for larger water clusters. Using the 1-ET

probabilities as described in Equation 3.6, the total 1-ET ICSs were calculated. ese are

tabulated in Table 5.4. e same tabulated data is presented graphically in Figure 5.2. Note

that the data is fied to the curve σ = cin2/3, where ci is some coefficient, by the follow-
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Table 5.4: SLEND target-to-proton 1-ET total ICSs for H++ (H2O)n, n = 2− 6 at Elab =
100 keV.

Water Cluster Basis Set 1-electron ICS (Å²)

Monomer 6-31G* 1.56

6-31G** 2.05

Dimer 6-31G* 2.64

6-31G** 3.68

Trimer 6-31G* 3.38

6-31G** 4.88

Tetramer a 6-31G* 4.19

6-31G** 6.14

Tetramer b 6-31G* 4.25

6-31G** 5.95

Pentamer a 6-31G* 5.18

6-31G** 7.59

Pentamer b 6-31G* 4.79

Hexamer a 6-31G* 5.21

Hexamer b 6-31G* 5.26

ing logic: since the volume V of the water cluster is proportional to the number n of H2O

molecules V ∝ n, and a measurement of area A as in the cross section σ is A ∝ V 2/3, then

σ ∝ n2/3 in the large n (bulk) limit. It is reasonable to assume that ci becomes constant in

the bulk limit for large n, but it is interesting to notice the correlation for smaller n.
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Figure 5.2: SLEND target-to-proton 1-ET total ICSs for H++ (H2O)n, n = 1− 6 at Elab =
100 keV.

Figure 5.3: H++ (H2O)n target-to-proton 1-ET weighted probabilities resulting from pro-
jectile impact parameter b. e probabilities calculated here are averaged over all orien-
tations with the orientation-specific appropriate weight.
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Figure 5.4: H++ (H2O)n target-to-proton 1-ET probabilities resulting from projectile im-
pact parameter b. e probabilities calculated here are averaged over all orientations with
the orientation-specific appropriate weight.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 depict the orientation-averaged decaying probability of ET as a

function of the impact parameter b. ese plots confirm the convergence of increasing b

and also help demonstrate the effect of different orientations on the ET. At large values

of b, the probability of ET necessarily goes to zero, as the interaction becomes negligible.

It can be seen that, in each case, the 6-31G** basis set shows more ET, and that the nu-

clear geometry producing different isomers generally makes less of a difference to the ET

probability profile than does the number of water molecules.

5.3.2 Stopping

Figure 5.5 shows the SLEND stopping ICSs as a function of the water clusters size

compared to ICRU data obtained from the NIST PSTAR database [105]. e clusters from

the monomer through the pentamer are ploed for both basis sets used. In each case, the

6-31G** basis set exhibits a larger ICS.
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Figure 5.5: H++ (H2O)n stopping ICSs compared to ICRU data.

Figure 5.6: H++(H2O)n orientation-averaged plots of ΔE(b), used for stopping ICS cal-
culations.
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(a
.u
.)

Figure 5.7: H++(H2O)n orientation-averaged plots of ΔE(b), used for stopping ICS cal-
culations.

In Figures 5.6 and 5.7, the orientation-averaged values of the (un)weighted ET prob-

abilities are shown. e larger 6-31G** basis set exhibits slightly more stopping in each

case, but the added polarization functions do not make as much of a difference as for ET.

5.3.3 Fragmentation

For this fragmentation study, recall Table 5.3, showing the reduced number of initial

conditions studied. Below, we present the orientation-averaged values of b×P(b) for the

monomer through the tetramer. Recall that, for a given simulation, the probabilities were

either 0 or 1, depending on whether or not any fragmentation occurred. In the below

subsections, we present the various types of fragmentation which was observed.
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Figure 5.8: Evolving internuclear distances on target H2Omolecule for a non-fragmenting
simulation. Initial parameters generating this simulation are {α,β,γ,b} = {0,0,0,2.50}.
Greater than two periods transpire within the first 1000 a.u. e time of collision is ap-
proximately 20 a.u.

5.3.3.1 Monomer

For the monomer, 9 out of 252 simulations resulted in target fragmentation. In these

cases, the target H2O fragmented into either (2) Hqi +OHq j or (7) Hqi +Hq j +Oqk , where

the fractional charges on these fragments are different for each simulation. To give an

idea of how far along each of these fragmentations have proceeded to at the final time t =

1000 a.u., an example of each of these final states is shown below in Figure 5.9. Although

the ideal SLEND simulation would have a very large final time (enough for the slower

fragmentation processes to occur), the fragmentation processes captured during the first

1000 a.u., where enough time for a complete vibrational period has elapsed (cf. Fig. 5.8),

correspond to direct fragmentation processes. One of the more violent reactions is singled

out in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.9: Final states of all H++H2O collisions resulting in fragmentation.
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Mulliken populations vs. t

Figure 5.10: Simulation from initial condition {α,β,γ,b} = {0,0,0,0}. Although the
fragmentation procedure finds this to be an example of the second reaction type above
(Hqi +Hq j +Oqk ), the two H atoms are close together and can periodically form H2 un-
der the used fragmentation analytical method. is is useful to show that the simple
distance-based protocol for the fragmentation analysis may not always characterize cor-
rectly dynamically changing nuclear positions.

5.3.3.2 Dimer

For the dimer, 11 out of 540 simulations resulted in target fragmentation. In these

cases, the target (H2O)2 fragmented into either (2) H3O
qi +OHq j , (3) Hqi +H2O

q j +OHqk ,

or (3) Hqi +Hq j +H2O
qk +Oql , where the fractional charges on these fragments are dif-

ferent for each simulation. ose simulations which resulted in fragmentation are shown

in Figure on the following page.
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Figure 5.11: Final states of all H++(H2O)2 collisions resulting in fragmentation.

5.3.3.3 Trimer

For the trimer, 3 out of 540 simulations resulted in target fragmentation. In these

cases, the target (H2O)3 fragmented into either (2) H3O
qi +H2O

q j +OHqk or (1) Hqi +

OHq j +H2O
qk +H2O

ql , where the fractional charges on these fragments are different for

each simulation.

5.3.3.4 Tetramer

For the tetramer, 10 out of 748 simulations resulted in target fragmentation. In these

cases, the target (H2O)4 fragmented into either (4) H4O2
qi +H2O

q j , (4) H3O
qi +OHq j +

H2O
qk +H2O

ql , or (2) Hqi +OHq j +H2O
qk +H2O

ql , where the fractional charges on these

fragments are different for each simulation.

5.4 Discussion

Inspecting the monomer, the SLEND 1-ET total ICSs show quite good agreement

with the compared data at the calculated energy of Elab = 100 keV. is validation further
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numerically validates the quantitative applicability of SLEND to a wide energy domain

across several orders of magnitude when studying the ET reaction channel. To our knowl-

edge, we are the first to provide 1-ET total ICSs for the (H2O)2−6 water clusters at this

energy and have no experimental results to compare to, but the agreement of results for

themonomer indicates the quality of our ab initio results for the water clusters. Due to the

lack of experimental data, our results may be useful for Monte Carlo simulations that use

1-ET total ICSs as input data. For all values of n in (H2O)n, the basis set 6-31G** shows

more ET, which may be aributed to the fact that the more complete basis set is used

for the transferring and excited electrons. Further, we have shown mechanistic details

of fragmentation for H+ projectile collisions with water clusters. Beer understanding

these details at the microscopic level will help medical physicists in creating their models

and relevant simulations.

In this study, we utilized the 6-31G* and 6-31G** basis sets. It was shown that the

addition of the extra polarization function on the hydrogen atoms leads to a significant

change in the ET probabilities, but not as much change in the stopping. A basis set more

complete than 6-31G**, such as 6-31++G**, may improve the description of hydrogen

bonding in the water clusters, although that change would additionally cause a signif-

icant increase in computational expense. Similarly, the missing DFT correlation may help

improve the description.

An unfortunate side effect of initial symmetries may be observed in this chapter.

e surprisingly few fragmented final states and corresponding low values for the frag-

mentation cross sections indicated unsolved problems which are implicit when SLEND

is applied to certain initially symmetric systems. Briefly, the initial spin-symmetry be-

tween the UHF alpha and beta electron densities, combined with the spin-independent

Hamiltonian used by SLEND in its Lagrangian, implies that the time evolution of the
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electron density maintains the initial symmetry of the pure spin state. In other words, the

dynamics are accidentally restricted HF (RHF). As is well-known, RHF predicts an erro-

neously deep well with respect to bond-breaking due to the equal amounts of each spin

type used. Initial signs of these accidental symmetry constraints were already indicated in

[46]. Since the work done in this chapter, I have contributed significantly to remedying

this side-effect by breaking the spin-symmetry and exploring its effect across different

energies. at work comprises the following Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6

Relaxing Spin-symmetry Constraints with Small Perturbations to the Initial State:

H⁺ + H₂O and H⁺ + O₂

In this chapter, the impact of an initial wavefunction perturbation for improving the

simulation of collisions between closed-shell singlet molecules in time-dependent calcu-

lations is investigated. Such molecules are ubiquitous in the biological context—as repre-

sentative examples, we demonstrate that the SLEND theory effectively captures the im-

portant physics for describing ET scaering at a wide range of energies for both O2 and

H2O molecules. e improvement ultimately results from the fact that in an exact calcu-

lation—since the Hamiltonian is spin-independent and the total spin operator commutes

with the Hamiltonian (i.e., [Ŝ2, Ĥ] = 0)—the total spin of the system should be conserved

throughout the dynamics. As has been discussed substantially for time-independent cal-

culations as “Löwdin’s dilemma” [106], conservation of certain symmetries for an approxi-

matewavefunctions can play a negative role during dynamics with respect to the accuracy

of certain dynamical properties. Utilizing SLEND, a time-dependent, non-adiabatic, direct,

and variational method, I analyze the 1-ET channel and obtain the corresponding ICSs,

demonstrating quantitatively the consequences of Ŝ2 symmetry conservation in a trun-

cated Hilbert space and the potential large improvements offered in certain circumstances

by a single symmetry-breaking perturbation of the wavefunction. A notable conclusion

of the comparison is that the newly employed method produces an order-of-magnitude

reduction in error at low energies (< 100 eV); the beneficial effect of the perturbation

diminishes with increasing energy as there is less dynamical interaction time for the per-

turbation to have its effect. e results provided here are important for improving the

understanding of fundamental mechanisms contributing to the therapeutic effect of pro-
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ton cancer therapy in the lower energy regime. Finally, we demonstrate the applicability

of SLEND at 30 eV as seen through the excellent agreement with experimental results for

the ET and non-ET differential cross sections for the H++N2O reaction aer an initial

very small wavefunction perturbation (see Ref. [46]). Results are compared with experi-

ment when appropriate.

6.1 Introduction

In the previous Chapters 4 and 5, collisions critical for PCT were investigated. e

quality observed in those simulations is not unique. Other past studies using SLEND have

demonstrated good agreement with experimental results and examples are given earlier

in Section 2.2.

Although these results were in quite good agreement with experiment at the energies

studied, we also were interested in other collision energies. Since END does not make

assumptions (made by other theories) on, e.g., the states occupied, the path of the nuclei,

or with frozen electrons, it is reasonable to assume there are no fundamental barriers to

using END for molecular collisions at energies where relativistic effects are unimportant,

so long as the basis is adequate. As a reminder, the limitation in SLEND is merely the

selected form of the approximate total wavefunction (i.e., single determinantal electronic

wavefunction and classical point mass nuclei). Unfortunately, it was found previously

by McLaurin ([46]) that SLEND calculations were less than satisfactory at describing ET

collisions between protons and closed-shell molecules at Elab ≈ 100 eV. At the same time,

no such difficulties were previously found for collisions consisting of open-shell systems;

in all of these, the calculated END results were consistently accurate across that same

energy regime. For example, Killian et al. showed excellent agreement between SLEND

and experiment for ET processes in proton-hydrogen collisions at 1–5000 eV [107]. In the

present study, we show how an initial wavefunction perturbation can greatly increase
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Possible SP results

Figure 6.1: Contour plots of Equations 3.5 and possible values when beginning from an
initial spin pure (SP) state. It can be easily realized that the effect of symmetric α + β
transfer leads to a smaller probability of 1-ET, which has a maximum of P(1) = 0.5 in the
SP case.

the applicability of END to collisions of closed-shell molecules at the 0 eV < E < 100 eV

energy range. Due to the ubiquity of closed-shell molecules, this correction is important

for applying END to many important systems, especially biological systems such as those

important for PCT.

Past experiences revealed that the SLEND theory effectively captures most of the

physics required to describe ET at many energies for many systems, while for others, it

can be wrong by orders of magnitude. In general, the more successful systems were open-

shell systems or, more generally, those which exhibited significant spin contamination

(SC) in the initial unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) state; similarly, poorer descriptions

were seen for systems where the UHF solution results in a spin pure (SP) state. To inspect

the electron-transfer probabilities from Equations 3.5, it is worth considering Fig. 6.1. e

present work intends to improve the SLEND description of spin-pure systems by forcing

some level of SC in the initial state; the amount of SC is varied and its effects are measured.
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6.2 Preparation of Initial States

While PACE has the ability to do geometry optimization, we decided to utilize the ge-

ometry optimization and electronic optimization algorithms in the NWChem code [108]

to obtain the initial optimized geometries; aer this step, all remaining SLEND calcula-

tions were done in PACE. Aer the equilibrium geometries of the target molecules were

obtained, the initial electronic orbitals were used to find a ouless reference.

For the first simulation of H++H2 at Elab = 30 eV, the effect of breaking the spin

symmetry was investigated for a single simulation. In that case, the three nuclei were

aligned collinearly in the z-axis with a perpendicular displacement of 0.1 a.u. for the

projectile in the x direction. For this set of simulations, the pre-SCF mixing with θ = 45◦

was used (see Section 6.2.1 for explanation), along with varying SCF convergence criteria

(listed in Figure 6.3). en, the α and β Mulliken populations were analyzed. For this

system, the 6-31G basis set was used on the target H2, and the STO-3G basis set was used

for the projectile. To reduce the computational cost required to obtain the 1-ET total ICSs

for the molecules studied in greater depth (O2, H2O, and N2O), we eliminated redundant

orientations utilizing the appropriate molecular point group symmetries: C2v for H2O,

D∞h for O2, and C∞v for N2O.

To generate the initial states, the ground electronic state and equilibrium geometry

were used for the targets and the relative target-projectile orientations were obtained us-

ing the procedure shown in Figure 2.1. For the proton collisions with O2 and H2O, we

utilized the set of 60 orientations developed by Mamone et al. in which Wigner functions

up to a certain rank are integrated to zero under the quadrature discussed in more detail

in Section 3.3 [80], but adjusted for the appropriate molecular point group symmetry to

17 angles for theC2v symmetry (H2O) and 9 orientations for the D∞h symmetry (O2) sym-

metry. Also, in both the H++O2 and the H++H2O studies, the 6-31++G** basis set was
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used. In the H++N2O study, the 6-311G basis set was used. For N2O, a different set of

orientations and weights were used, as this study combined data from a previous unpub-

lished study for further insight. ose orientations were selected by stepping through the

rotation angles in steps of 45◦.

6.2.1 Initial state perturbation

In order to break the spin-symmetry of the initial state, the algorithm commonly

used to break the spin-symmetry during a time-independent UHF calculation (used there

to find a lower-energy spin-symmetry-broken state). is procedure is discussed in Ref.

[56] Section 3.8.7 and is available for use in [109] among other codes. In the current work,

we utilized the procedure in two ways: (1) use the procedure at the beginning of the SCF

optimization while specifying a weaker convergence criteria ε, and (2) use the procedure

aer a finished SCF optimization with convergence criterion ε < 10−8 Eh. I henceforth

refer to (1) as pre-SCF mixing and (2) as post-SCF mixing. If the distinction is not made

explicit, the post-SCF mixing algorithm is intended. e procedure rotates the highest

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest occupied molecular orbital (LUMO) in

opposite directions by spin type by the angle θ where 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 180◦:

|HOMOα〉 = cosθ|HOMOα〉+ sinθ|LUMOα〉

|LUMOα〉 = sinθ|HOMOα〉− cosθ|LUMOα〉

|HOMOβ〉 = cosθ|HOMOβ〉− sinθ|LUMOβ〉

|LUMOβ〉 = sinθ|HOMOβ〉+ cosθ|LUMOβ〉

Before the study with the selected angle θ for post-SCF mixing was initiated, we first

explored the impact of pre-SCF mixing using a rotation angle of θ = 45◦ at 100 eV, an

energy where unmodified SLEND was known to achieve poor results for the case of spin-
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1.0

Results of spin-breaking

Figure 6.2: Changes in energy ΔE and spin contamination 〈Ŝ2〉 vs. rotation angle θ. e
resulting changes in energy ΔE from the ground-state UHF solution of H2O with the 6-
31++G** basis and also the value of the spin contamination are ploed above, with the
three selected angles θ1 = 0.14037783◦, θ2 = 10.24157218◦, and θ3 = 45◦ shown on the
graph and inset graph. (e values are indexed from small to large.)

symmetric H++H2O. Since the energy minimum of a H2O molecule results in closed

shells at the equilibrium geometry, the effect of post-SCF mixing was also studied at this

and other energies. e values of θ used in this study (Figure 6.2 ), θ1 = 0.14037783◦ and

θ2 = 10.24157218◦, were selected for post-SCFmixing in order to correspond to these same

energy differences between the ground-state and slightly perturbed state energies ob-

tained with the pre-SCF mixing optimization, ΔE1 = 0.000004214Eh = 0.0001147 eV and

ΔE2 = 0.022710864Eh = 0.61799432 eV, respectively. Note that the unchanged ground-

state in this notation uses θ0 = 0◦. Also, the maximum possible spin contamination ob-

tained with θ3 = 45◦, corresponding to ΔE3 = 0.480768Eh, was explored at several ener-

gies for post-SCF mixing. 6.2 For consistent identification, we will label the initial states
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either spin pure (SP) or spin contaminated (SC). It will be shown that, for the ET dynamics

we wish to study, SC states perform beer than SP.

6.3 Final State Analysis

In the current work, we compute the 1-ET total ICSs. e 1-ET probabilities in this

chapter were obtained in terms of α and β spin Mulliken populations on the projectile

with Eq. 3.6, rewrien here for convenience:

P10(b) = Nα
(
1−Nβ

)
+Nβ (1−Nα) (6.1)

In order to quantitatively investigate the impact of SC on the final transfer probabilities, I

additionally constructed for use as a descriptor from the above 1-ET probability the related

spin-contaminated 1-ET

PSC
10 (b) =

∣∣Nα
(
1−Nβ

)
−Nβ (1−Nα)

∣∣ (6.2)

=
∣∣Nα −Nβ

∣∣
where the first term is related to the probability for the transfer of only one α electron

and the second term for only one β electron. It can easily be realized that 0≤ PSC
10 ≤ P10;

therefore, PSC
10 is used to quantify how much of the 1-ET probability is due to unequal

spin-type electron transfer. Also, note that since the Mulliken population is calculated as

(cf. 3.2) with σ ∈ {α,β}

Nσ = ∑
μ∈{projectile}

(PσS)μμ
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then the difference in Mulliken populations

Nα −Nβ = ∑
μ∈{projectile}

(
[
Pα −Pβ

]
S)μμ

= ∑
μ∈{projectile}

(PsS)μμ

is effectively the Mulliken population applied to the spin density matrix [56].

In this chapter, a cubic spline between grid points is used for the integration over

b and the aforementioned set of orientations by Mamone et al. provides the weights

for efficiently averaging over orientations [80]. To calculate the present ICSs, the impact

parameter b was varied in the range 0≤ b ≤ bmax, where bmax was chosen such that larger

values negligibly contribute.

6.4 Results and Discussion

6.4.1 H⁺ + H₂, 30 eV

is first exploration shows the effect on a single simulation of H++H2 at Elab =

30 eV. Figure 6.3 shows the effect of pre-SCF mixing with different values of convergence

criteria ε for the α and β electrons and compares these values to the non-mixed SP values.

It can be seen that even a small perturbation leads to an increase in ET and a broken bond

occurring between the projectile and one of the target hydrogen atoms which does not

appear in the SP case, as shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: Mulliken populations of SC initial states produced with varying values of
the SCF convergence criteria ε in Eh (solid lines), and also the SP data (doed lines) for
H++H2. e le plot considers individually the α or β Mulliken populations, and the
right plot shows the associated total α + β Mulliken populations. e “humps” in the
SP case result from interaction between the projectile and one of the target H atoms,
effectively describing vibrations of a very long bond.

Figure 6.4: Snapshots for spin-pure H++H2 collision. is SP simulation results in less
distance between atoms post-collision. For the SP case, there is a very long bond between
two H atoms (one of which is the projectile). is does not occur for the SC case, as is
evidenced by the Mulliken populations.

e evolution of the Mulliken populations clearly evidences the highly constraining

effect that initial SP states have on the final state. Even for the smallest ε used in this

study, ε = 10−12 Eh, allows for a complete bond-breakage and significantly more ET to the

projectile. is energy difference is several orders of magnitude smaller than the energy

error caused by the use of a single determinant and a truncated basis set.
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6.4.2 H⁺ + O₂(S=1), 10 eV – 1 MeV

I first wish to demonstrate the excellent agreement possible with SLENDwhen study-

ing H+ + open-shell targets across several orders of magnitude, from energies where the

electronic state remains almost completely in the ground-state (< 100 eV), to energies

where excited states and even direct ionization (DI) channels (H++B . H++B++ e – )

are relevant (approximately > 50 keV). Furthermore, it is worth demonstrating numeri-

cally how the SLEND wavefunction does not need to make the ad hoc inclusion of elec-

tron translation factors (ETFs), as they are already accounted for by the SLEND dynamical

equations through the coupling between the nuclear and electronic parameters containing

conjugate position and momentum coordinates if the single-e− basis is complete enough

[15]. In END, the best impact ETFs can possibly have is to reduce the size of the required

1-electron basis set required for a certain accuracy; the reader will note that the used ba-

sis set (6-31++G** for both H++H2O and H++O2) is not particularly large and yet is

sufficient for across a wide energy range.

is study shows how the variational flexibility of the UHF wavefunction is suffi-

cient at energies where the projectile-target interaction time is sufficient for the spin-

breaking to occur. In Figure 6.5, I present the data for SLEND simulations of proton

collisions with O2 molecules across a wide energy range where we have data to com-

pare to. e SLEND simulations presented here for H++O2 all used the 6-31++G** ba-

sis set. While the exact time-independent wavefunction of O2 in its triplet ground-state

has 〈Ŝ2〉exact = 2, the spin contaminated UHF representation here of the O2 molecule is

an approximate triplet, with an expectation value of the spin 〈Ŝ2〉UHF = 〈Ŝ2〉exact+Nβ −

∑occ
i j |〈ψα

i |ψ
β
j 〉|2 = 2.04080872 for molecular orbitals {ψ i} of α or β spin-type. Recalling

that the spin-contaminated approximately triplet UHF wavefunction can be expressed as

|ΨUHF〉= c3|ΨROHF
3 〉+c5|ΨROHF

5 〉+ ..., it should be considered that an initial spin contam-
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Figure 6.5: SLEND (purple lines) target-to-proton 1-ET total ICSs for H++O2 in com-
parison with experimental (blue line) and previous SLEND theoretical results. Note that
results are consistently good across all energies, until the direct ionization channel be-
comes important at energies above ≈ 100 keV. See Figure 6.6 for Mulliken populations at
specific energies. It may also be seen that, while our data exhibits the same paern as the
experimental data, the previous SLEND results do not.

inated state is required to allow the dynamics to populate spin states different than those

occupied at t = 0 under a spin-independent Hamiltonian Ĥ .

Interestingly, it can be seen that, even when the spin-symmetry of the ET is very

high (the transfer is almost completely symmetric at energies> 10 keV), the cross sections

remain good. For O2, note that the spin-symmetry of the ET as defined in Equation 6.2

concerns the Mulliken population-based SC ET to the projectile subsystem, and does not

tell us the change in spin contamination of the target subsystem. At these relatively higher

energies, it is shown that the importance of the SC ET has less importance in comparison

to other processes, which the SLEND dynamics do capture well.

Furthermore, several confirmations to the SLEND theory itself can be made from the

displayed excellent agreement across several orders of magnitude. One methodological
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Figure 6.6: Graphs to visually discern the spliing of the purple lines with increasing
energy in Figure 6.5.

decisionmade is to use classical zero-point energy (ZPE) at the initial time (that is, zero vi-

brational or rotational energy). Clearly, this maers less as the collision energy increases,

as the time scale of the collision and vibration/rotation become more widely separated. A

second verification made is the decision to use traditional atomic orbital basis sets along

with the SLEND coupling terms, thereby foregoing electron translation factors (ETFs).

irdly, the single-determinant unrestricted Hartree-Fock formalism behaves quite sat-

isfactorily for the ET processes measured in this study. Finally, it can be realized that

the current high-energy limit is due to the opening of the direct ionization (DI) channel.

is has been mentioned previously [107], but note the higher energy at which the lack

of accounting for DI takes place in the current study compared to the previous (100 keV

compared to ≈ 25 keV). However, note that work along this line is in progress, and is

presented in Chapter 7.

Aer comparing our results with previously done SLEND results on H++O2(S=1)

[110], it should be stated that there is substantial disagreement between these and those

done prior. Main differences between the two studies include: (1) the basis set used (they

utilized an even-tempered basis set), (2) the quadrature scheme used for the calculation of
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Figure 6.7: Plot of P(b)×b at Elab = 100 eV inH++O2 ICS.e above image demonstrates
an extrapolation fit to the exponential function and all points shown. e solid area shows
the integrated curve, produced from the individual simulation data and weighted by ori-
entation (each small blue line represents one orientation).

the ICS (for the orientations, they use constant increments of π
4 in the α and β Euler angles

and their impact parameters extend to 15 a.u.), and (3) the initial distance of the proton

projectile (they started 10 a.u. closer to the target molecule). While we conjecture that the

most important difference is the basis set used (1), we are uncertain how large of a role

each of these distinctions (1-3) played in the final result shown in Fig. 6.5. We emphasize

our agreement with experiment even at lower energies, a claim the previous study was

unable to make. Apparently, the methodological selections in [110] ultimately led to a

divergence from experiment in the previous investigation, whereas our calculations con-

trarily exhibit an increased agreement with available experiment as the energy decreases.

is divergence occurred in their study whether the same classical ICS we present (Eq.

3.17) was used, or that obtained from the differential cross section as σ =
´ dσ

dΩ dΩ (includ-

ing interference between different trajectories) was used.
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In order to show the variation in the ET probabilities with respect to the impact

parameter and orientation, we present Figure 6.7. It can be seen that, for all of the orien-

tations, the probability for ET becomes insignificant by an impact parameter at approx-

imately b = 9 a.u. Furthermore, as this energy corresponds to a maximum in the plot of

ICSs, we are confident that the selected impact parameter scheme is sufficient for the

purposes of calculating cross sections as done here.

Inspecting the obtained cross sections for the H++O2 simulations in Fig. 6.5, it can

be seen that SLEND consistently obtains good results over a collision energy range span-

ning over three orders of magnitude. at is, the entire curve appears in good agreement

with experiment and also follows the same trend throughout the entire energy range until

the direct ionization channel becomes important around 100 keV.

6.4.3 H⁺ + H₂O (S=0), 10 eV – 1 MeV

e main results of this study are shown in Figure 6.8 for collisions of protons with

water molecules at a wide range of energies. Figure 6.9 depicts the decaying probabil-

ity of ET as a function of the impact parameter b; furthermore, these plots confirm the

convergence of increasing b and also help to show how much different orientations have

an effect on the ET profile, showing some structural information about the target. At

large values of b, the probability of ET necessarily goes to zero, as the projectile-target

interaction becomes negligible.
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Figure 6.8: SLEND target-to-proton 1-ET total ICSs for H++H2O in comparison with ex-
perimental and theoretical results. Note the order of magnitude improvement at energies
below 100 eV. Recall that θ0 = 0◦, θ1 = 0.14037783◦, and θ2 = 10.24157218◦.

Figure 6.9: SLEND 1-ET impact-parameter-weighted probabilities for spin-pure
H++H2O averaged over all orientations and shown over a range of energy values (in
eV) by color. Note how, at higher energies, the shape of the b×Pr(b) curve becomes like
that of a 1s hydrogenic atom radial distribution curve is makes intuitive sense, as the
internal molecular structure makes less and less of a contribution at these higher energies.
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SP
SC, θ2

SC, θ1

H+ + H2O, 100 eV

Figure 6.10: SLEND 1-ET impact-parameter-weighted probabilities for H++H2O over all
orientations with different θ values at Elab = 100 eV. e three darker, thicker lines are
the orientation-averaged values. From this perspective, it can be seen how large of a role
the spin contaminating perturbation plays in the calculation of the cross sections.

e effect of pre- and post-SCFmixingwas explored in-depth at the important energy

of 100 eV, the point at which these methods make a large difference (see Figures 6.10, 6.11,

and 6.12). As post-SCF mixing is more aractive from a theoretical perspective and from

numerically confirming these predictions, post-SCF mixing alone was used at all other

energies. e spin expectation value for the various initial conditions for H2O are as

follows: 〈Ŝ2〉unperturbed = 0; for post-SCFmixing, 〈Ŝ2〉θ1 = 0.00002401, 〈Ŝ2〉θ2 = 0.12245227,

and 〈Ŝ2〉θ3 = 1.0; for pre-SCF mixing where ε is the SCF convergence criterion selected,

〈Ŝ2〉ε<0.01Eh = 0.00000043 and 〈Ŝ2〉ε<0.0001Eh = 0.00000001. us, although the difference

in energy was the same between the pre-SCF and post-SCF mixing procedures, the spin

contamination varied significantly.
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Figure 6.11: Snapshots for H++H2O at initial conditions (α,β,γ,b) = (0.5π,0.5π,π,0.0),
Elab = 100 eV. e first two Rows show the total density, while the third and fourth Rows
show isosurfaces of the spin density where isosurfaces of the spin density are shown with
isovalue 0.01 (higher density of α spin type: light yellow; higher density of β spin type:
light green). Furthermore, Rows 1 and 3 depict the SC simulation with θ2 = 10.24157218◦,
while Rows 2 and 4 depict the corresponding SP simulation. Note that the SC case results
in bond breakage (determined by internuclear distance) and greater ET to the H+. Also,
the Row 4 shows zero-valued spin density for the SP case.
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Figure 6.12: Total and spin-specific (α and β electron) Mulliken populations M for
H++H2O at initial conditions (α,β,γ,b) = (0.5π,0.5π,π,0.0) and Elab = 100 eV where
the contamination angle for the SC data is θ2 = 10.24157218◦. Note the different logarith-
mic or linear scales for the y-axes used to accentuate important features. It can be seen
that the effect of the symmetry breaking imparts greater Mulliken population by approx-
imately three orders of magnitude within the first 2 a.u. of simulation time. e periods
of the α and β electronic oscillations is approximately 10 a.u., a feature that is important
for higher energy collisions which have less interaction time to break the spin symmetry
further.

Figure 6.8 shows the effect of post-SCF spin contamination of the H2O target along

with other theoretical and experimental results. Wewill first compare the different SLEND

results to the experimental data which is available across a wide energy domain.

All of the spin-contamination procedures yield ICSs which decrease with increasing

energy until convergence with the SP SLEND cross sections. For convenience of dis-
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cussion, the energies is partitioned into four regimes for all used values of θ. For θ2, at

Elab < 100 eV (Regime I), it can be seen that the initial perturbation is sufficient to impart

the variational flexibility to the wavefunction to allow the SLEND dynamical equations to

produce the final H++H2O . H+H2O
+ channel we are interested in. As the energy

increases to 100 eV < Elab < 10 keV (Regime II), that perturbation is no longer enough.

Finally, at even higher energies 10 keV< Elab < 100 keV (Regime III), it no longer maers

that the electron capture is SP; the SLEND description is quite good until the opening

of the direct ionization channel at approximately Elab > 100 keV (Regime IV). Under this

classification, we thus wish to maximize the sizes of Regimes I and III; our perturbation

schemes serve to decrease Regime II, thereby delivering improved accuracy across a wider

energy domain.

We aribute the divergence starting at the low side of Regime II to the decreased

interaction time between the proton projectile and the target molecule. While the θ1

perturbation is not enough to yield results as good as θ2, those simulations are yet almost

an order of magnitude beer than previous SLEND work. Further, both θ1 and θ2 achieve

superior results in comparison to the pre-SCF method. e SC 1-ET ICSs may be used

to understand the SLEND 1-ET total ICSs, as they correspond to the amount of spin-

asymmetric ET. erefore, as the two cross sections differ, the SLEND cross sections are

more spin-symmetric. As the two curves converge, this can be understood to represent

completely SC ET. We may thus, for example, understand why the θ1 SC perturbation

at 200 eV performs similar to the non-perturbed SP wavefunction, as the cross section is

comprised almost entirely of spin-symmetric ET.

A general rule-of-thumb can be created from the observed data. Using the unre-

stricted formulation in SLEND, the more symmetric the initial state, the more this partial

symmetry is able to constraint the dynamics. Rather than a question of whether or not the
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system is completely spin-symmetric, it is seen that varying degrees of initial symmetry

may lead to ET results differing by an order of magnitude. Factors which play a role in

determining if the system is symmetry-broken “enough” at the initial time include both

the molecular system under study and the energies involved.

It is of significance that the UHFwavefunction can be wrien as a linear combination

of orthogonal pure R(O)HF determinants (cf. [23] Chapter 4). For example, for a molecule

with the same number of α and β electrons such as H2O:

|1ΨUHF〉= c1|1ΨRHF〉+ c3|3ΨROHF〉+ c5|5ΨROHF〉+ ...

In this way, the SC UHF determinant can capture some degree of correlation relative

to R(O)HF determinants. Similarly, the SLEND utilization of an unrestricted ouless

parametrization of the wavefunction will be constrained by the same considerations as

time-independent UHF. For the completely pure spin case, c1 = 1 and all other terms are

zero. Due to the spin-independence of the SLEND dynamical equations in accordance

with the spin-independent electronic Hamiltonian, the coefficients of the ROHF determi-

nants must be non-zero at the initial time in order to be non-zero at a later time. As Fig.

6.12 demonstrates, the time scale necessary for that spin-contaminating dynamical pro-

cess to occur plays an important role in how much initial spin contamination is sufficient

for the SLEND equations to allow for the approximate wavefunction to properly repre-

sent a single ET. It is unsurprising that an initially zero value for the contributions from

the ROHF determinants (c3 = c5 = ...= 0), important for bond-breakage and ET, imparts

the effects shown in Fig. 6.8 shown to be substantially remedied by this work. However,

we stress that this is not a limitation of the SLEND dynamical equations, per se, but is

rather a limitation of the wavefunction used. is is similar to the situation for a time-

independent UHF calculation of bond-breaking in, say the H2 molecule. A much more
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accurate potential energy surface (PES) may be formed if the initial guess is SC, rather

than a SP guess. As the UHF theory treats both α and β spin on equal footing, the normal

spin-independent Hamiltonian used in SLEND does not (without modification) break the

symmetry, and will thus yield RHF dynamics given a SP symmetric initial guess.

Our analysis focuses on the θ2 SC perturbation since the results are in compara-

tively beer agreement with experiment over more of the energy range. It deserves a

quick mention of the energetics of that initial state, however. e corresponding energy

change for this perturbation (≈ 0.02Eh) of the target is large in the context of quantum

chemistry, implying a significant mixture with excited states, but the contribution of that

extra energy to the ET channel at a collision energy of 100 eV is shown here to be much

less significant than the ability of the electronic state to occupy the SC final state. As the

collision energy is decreased in the future, however, care will need to be taken in order to

ensure that the target state properly approximates the ground-state. Fortunately, a lower

collision energy implies longer interaction time between the proton and target. Accord-

ingly, a smaller SC perturbation will be required. In fact, that smaller required difference

at lower energies is what fortuitously manifested during a previous study of H++N2O, a

study that motivated the present investigation of H++H2O with intentional SC [46].

6.4.4 Conclusion

Ultimately, the success of the END method is determined by the ability of the wave-

function representation to describe the system under study. It can be seen through in-

spection of the spin-independent SLEND equations developed using the typical spin-

independent Hamiltonian that the evolved wavefunction will retain the spin-symmetry of

the initial wavefunction. While this is the correct behavior for the exact wavefunction, the

single-determinantal UHF wavefunction uses an approximate spin-contaminated wave-

function to approximate open-shell systems, such as those that result during the course of
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a ET dynamics simulation. As such, for a total projectile/target system constructed from

two singlet subsystems, breaking the spin-symmetry is required for the UHF representa-

tion of the 1-ET phenomenon resulting in two triplet subsystems. In SLEND, introducing

spin-contamination serves to increase the variational flexibility of the time-dependent

wavefunction. For time-independent studies, we see an analogue to Löwdin’s symmetry

dilemma—where the symmetry breaking gives a lower energy due to variational flexibil-

ity but suffers from the negative effects of spin contamination—continues in the time-

dependent context explored here [106].

Encouragingly, it appears that SLEND will be able to accurately simulate the H++

H2O system at energies< 100 eV if θ2 is used. Moreover, as the energy decreases, a smaller

θ value will be required to impart sufficient variational flexibility to the wavefunction.

ese energies are crucial for understanding the final stages of energy deposition from

protons in PCT, and serve as an energy range which has not been adequately studied. As

such, we may now probe lile-explored territory crucial for the proper understanding of

the interactions occurring in the Bragg peak region, where the proton radiation rapidly

deposits energy into tissues; understanding of reaction ICSs for sub-100 eV energies is

rare in the literature. Our implementation and methods are now poised to provide quite

accurate predictions of data lile explored.

In the future, we may study the effects of a spin-dependent perturbation included in

the Hamiltonian such as that used by Isborn and Li [111] (once again with some energy

cutoff so that the ground-state is still modeled) in order to push the system towards higher

variational flexibility.
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Chapter 7

On the Resolution of the Asymptotic SLEND Electronic Wavefunction

e general approach of END, limited only by the selection of nuclear and electronic

wavefunctions, is useful for the study of a wide array of simultaneous molecular pro-

cesses at a wide range of energies. In principle, the general END approach allows for

the description of the free electron (e.g., the description of electron-molecule scaering

and of the ionization asymptotic channels) due to the consistent treatment of the entire

electronic-nuclear wavefunction. However, while theoretical methods have been outlined

to investigate these dynamics using Gaussian wave packets for electrons [13], we are un-

aware of any computational application to molecular systems. Consequently, the validity

of SLEND implementations were previously deemed limited to collision energy ranges

where the contribution to the direct ionization (i.e., excitation to the continuum) chan-

nel was negligible. Furthermore, as will be discussed in greater depth in this Chapter,

the treatment of excited states was treated at an unnecessarily low level of theory. e

tools presented here prescribe an analysis of the SLEND electronic wavefunction, which

emphasizes clearer criteria for determining improved approximate excited states within

the single-determinantal level of theory, at lile extra computational cost. Additionally,

criteria are given for determining unbound electrons existing in a discretized approxima-

tion to the continuum. Finally, this novel tool is applied to the proton-hydrogen collision

system. At collision energies 100 eV ≤ Elab ≤ 100 keV, I calculate state-resolved charge-

transfer (CT), target excitation (TE), and direct ionization (DI) cross sections for principle

quantum numbers n = 1,2,3. Results show the treatment of DI by SLEND compares well

to experimental and other theoretical results.
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7.1 Introduction

Accurate knowledge of collision processes—such as CT of electrons from target to

projectile, TE to higher bound states, DI of electrons from bound states to unbound states

in the continuum, and molecular bond breakage and formation reactions—is critical for a

detailed understanding of a myriad of chemical and physical phenomena. For example,

the irradiation of biological maer by protons in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 contributes to an

improved understanding of PCT. A reaction not yet investigated in this dissertation is the

reaction of low-energy unbound electrons with cellular DNA; these low-energy electrons

are thought to be a primary component of tissue damage during PCT [84]. us, obtaining

a beer understanding of these fundamental processes is instrumental for increasing the

understanding of the clinical utilization of PCT.

Within the general END theory, advantages of treating free electrons and therefore

DI have long been known, as the theory provides a consistent treatment of both electrons

and nuclei that would make such a treatment amenable ([13]). In the past, the idea of an

unbound electron in the END framework was theorized within the context of electronic

basis functions independent from the nuclear positions with their own conjugate position

and momentum coordinates [13]. In this formulation, the cost of these free electron com-

putations is significantly more than those in conventional SLEND, where the electronic

basis functions are centered on the atomic nuclei; as mentioned above, no use of this idea

has been carried out to our knowledge. Before the current work, it was thought that the

electronic basis in SLEND calculations could not adequately describe the DI channel; as

a result, the use of SLEND was generally limited to energies below 100 keV. In contrast

to the additional computational demands imposed by the aforementioned treatment of

free electrons in [13], the current work suggests an alternative simpler route that is cur-

rently absent from the literature. Instead of increasing the computational expense of the
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simulations, I propose in this Chapter that a more precise interpretation of the SLEND re-

sults is sufficient to make significant improvements in terms of accuracy at insignificant

additional computational cost.

In the H++H system studied in this Chapter, I show that, in contrast to previously

published work, DI cross sections may be calculated at a similar accuracy as other more

commonly studied reaction channels such as CT with the currently implemented level of

the SLEND theory. ere, the SLEND wavefunction is analyzed within the proper frame-

work even when only using typical atomic orbital basis sets constructed from square-

integrable L2 Gaussian functions commonly used in quantum chemistry. is single-

electron system makes the interpretation of the wavefunction quite simple. Aer using

that system as a proof of concept, a way to extend the procedure to polyelectronic sys-

tems is suggested which variationally approximates excited states in order to more clearly

define both bound and unbound excited states.

7.2 Background

A time-dependent (TD) quantum state Ψ can always be expressed as a linear com-

bination of time-independent (TI) wavefunctions {Φi} with coefficients {ai} as (for the

discrete spectrum)¹

Ψ (x, t) = ∑
i

aiΦi (x)exp
[
− i

h̄
Eit
]

where {Ei} are the corresponding energies of the {Φi} TI wavefunctions. Although I

will below show how a discrete approximation of the continuum is used to make com-

putationally tractable its solutions, I note that the more general expression of the TD

¹For reasons explored in Chapter 2.3.2, the END dynamical state should be maintained in the ouless
representation for the purposes of solving the dynamical equations.
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state—including the continuous spectrum—is

Ψ (x, t) = ∑
i

aiΦi (x)exp
[
− i

h̄
Eit
]
+

ˆ ∞

0
a(E)ΦE (x)exp

[
− i

h̄
Et
]

dE (7.1)

with coefficients a(E) and corresponding TI wavefunctions Φ(E) corresponding to the

continuous spectrum with energies E . At the asymptotic limit, the wavefunctions {Φi}

may be used to calculate transition probabilities to states with distinct eigenvalues corre-

sponding to the Hamiltonian and which can be measured experimentally. e calculation

of the transition probability in its more general form reveals (cf. Section 3.2) the phase

information to be unnecessary:

P(i) =

∣∣∣∣〈Ψ (x, t) |Φi (x)exp
[
− i

h̄
Eit
]
〉
∣∣∣∣2

=

∣∣∣∣∣〈∑j
a jΦ j (x)exp

[
− i

h̄
E jt
]
|Φi (x)exp

[
− i

h̄
Eit
]
〉

∣∣∣∣∣
2

=

∣∣∣∣a∗j exp[+ i
h̄

E jt
]
exp
[
− i

h̄
Eit
]∣∣∣∣2 δ i j

= |ai|2

us, we need only calculate 〈ΨEND|Φi〉= ai, which can be calculated following the Löwdin

rules for non-orthogonal orbitals [112] shown in Appendix A. Since the SLEND wave-

function |ΨSLEND(t)〉 is described by a single Slater determinant, we should similarly use

single Slater determinants for each of the {Φi} states in order to keep the level of theory

consistent. To help realize why this is necessary, consider how this restriction correctly

implies that 〈ΨSLEND (t = 0) |ΦHF
0 〉= 1 when a given simulation starts in the Hartree-Fock

ground-state.

Given a set of K one-electron basis functions, D =
( K

Nα

)( K
Nβ

)
N-electron basis func-

tions (partitioned below as the ground-state |Φ0〉, singly-excited states |ΦS〉, doubly-excited
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states |ΦD〉, etc.) are required to span the N−particle Hilbert space of dimension D; the

orthonormality implies the sum of all resulting transition probabilities is unity:

1 =
∣∣〈ΨEND|Φ0〉

∣∣2+∑
S

∣∣〈ΨEND|ΦS〉
∣∣2+∑

D

∣∣〈ΨEND|ΦD〉
∣∣2+ ...

= |a0|2+∑
S
|aS|2+∑

D
|aD|2+ ... (7.2)

= P(0)+∑
S
P(S)+∑

D
P(D)+ ...

With a larger basis set, the description of both the discrete and continuum spectra in

Eq. 7.1 becomes more complete. However, it can be realized that, as the dimensionality

K of the one-electron Hilbert space H1 increases, the dimensionality D of the N-electron

Hilbert HN space grows factorially. us, if we were to project the |ΨSLEND〉 onto the

entire set of D determinants, the analysis could easily cost more than the total cost of

the simulation; even for molecules with merely 2–4 electrons, with a large enough K, the

analysis would become computationally intractable. One solution for the dimensionality

problem is made possible if we can meaningfully partition the total configuration space

as

HN = H small
N +H

large
N , H small

N ⊥ H
large

N (7.3)

where each of the determinants comprising the small “important” subspace H small
N are

projected onto as in Eq. 7.2, while those in the much larger complement subspace H
large

N

are not.

Aswill be explored below, the above TI single-determinantal states {|Φi〉} partitioned

above by orbital excitation level as in Eq. 7.2 may be further partitioned into bound and

unbound states by the following criteria: a negative eigenvalue corresponds to a bound
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Figure 7.1: e orbital eigenvalues {εi} of a typical H++ target system obtained from a
ground-state Hartree-Fock calculation. e solid lines are occupied and the dashed are
virtual.

orbital and a positive eigenvalue corresponds to an unbound orbital (see figure 7.1)². Note

that the virtual space may be divided into bound and unbound states based on the posi-

tivity of their eigenvalues {εi}, and that the finite set of unbound states serve as a discrete

approximation of the continuum.

is chapter is not the first to use the sign of the orbital eigenvalue to determine

whether or not the electron is bound or unbound. While it is an approximate treatment

to use a localized L2 basis set (sometimes called “bound”) to represent unbound electrons,

electrons with positive eigenvalues may certainly be considered unbound [113].

e number of positive eigenvalues in a given Slater determinant therefore corre-

sponds to the number of unbound electrons represented within that determinant. Given

a large enough expansion, many of the basis determinants describe states containing at

²I here extend my appreciation to Professor Pablo Macri for making the suggestion to use the ground-
state Hartree-Fock virtual orbitals with positive eigenvalues to approximate the continuum (personal com-
munication).
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least one unbound electron; these states tend to contribute less to the SLEND dynamical

state |ΨSLEND(t)〉 as the determinant energy increases. As the number of determinants

containing only bound electrons is not very large, the bound and unbound criteria pro-

vides an appropriate partition for Equation 7.3. Further, as will be described below, meth-

ods exist that find the lowest energy states first (containing the fewest number of unbound

electron). us, the expansion may be halted when one of the orbitals becomes unbound,

and all remaining determinants may be included in H B
N and not projected onto.

e positive orbital energies are “an accidental product of the basis set” [114]). In this

way, the contribution of unbound states can be determined merely by subtraction from

the relatively small number of Slater determinants describing completely bound states as

(assuming the ground-state corresponds to a completely bound state)

1 = P(0)+
bound

∑
S

P(S)+
bound

∑
D

P(D)+ ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
|Φi〉∈H small

N

+ {...}︸︷︷︸
|Φi〉∈H

large
N

1 = P(bound)+P(unbound)

Although a localized L2 basis set may not provide the most efficient basis for repre-

senting highly excited unbound states (a situation in which a plane wave basis is likely

to behave more efficiently), we are fortunately in the position that having a detailed de-

scription of those states is not critical if we only care about whether the particle is bound

to a molecule or not. Instead, we are usually primarily interested in the first few ex-

cited states bound to the target or projectile. In other words, once some electron leaves a

molecule, it does not maer so much where that electron goes if we are only interested

in the molecules.

In Eq. 7.2, each transition probability may correspond to a physically meaningful

probability if the state used in the projection approximately corresponds to some phys-
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ical state. Before now, the single-determinantal approximation of the above states {Φi}

has been obtained by orbital substitution from the ground-state Hartree-Fock (gsHF) de-

terminant. As will be further explored in Section 7.4, it is fairly obvious why using orbital

substitutions from the gsHF solution does not provide states which are very good approx-

imation of excited states. To give a preview, it is typical that the HF solutions of neutral

molecules do not provide any negatively-signed virtual orbitals. In fact, by Koopman’s

theorem, these energy eigenvalues of virtual orbitals correspond more to the electron

affinity [56]. us, using those eigenvalues as the bound/unbound criteria results in all

states except for the gsHF state corresponding to direct ionization (see Figure 7.2).

Probably the main reason that the gsHF orbital substitution approach is customarily

used is that it provides a complete basis for HN , and the orthonormality of all determi-

nants implies some approximation of the excited states by the variational theorem. How-

ever, the restriction of using a single set of orbitals is not necessary to maintain mutual

orthogonality between all determinants. By the variational theorem, the accuracy of a

set of approximate states (in this case, single determinants) maintaining mutual orthog-

onality improves as the energies decrease. us, by relaxing the above orbital restriction

while maintaining orthogonality constraints, the quality of our set of approximate states

can increase, and the size of the subset of bound excited states will increase. In such a

way, the interpretation and use of the level of theory already implemented in SLEND will

be significantly increased. Section 7.4 will discuss an improved technique for calculating

excited states within the single determinantal form by a variational Hartree-Fock type

solution with orbital occupation constraints.

It should be emphasized here that the most meaningful TD states in an END calcu-

lation are the initial and final asymptotic states, where the projectile-target atoms (or, in

general, the set of separated molecular fragments) are no longer interacting; these states
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correspond to what is measured in experiments³. In the following work, a procedure

is suggested for determining which states correspond to excitation and ionization in the

single determinantal form, applied to the one-electron H++H collision system to explore

and verify the suggested procedure, and extended to treat polyelectronic systems.

7.3 Monoelectronic Systems

7.3.1 H⁺ + H

e H++H system presents an ideal opportunity to test the SLEND theory, as the

single-determinantal representation of a single electron provides the exact solution and

thus the full-CI electronic wavefunction. us, there is no approximation made by requir-

ing the wavefunction to be a single determinant. Furthermore, for this smallest possible

chemical system, the grid of impact parameters {bi} may be much more complete due to

the small computational cost of each simulation, and only one target-projectile relative

orientation is required due to the spherical symmetry of both nuclear centers. us, the

most impactful approximation in this SLEND treatment of H++H is the truncation of the

single-electron Hilbert space H1 made during the selection of the atomic orbital basis set

{|φμ〉}. Although very large basis sets would improve the description of the H1 space,

this work elects to use a basis set which is more likely to be used for larger polyelectronic

systems in order to investigate how well CT, TE, and DI can be described even with that

simplification.

7.3.2 Methods

Unlike the previous Chapters, the initial conditions required to describe an atom-

atom collision system does not require different orientations due to the spherical sym-

³Recall that the asymptotic limit is approximated in our simulations by initially placing the projectile
approximately 30 a.u. from the target center of mass and waiting until enough time has passed for the
projectile to travel twice that distance.
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metry of the target. us, we can set {α,β,γ} = {0,0,0} for all simulations. e se-

lected basis set is the typical AO basis 6-31++G**. e set of impact parameters used is

0 a.u.≤ bmax ≤ 10 a.u. with Δb = 0.1 a.u. e energies explored are: 100 eV, 1 keV, 10 keV,

20 keV, 40 keV, 60 keV, 80 keV, and 100 keV.

In order to find the variationally-optimal set of one-electron states for the well-

separated hydrogen atoms, the core Hamiltonian matrix in the AO basis

h= T+Vnuc

hμν = 〈φμ|−
∇2

2
−

nuc

∑
A

ZA

rA
|φν〉 (7.4)

was diagonalized with an H-H internuclear separation of 100 a.u to produce the variation-

ally optimized orbitals {|ψ i〉}. is diagonalization yielded the spectra shown in Figure

7.2 (right eigenvalues). For comparison, that Figure 7.2 also shows the Hartree-Fock or-

bital eigenvalues {|ψHF
i 〉} (le eigenvalues) due to the diagonalization of the Fock matrix

F = h+G (see [56] for more details on the basics of the Hartree-Fock procedure). ese

other orbitals show typical Hartree-Fock virtual orbital eigenvalues. Note that, in the

case of this one-electron system, the interaction matrix G should be identically 0, as it de-

scribes two-particle interactions. However, producing the G matrix with the standard HF

procedure using the one-electron density matrix D captures the interaction which would

be if electrons were placed in those virtual orbitals, or, in other words, the electron affinity

with no orbital relaxation (Koopman’s eorem [56]). For the single α spin electron, G
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becomes

Gα
μν =

K

∑
λσ

(
Dα
λσ +Dβ

λσ

)
(μν|σλ)−Dβ

λσ (μλ|σν) (7.5)

=
K

∑
λσ

Dα
λσ (μν|σλ)

6= 0

(ab|cd) =

ˆ ˆ
φ∗a (r1)φb (r1)r−1

12 φ
∗
c (r2)φd (r2) dr2 dr1

a non-zero matrix G 6= 000, thus leading to F 6= h and {|ψ i〉} 6= {|ψHF
i 〉}. While the sin-

gle occupied orbital (the HOMO) is equivalent between the two orbital sets |ψ0〉= |ψHF
0 〉,

it is obvious that all other orbitals are significantly different. In this way, the canoni-

cal Hartree-Fock procedure only optimizes the occupied orbitals and produces the set of

unoptimized virtual orbitals which are required to span the defined one-electron space.

While the canonical Hartree-Fock virtual orbitals are not variationally optimized to cor-

respond to an excited state using occupying that virtual space, the exact treatment does

variationally optimize each of the K orbitals.

To see numerically the result of these different procedures, consider Figure 7.2 de-

scribing the eigenvalues of a single hydrogen atom with incomplete basis sets. Recall

that for this one-electron case, the εHF values are obtained by diagonalizing F and the

εopt values are obtained by diagonalizing h (cf. Eqs. 7.4 and 7.5). e transition from

the used 6-31++g** basis set to the much larger q-aug-cc-pvdz basis set shown in this fig-

ure demonstrates the previously sketched increasing basis set size in Figure 7.1 (although

note that the previous Figure 7.1 described a cationic H+ + target system and thus had a

single unoccupied negative eigenvalue). Furthermore, this image shows the variational

improvement obtained with the optimal orbitals {|ψ i〉}, as both sets {|ψ i〉} and {|ψHF
i 〉}

yield sets of orthogonal orbitals.
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Figure 7.2: Eigenvalues on a single H atom obtained with the 6-31++g** (le panel) and
q-aug-cc-pvdz (right panel) basis sets obtained with the typical gsHF procedure (εHF) and
the variationally optimized orbitals (εopt). A degeneracy criteria of 0.01Eh was applied
to the eigenvalues and shown above by the broken horizontal lines. Unbound orbitals
correspond to positive (red) eigenvalues, and bound orbitals correspond to negative (blue)
orbitals. e solid black circles indicate the singly occupied orbital on that H atom.
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With the set of variationally optimized determinants—or orbitals for this one-electron

case at hand—the SLEND simulations may be completed as specified and analyzed. In the

6-31++g** basis, the bound orbitals are shown to correspond to the exact 1s and 2s or-

bitals, and all others correspond to a discretized continuum. Calculating the probabilities

with Equation 7.2, the DI ICSs shown in Figure 7.3 were obtained.

When calculating the DI transition probabilities P(i), three different methods were

used for projecting the final SLEND state |ΨSLEND(t = t f )〉 into its constituent compo-

nents. Method I used the set of Hartree-Fock orbitals {|ψHF
i 〉} for the projection, and

calculated the overlap at the final time t f as P(i) = |〈ΨSLEND(t = t f )|Φi〉|2. Method II used

the exact orbitals obtained by diagonalization of the core Hamiltonian {|ψ i〉} to calculate

the overlap at the final time t f as P(i) = |〈ΨSLEND(t = t f )|Φi〉|2. Method III used the exact

orbitals {|ψ i〉} to calculate the average overlap over the final 30 a.u., aer the projectile

and target were approximately non-interacting as P(i) = 1
n j

∑
n j
j |〈ΨSLEND(t j)|Φi〉|2, where

j goes over the final 30 a.u. of simulation time with a total of n j steps.

7.3.3 Results

e calculated DI cross sections obtained with SLEND using Methods I, II, and III are

shown in Figure 7.3. To reiterate, each of these cross sections corresponds to the same

SLEND simulation data constructed from three different analyses of the outgoing SLEND

wavefunction. Comparing the SLEND results to the other theories (Tupitsyn et. al [115]

and Winter [116]) and to experiment (Shah et. al [117]), it can be seen that the variation-

ally optimized set of K orbitals {|ψ i〉} greatly yields much beer accuracy (Methods II

and III) in comparison to the Hartree-Fock orbitals {ψHF
i } (Method I). Furthermore, the

time-averaged probabilities (Method III) produces a smoother curve more in line with ex-

periment. is average was done in order to remove the effect of oscillations between

states at the final time t f . Since the SLEND wavefunction represents a superposition of
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Figure 7.3: Direct ionization cross sections for SLEND compared to experiment and the-
ory. Note the incremental improvement with subsequent SLEND method improvements.
Experiment is from Shah et. al [117], eory A is from Tupitsyn et. al [115], and eory
B is from Winter [116].

states, this oscillation between states is inevitable once the wavefunction is no longer sta-

tionary. Simply taking the final state t f , as is done in Methods I and II, selects an arbitrary

point in the cycle of the oscillations and leads to variation in the reaction probabilities (see

Figure 7.3). Also, note the excellent agreement between SLEND Method III, experiment,

and the theoretical work at energies Elab ' 40 keV.

To help explain why the SLEND results err on the high side at energies Elab < 40 keV,

the cross sections for DI, CT, and TE are shown in Figure 7.5, and the probabilities for each

of these as a function of the impact parameter b for 100 eV, 1 keV, 10 keV, and 100 keV is

shown in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: State-resoved probabilities for CT, TE, and DI for H++H at different energies
as a function of the impact parameter b.

Considering the fact that the 6-31++g** basis used is not designed for high-accuracy

simulations of hydrogen systems but rather typical ground-state molecular electronic

structure, the agreement between SLEND and the other results is remarkable. When com-

paring the different cross sections, it is important to consider their relative magnitudes.

At the lower energies, the CT 1s cross section becomes orders of magnitude larger than all
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DI (SLEND)
DI (Expt.)
TE 2s (SLEND)
TE 2s (Theory A)
CT 2s (SLEND)
CT 2s (Theory A)
CT 1s (SLEND)
CT 1s (Theory A)

Figure 7.5: State-resolved integral cross sections using the 6-31++G** basis set for H++H.
eory A: Direct solution of the Schrödinger differential equation on a numerical grid
with variable resolution and ≈ 4000n4 grid points where n is the principle quantum
number[118]; Experiment: Crossed beam incorporating time-of-flight analysis and co-
incidence counting [117].

other reaction cross sections. us, a small relative error in the CT 1s probabilities leads

to a much larger relative error for any of the other probabilities. Likewise, note how the

accuracy in that CT 1s cross section decreases once it becomes smaller than the DI cross

section.

e overall trends for each state compare reasonably well between SLEND and the

other results. It can be seen that, at higher energies where DI is dominant, the overesti-

mation of CT 1s and 2s predicted by SLEND increases with increasing energy, while the

TE 2s lines up quite well. is information tells us that most of the DI underestimated
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by SLEND at higher energies is primarily going into bound states on the projectile, and is

likely due to the discretization of the continuum. e incomplete description of the un-

bound subspace thus plays a significant role in the outcome of the simulations. At these

higher energies, the electron can energetically have more freedom to occupy the higher

energy bound and unbound excited states, but is here limited by the 6-31++g** basis set.

e 1s and 2s states can be thought of as compensating for both the bound and unbound

states not described with the 6-31++g** AO basis.

Similarly, on the other range of the energy spectrum, where CT 1s is dominant, it

can be seen that DI is overestimated. is is also likely due to the poorer description

of the bound excited states generated by the 6-31++g** basis set, which can contribute

significantly at energies where excitation and DI are of similar magnitude.

As the main point of these simulations was to serve as an initial test of DI in SLEND,

we are quite encouraged by these results to continue SLEND investigations even in regimes

where DI is expected to be an important contribution, even with conventional AO basis

sets. Further, as SLEND simultaneously describes fragmentation, DI, CT, and TE, it is ap-

plicable to a wide variety of processes. Moreover, work is in progress extending SLEND

and PACE to a plane-wave basis, which will certainly increase the ability of SLEND to

treat electrons in the continuum [119].

7.3.4 e⁻ + H

As another test of DI in SLEND, using the same methods described for the above

H++H simulations, DI cross sections were calculated for e– +Husing a classical electron

represented by a point charge and mass. e results of these calculations are shown in

Figure 7.6. Although a classical electron is obviously a poor approximation much of the

time, they are nevertheless included in this dissertation mainly due to the interestingly

good accuracy at energies above 100 eV obtained with such a simple model; it offers a
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Figure 7.6: Exploratory study of SLEND DI cross sections of e– +H using a classical elec-
tron represented by a point charge and mass. SLEND results ploed along with various
exact theoretical results. Note that, although the SLEND results break down at lower ener-
gies (where the quantum nature of the electron is more important), they become accurate
for Elab > 100 eV.

not-so-common example of an instance where the quantum mechanical description of an

electron is not so critical (although the electron on the H atom is still treated quantum-

mechanically with SLEND).

7.4 Polyelectronic Systems

e fact that SLEND contains electronic excitations is inherent in its dynamical de-

scription using theouless parametrization (cf. Eq. 2.13), but the precise prescription for

these excited (bound and unbound) states has not been satisfactorily described⁴. Unlike

the one-electron case discussed above, a single method for the optimal determination of

many-electron single-determinantal excited states does not clearly stand out in the litera-

ture. Multi-determinantal excited states methods such as CI diagonalize the Hamiltonian

⁴However, note that there is some mention of direct ionization in the SLEND literature. Killian et al.
[107] stated “[t]he 5 keV collision energy limit imposed on this investigation arises from the opening of
the ionization channel for collision energies above this value. e current implementation of the END
formalism allows for a partial description of ionization processes through the inclusion of low continuum
states provided by the time-dependent Hartree–Fock model.”
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thereby variationally solving for the ground state and all the excited states within some

truncated N -electron Hilbert space HN . e one-electron H++H system above corre-

sponds to the full configuration interaction expansion, as each determinant is represented

by a single orbital. However, the HF procedure finds the best single determinant for the

description of the ground state, and further modification is required to use the proce-

dure for variationally optimizing single-determinantal excited states. In this chapter, the

characteristics of such a method are described and methods that satisfy these criteria are

shown.

In a SLEND simulation, there is at any point in the dynamics an electronic state

that in general is not necessarily the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) electronic ground state.

It is desirable to know the occupation of any possible TI states {|Φi〉} (Eq. 7.2). In the

past, plausible TI excited states were created through occupied-unoccupied HF orbital

substitutions (e.g., HOMO-LUMO), as is done in the CI expansion. While that set of Slater

determinants completely spans the configuration space, there are several problems related

to this approach. Although this procedure yields orthogonal single Slater determinants at

the same level of theory as the SLEND calculations, the set of determinants should also

correspond to physically meaningful excited states, and the orbital substitution procedure

does not give any guarantees on the converging accuracy of those states, in contrast to

the ground HF state. While the orbital substitution approach may, in fact, sometimes give

meaningful results, we will explain below a superior procedure to this approximation and

explain why our procedure allows a more correct interpretation of both bound excited

states and ionized states (and compared to experiment).

e SLEND treatment of the electronic wavefunction |ΨSLEND
e 〉 implies the orbital

approximation. In addition to the good results shown already in this dissertation, which

may be obtained under the orbital approximation, such an approximation also simplifies
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the analysis, as it is straightforward to consider the independent spin-orbitals comprising

a Slater determinant. Importantly for this Chapter, in the orbital approximation, each

orbital has a corresponding eigenvalue which may be used to determine whether or not

its electron is bound to a molecular target or “free.”

Accordingly, although the same atomic orbital (AO) basis set would be used by a

full TI CI calculation, this does not imply that our dynamics can access the same varia-

tional space that would be possible by (prohibitively expensive and currently not used)

END calculations utilizing CI for the electronic degrees of freedom; it is well-known that

the single-determinantal representation lacks electron correlation effects recovered by CI

[56]. Rather, ouless showed that his representation of the wavefunction may be rep-

resented by a single Slater determinant [30]; as such, any TI excitations relevant for a

SLEND state must be representable by a single Slater determinant.

is becomes obvious when a complete, infinite basis is conceptualized (Fig. 7.1).

Crucially, that added electron is not what we seek to describe. As such, the HF virtual

orbitals “leover” from a HF-SCF calculation do not provide adequate excited state molec-

ular orbitals (MOs); more properly, the determinants formed by the orbital swapping pro-

cedure does not provide an adequate excited N -electron state.

As a prelude, we note that this first aempt typically uses virtual orbitals with posi-

tive eigenvalues. As will be explored in greater detail later, eigenvalues greater than zero

should be considered unbound due to the repulsion which may be aributed to that sign.

Furthermore, it is known that HF virtual orbitals more properly “are not well defined,” are

“artificially diffuse,” are an “accidental byproduct of the selected basis,” have lile relation

to the excitation phenomenon, and finally represent the addition of a new electron rather

than excitation [114].
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e conditions below are required for the proper representation of the SLEND dy-

namical state in a set of meaningful states:

1. Each excited state should belong to the space of all single Slater determinant wave-

functions SN .

2. Each excited state should be optimized variationally.

3. Each excited state should be orthogonal to the ground-state and also mutually or-

thogonal to the other excited states.

In more detail, the first and second criteria require the TI state to be at the same level of

theory as the TD SLEND state, e.g. satisfying |ΨSLEND(t = 0)〉= |ΨHF〉. e third criterion

allows us to use the variational theorem to have increased certainty in our excited state

wavefunctions as the energy decreases. In this way, we can produce a set of excited-state

determinants which are provably superior to the “excited” determinants produced by the

HF orbital substitution procedure previously used. e reader may note the existence

of single-determinantal excited states approaches in the literature which do not strictly

maintain the orthogonality criterion (e.g. [120]), but we maintain it in order to guarantee

the specifiedHN space can be spanned and so that the total probability can always sum

to unity.

Considering the previously used method to use each “excited” determinant in a trun-

cated CI expansion as the single-determinant excited state satisfies criteria 1) and 3) and

can be represented by Eq. 7.2; however, these determinants do not satisfy the second cri-

terion. Similarly, variational excited states methods such as CI methods, multi-reference

CI (MRCI) methods, and multi-configurational SCF (MCSCF) methods including complete

active space SCF (CAS-SCF) are ruled out by criterion 1). On the other hand, the above

criteria 1), 2), and 3) generate a set of excited states at the same level of theory as the
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SLEND dynamically evolving state. e reader may take these requirements to mean that

the excited state will be “mean-field” in the same manner as the ground state HF (gsHF)

solution, with the concomitant consistent treatment of electron exchange and correlation.

ere exist in the literature several examples of methods which calculate single-

determinantal excited states using the variational theorem. Specifically, the work pre-

sented in this text was inspired by the work by Tassi et al. for single and double exci-

tations [121, 122], although note similar work by Evangelista et al. [123], Richings and

Karadakov [124], Glushkov andWilson [125], Leon [126], andMorokuma and Iwata [127].

Many of these can be realized to be equivalent to a HF procedure with certain restrictions

during the iterative optimization algorithm. In the following work, I will briefly sketch

an algorithm corresponding to the formulation by Tassi et al. [121, 122] but generalized

in order to allow for x-tuple excitations (where x is the excitation level, or the number

of orbitals from the gsHF unoccupied subspace). However, note that the single (x = 1)

and double (x = 2) excitation classes are expected to provide by far the most important

contributions to the SLEND dynamical state |ΨSLEND〉 in most cases.

In order to satisfy the orthogonality requirement, this method iteratively optimizes

excited-state determinants |Ψi+1〉 from lower-energy determinants |Ψi〉. Realizing that

the combinatorial nature of the
( K

Nα

)( K
Nβ

)
determinants implies that a hierarchical struc-

ture may be used to consider single, double, etc. excitation from the ground state along

with all the possible combinations (excitations) within each of those excitation classes,

the following outlines a procedure for constructing an x-tuple excited determinant from

the gsHF |Ψ0〉. Given a determinant |Ψi+1〉 excited from determinant |Ψi〉, the iterative

nature of this algorithms requires that each excited state |Ψi+1〉 depends on the occupied

and corresponding unoccupied orbitals in the lower energy determinant |Ψi〉. To strictly

maintain mutual orthogonality, the H1 space is partitioned into orthogonal subspaces of
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dimensionality K (the dimension of the AO basis set), and the HF procedure optimizes a

unitary transformation of the orbitals within each of these subspaces which minimizes

the energy given some orthogonality constraints. A basic outline of this general proce-

dure follows, although the reader may use the previously mentioned work by Tassi et al.

for specific implementations and applications of singly- and doubly-excited determinants

[121, 122].

In my realization of excited state determinants, given the orbitals in the previously-

solved |Ψ0〉, the H1 space is firstly partitioned into S1 and S2 containing the occupied

and unoccupied orbitals from |Ψ0〉, respectively. With that subspace specification, the

density matrix Dx of the higher state |Ψx〉 is formed from the lowest N − x orbitals from

the occupied subspace S1 and the lowest x orbitals from the unoccupied subspace S2. Since

〈ψ1
i |ψ2

j〉= 0 for all orbitals ψ1
i ∈ S1 and ψ2

j ∈ S2 and therefore 〈∑i∈S1 ciψ i|∑ j∈S2 c jψ j〉= 0,

any such excited state |Ψx〉 corresponding to this density Dx is orthogonal to the lower-

energy state |Ψ0〉.

Secondly, to solve the HF equations while maintaining no mixing between orthog-

onal subspaces during the optimization, the Fock matrix is produced from Dx in the AO

basis Fμν and changed to the MO basis of the lower state Fi j

F0
i j = 〈ψ i|F̂|ψ j〉

= 〈∑
k

cikφk|F̂ |∑
l

c jlφl〉

= ∑
kl

cikc jl〈φk|F̂|φl〉

= ∑
kl

cikF0
μνc jl

=
(
cF0cT)

i j
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Using this Fock matrix in the |Ψ0〉 orbital basis, the no-mixing constraint is applied by

diagonalizing the S1 and S2 spaces separately and forming the effective Fock matrix for

the excited state Fx.

Fx =

 FS1 0

0 FS2


By iteratively using these orthogonal subspaces during the diagonalization of the effective

Fock matrix Fx and during the construction of the density, orthogonality can be main-

tained and other conventional HF techniques can be used. As higher excited states are

found, the orbital basis defining the subspaces changes so that each excited state is cre-

ated from the orbital basis of some lower state. Although it is likely that only the first

several single- and double-excitations will be important for the resolution of |ΨSLEND〉,

extension of the above method to completely span the Hilbert space requires the use of

two more subspaces S3 and S4 implementing two more orbital constraints: orbitals which

are frozen to be completely occupied in S3, and orbitals which are constrained to be com-

pletely unoccupied in S4. In those two subspaces, no variation is allowed; the use of these

four subspaces allows for the optimization of all
( K

Nα

)( K
Nβ

)
orthogonal determinants. In

lieu of pseudocode, a couple of examples are given in order to demonstrate the use of S3

and S4.

For example, the first singly-excited determinant |ΨS
1〉 yields one orbital |ψ ′

S2;1〉 =

∑unocc
i ci|ψ i〉 produced from the unoccupied part of |Ψ0〉 which replaces one orbital from

the unoccupied part of |Ψ0〉 with one orbital from the occupied part |ψ ′
S1;N〉= ∑occ

i ci|ψ i〉.

In this notation, the N is used as it is the highest-energy of the N orbitals in S1 and the

primes correspond to a change of basis. To find the next lowest-energy singly-excited de-

terminant |ΨS
2〉, it is necessary to move that N-th orbital |ψ ′

S2;1〉 into S4 so that it is neither

used to create the densitymatrixD2 nor included in the occupied eigenvectors of F2. us,
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we have |ψ ′′
S2;1〉= ∑unocc

i ci|ψ0
i 〉 where |ψ ′

S2;1〉 ⊥ |ψ ′′
S2;1〉 and therefore all determinants are

mutually orthogonal. In this way, adding an orbital to the S3 subspace can be used when

higher excitations from the reference unoccupied subspace are desired.

Considering the above example, as all orbital combinations are important, another

singly-excited orthogonal determinant |ΨS
3〉 may be excited out of |ΨS

1〉 by using |ΨS
1〉 as

the orbital basis reference. Starting with the |ΨS
1〉 S1 and S2 subspace definitions, the above

|ψ ′
S2;1〉 is constrained to be occupied in |ΨS

3〉 by moving it to the new S3. Whenever an

orbital is added to a new S3, the reference S1 is used to create the new S1 from the N − x

occupied orbitals from the reference S1, and the new S2 from the x unoccupied orbitals

of the reference S1. In this way, adding an orbital to the S3 can be used when higher

excitations from the reference occupied subspace are desired.

e above paragraphs outline qualities necessary in a single-determinantal excited

states method. It is noted that satisfactorymethods from other researchers currently exist,

and a brief description of a more general method which spans HN is given which may

be more useful for analyzing the SLEND electronic wavefunction. In the future, SLEND

treatment of many-electron systems will be considered by including the above ideas in

PACE.

7.5 Discussion

e studies of H++H presented in this Chapter demonstrate how SLEND calcu-

lations may satisfactorily work at energies higher than previously thought possible by

applying an improved analysis of the final SLEND wavefunction. It was shown and ex-

plainedwhyHFgs orbitals should not be used to produce the excited states without further

optimization. Criteria for the single-determinantal variational optimization of excited

states on polyelectronic systems were given in addition to a theoretical method satisfy-

ing these criteria. Unlike excited states formed by certain combinations of a single set of
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HFgs orbitals, excited states calculated using the variational theorem converge towards

exact excited states, and serve as a significant improvement to the previously used orbital-

swapping method. Primarily, the optimized states correspond beer to physical states. As

another significant advantage of the variational optimization of excited states, the set of

completely bound states described by orthogonal single-determinant wavefunctions is not

so large, and may be explored for an affordable cost without resorting to an intractable

CI expansion consisting of many states of lile relevance to the physical states.

In the future, the addition of plane-wave basis sets to SLEND will provide a natural

way to investigate unbound electrons, as these basis sets are not centered on the nuclear

centers [119]. e criteria shown in this Chapter will apply equally well to the plane-

wave basis, as a certain basis set type is not required by the method. In fact, the reasoning

behind the selection of states in this Chapter does not apply exclusively to SLEND. More

generally, the approach applies similarly to any single-determinantal method where it is

desired to decompose |Φ〉= ∑i ci|Ψi〉 into a set of orthogonal single-determinantal states

|Ψi〉.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Proton-molecule collisions have been simulated using the Electron Nuclear Dynam-

ics theory at the Simplest Level with Hartree-Fock or with Kohn-ShamDensity Functional

eory to investigate total charge-transfer processes, fragmentation, and projectile stop-

ping for a number of systems important for developing an improved understanding of

the effects of proton radiation on human tissues. e electron nuclear dynamics the-

ory, even at its simplest level of theory, has proven to be a useful and versatile tool for

these systems. However, two long-standing issues have existed at (1) low energies for

closed-shell singlet molecules and (2) accounting for unbound electrons at high energies;

in this dissertation, the fundamental bases of these two issues have been clarified and

partially mitigated by (1) changing the input initial state and (2) changing the analysis of

the output final state. e modifications presented here represent a significant increase

in the extent of SLEND’s applicability which may be gained without modification to the

SLEND dynamical equations. For the low energy issue (1), a controlled perturbation of

the initial state was shown to change the charge-transfer integral cross section by, e.g.,

an order of magnitude for the beer at a collision energy of 100 eV. For the high-energy

limit (2), it was demonstrated how the SLEND theory may be extended for accurate use

at higher energies than previously thought possible by applying the variational theorem

to improve the single-determinantal description of excited states and by clarifying the

criteria by which states describe unbound electrons. Although the problems (1) and (2)

are not completely removed, with these improvements, SLEND is poised to investigate

many more problems than before at a greater level of detail and at a much wider range of
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energies, allowing for further accurate investigations of proton cancer therapy reactions

and other particle radiation on human tissues.
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Appendix A

Projection of Non-Orthogonal Determinants

McWeeny and Löwdin

Following McWeeny Section 3.3 [112] and Löwdin [128], a pair of non-orthonormal

Slater determinants

Φa (x1,x2, ...,xN) = Ma (N!)−1/2 det{a1,a2, ...,aN}

Φb (x1,x2, ...,xN) = Mb (N!)−1/2 det{b1,b2, ...,bN}

has overlap integral 〈ai|b j〉 for the spin-orbitals. e integral 〈Φa|Φb〉 has N! identical

terms which exactly cancel the 1/N! normalization factor to yield

〈Φa|Φb〉 = MaMb ×ˆ [
a∗1 (x1)a∗2 (x2) ...a

∗
N (xN)∑

P

εPPb1 (x1)b2 (x2) ...bN (xN)

]
dx1dx2...dxN

where εP = ±1 are the permutation terms corresponding to the permutation P . With

the matrix d̃ab
μν =

´
a∗μ (1)bν (1)dx1 we may rewrite the above equation as

〈Φa|Φb〉 = MaMb ∑
P

εPP d̃ab
1μ1

d̃ab
2μ2

...d̃ab
NμN

= MaMb

∣∣∣d̃ab
μν

∣∣∣
where μ,ν ∈ {1,2, ...N}. Let the determinant above be represented as Dab =

∣∣∣d̃ab
μν

∣∣∣. e

normalization constants are provided byMa = D−1/2
aa and Mb = D−1/2

bb . Finally, we have

〈Φa|Φb〉= (DaaDbb)
−1/2 Dab
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Implementation

Consider now the overlap of some SLEND state with some determinant 〈ΨSLEND|Ψi〉

(cf. Eq. 7.2). I use the above approach by McWeeny leing |Φa〉 = |ΨSLEND〉 and |Φb〉 =

|Ψi〉. Also, letZ be the occupied SLENDnon-orthogonalMO coefficients in atomic integral

order, let C be the occupied HF orthogonal MO coefficients in atomic integral order, and

let φμ be the atomic orbitals.

1. Calculate Ma = MEND. e dynamical orbitals are non-orthogonal, so we need

Ma = D−1/2
aa =

∣∣∣d̃aa
μν

∣∣∣−1/2

=

∣∣∣∣∣ N

∑
μ=1

N

∑
ν=1

〈aμ|aν〉

∣∣∣∣∣
−1/2

=

∣∣∣∣∣ N

∑
μ=1

N

∑
ν=1

〈Zμiφμ|Zν jφν〉

∣∣∣∣∣
−1/2

=

∣∣∣∣∣ N

∑
μ=1

N

∑
ν=1

Z∗
μi〈φμ|φν〉Zν j

∣∣∣∣∣
−1/2

=

∣∣∣∣∣ N

∑
μ=1

N

∑
ν=1

Z∗
μiSμνZν j

∣∣∣∣∣
−1/2

=

∣∣∣∣∣ N

∑
μ=1

N

∑
ν=1

(Z†)iμ(S)μν(Z)ν j

∣∣∣∣∣
−1/2

=
∣∣∣Z†SZ

∣∣∣−1/2
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2. Calculate Mb = MHF. Since the HF molecular orbitals ψ i are orthonormal,

Mb = D−1/2
bb =

∣∣∣d̃bb
μν

∣∣∣−1/2

=

∣∣∣∣∣ N

∑
μ=1

N

∑
ν=1

〈Cμiφμ|Cν jφν〉

∣∣∣∣∣
−1/2

( =
∣∣∣C†SC

∣∣∣−1/2
)

=

∣∣∣∣∣〈 N

∑
μ=1

Cμiφμ|
N

∑
ν=1

Cν jφν〉

∣∣∣∣∣
−1/2

=
∣∣∣〈ψ i|ψ j〉

∣∣∣−1/2

= |1|−1/2

= 1

3. Calculate 〈Φa|Φb〉= 〈ΨSLEND|Ψi〉 (the same atomic orbitals are used for both Z and

C, justifying the use of S).

〈Φa|Φb〉 = MaMbDab

=

∣∣Z†SC
∣∣√∣∣Z†SZ
∣∣

us, we can calculate any of the probabilities in the expansion Eq. 7.2.

4. Finally, recall that SLEND uses unrestricted HF. erefore, we should calculate sep-

arately the orthogonal spin components 〈ΨEND,α |Ψiα〉 and 〈ΨEND,β |Ψiβ〉 to generate

specific spin-specific probabilities P0α = |〈ΨEND,α |Ψiα〉|2 and P0β = |〈ΨEND,β |Ψiβ〉|2

and take as the total probability Pi = PiαPiβ = |〈ΨEND,α |Ψiα〉〈ΨEND,β |Ψiβ〉|2.
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